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Abstract 

There is a tremendous growth of wireless communication services over the last decade. The 

security concerns are becoming more serious with the growth of wireless networks. For 

providing a wide range of real-time and non-real-time applications, wireless networks with 

optimal security and performance are always desirable. In this thesis, we have focused on 

analysis and quantification of security-performance tradeoff in Wireless Local Area 

Networks (WLANs) and to propose solutions for optimal tradeoff suitable for wireless 

communication services. 

We first, have carried out comprehensive experimental analysis to study the impact of 

different security protocols on the performance of IEEE 802.11 based wireless LANs. 

Further, the impact of various network scenarios including non-roaming and roaming 

networks with different packet lengths, TCP and UDP trafSc streams, congested and 

uncongested, single and multi-client networks, on the performance of secure WLAN are 

investigated to the possible extent. We have quantified throughput, response time, 

encryption overheads, frame loss, packet loss and jitter as performance metrics. It is 

observed that there is always a tradeoff between security and network performance. 

Including the security impact, different scenarios have significant impact on the network 

performance. This analysis enabled us to gain an in-depth imderstanding of the security-

performance tradeoff. A detailed view of the benefits offered by a particular security 

protocol and the validation of experimental results is provided by Relative Security 

Strength Index (RSSI) model. It helps the system designers to choose a security protocol 

with desired strength. We have also carried out the statistical analysis of the experimental 

data and analyzed the robustness associated with each security protocol. By choosing the 

robust security protocol, network performance can be improved. 

In-depth analysis of Ron's Code 4 (RC4) encryption algorithm has been carried out in this 

thesis. The weaknesses of RC4 has made the protocol vulnerable to niunber of security 

threats and attacks. It is highly imperative to seek a tradeoff between security and network 

performance for overall provisioning of the secure communication. We have proposed 

three RC4 variants referred to as RC4-M1, RC4-M2 and RC4-M3. Security of the proposed 

schemes is analyzed in terms of randomness and computational complexity. The schemes 

offer computational complexity in terms of greater number of operations relative to the 

existing variants. The security-performance tradeoff has been analyzed in terms of run time, 

vii 



CPU cycles consumed, energy cost, and throughput. The results clearly indicate that the 

computation load of the proposed variants is significantly reduced as compared to the 

existing proposals, concluding that the proposed schemes are computationally efficient. 

To improve security-throughput tradeoff over the wireless channel, a link adaptive 

encryption scheme using Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm is evaluated that 

adapts to channel variations and enhances the security level of WLANs without making 

any compromise with the network performance. Nimierical results obtained through 

simulation are compared with the fixed block length encryption technique in two different 

modes of operation- Electronic Code Book (ECB) & Cipher Block Chaining (CBC). 

Optimal block length is also computed, which is assumed to be the effective strength of the 

cipher. It has been observed that security attained with link adaptive scheme operating in 

ECB mode of cipher is a better solution for security and throughput tradeoff. However, it 

is found that, if computational security is a major concern, link adaptive scheme in CBC 

mode should be preferred. 

A double token based fast authentication scheme has been proposed in this thesis. The 

scheme is compared with existing token based and Extensible Authentication Protocol 

(EAP) authentication techniques. It results in fast authentication without compromising the 

security and performance of wireless networks. 

In this thesis, in-depth analysis of security-performance tradeoff is carried out. New 

encryption and authentication algorithms for enhancing the overall network performance 

are proposed. The obtained results by experimental, simulation and analytical methods may 

be usefiil in imderstanding the potential applications of security protocols/algorithms in real 

time applications and addressing the design challenges of future security protocols. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The chapter gives an overview of the work presented in the thesis. It briefly explains 

security attacks, mechanisms, protocols and the security goals. Further, it presents the 

motivation of our reseeirch work and objectives. The chapter also covers organization of 

the thesis. 

1.1 Introduction 

Wireless communication is growing explosively offering users with network connectivity 

without being tethered to a wired network. Like their wired counterparts, WLANs, are 

being evolved to provide higher data rate to the users in a limited geographical area. Due 

to the release of physical constraints and the ease of accessibiUty, mobility and flexibiUty, 

wireless networks have been extensively deployed worldwide to give myriad of wireless 

commimication services and applications. The vmiversality of these applications ranges 

from homes, business, real time environment monitoring and surveillance, online banking, 

live audio and video streaming, social networking, cafes, military and research areas to 

many more. As wireless networks have gained extensive potential in deployment scenarios 

and supporting user applications, an enormous amoimt of research has been carried out 

pertaining to network topologies, mobiUty management, network selection issues and the 

security capabilities. [1][2] 

However, despite of the evident advantages and applications of wireless networks, open 

and shared wireless mediimi makes the transmitted data vulnerable to malicious attacks 

[3] [4]. Therefore, to support the wireless communication services and applications over the 

wireless network is not only the main challenge, but, to transmit the data efficiently and 

securely with perceived Quality of Service (QoS) is an important issue, which is an ever 

evolving ^rea for research. 

Wireless network security is an aspect, which enables the users to seciu-ely access the 

wireless communication services without being vulnerable to any illegitimate user [5] [6]. 

However, the information transmitted over the network is susceptible to several attacks, 

(Sniffing, Spoofing, Eavesdropping, Denial of Service (DoS) and Man-in-the-Middle 



Attack (MitM), which is the major problem in offering continuous service availability with 

desired network performance [8]-[10]. To mitigate these, a nimiber of security mechanisms 

and protocols have been developed [11]-[15]. These security protocols may prevent 

security attacks but with limitations. For example, security protocols use different 

cryptographic primitives, which are associated with additional performance overheads and 

hence results in performance degradation. So there is a tradeoff between security and the 

network performance [16]-[22]. Due to the limited security of wireless networks till date 

and the direct impact of security algorithms on network performance, development of new 

enhanced security mechanisms with improved security-performance tradeoff becomes a 

crucial and challenging task. The present work is an attempt towards evaluating the security 

strength and network performance of WLANs with the aim of finding the algorithms 

providing optimal security-performance tradeoff. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Classification of security attacks and 

security mechanisms are presented in Section 1.2 and Section 1.3. Various security goals 

are defined in Section 1.4. Motivation of the research work and the problem statement is 

given in Section 1.5. The research objectives of this thesis are stated in Section 1.6. Finally, 

Section 1.7, presents organization of the thesis. 

1.2 Security Attacks on WLANs 

Wireless networks are not restricted to any physical boundaries for their coverage and due 

to imbounded electromagnetic transmission mediimi, the information reaches to everyone 

with capable radio receiver. This makes the wireless technologies highly insecure. An 

illegitimate user can either easily snoop on the confidential communications or modify 

them. On the basis of this, security attacks can be broadly classified in two ways; active 

and passive attacks. Passive attacks are in the nature of eavesdropping or monitoring of the 

transmission. Active attacks involve modification of the message contents. Figure 1.1 

presents broad classification of the security attacks on WLAN [13]. 

1.3 Security Mechanisms 

To detect, prevent and recover transmitted information from security attacks, security 

mechanisms are used. Cryptographic primitives are accepted as "secure" algorithms by the 

cryptology community, as they are resistant to many known cryptanalytic attacks. 
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Figure 1.1 Classification of seciirity attacks 
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Figure 1.2 Cryptographic primitives 

Figure 1.2 presents the basic classification of these primitives; symmetric key, asymmetric 

key, hash functions and security protocols. The following section briefly defines these 

cryptographic algorithms. 



U . l Symmetric Key Encryption Algorithms 

It is an encryption technique also knoAvn as 'secret key cryptography' where a single key 

is used during encryption and decr5^tion. That is same shared key is used by both sender 

and receiver for the conversion of plaintext into ciphertext. These schemes are 

mathematically represented as: 

Encryption 

Decryption 

C = E{X.K) (1.1) 

(1.2) 

Where ciphertext C, is obtained by encrypting the plaintext X, using the key K. Similarly 

plaintext is obtained by decrypting the ciphertext using the same secret key. Synmietric key 

encryption techniques are further classified into two categories; stream ciphers and block 

ciphers. 

1.3.1.1 Stream Cipher 

Each bit of input data is processed individually in stream ciphers. This is achieved by 

performing an XOR operation on a plaintext bit and a random keystream bit. Figure 1.3(a) 

depicts the working principle of stream cipher for encrypting n bits of plaintext at a time. 

Li these ciphers only a single bit or a byte of data is processed at a time. RC4 [14], HC-128 

[23], HC-256 [24], A5/1 [25], SNOW [26] are the examples of stream ciphers. Stream 

ciphers are known for their fast and easy implementations and are foimd relevant for the 

applications with less computational resources. For example, A5/1 is part of the GSM 

mobile phone standard and is used for the encryption of voice messages, RC4 is used as an 

encryption algorithm in Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) and Wi-Fi Protected Access 

(WPA) protocols. 
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T^-t" Stream Cipher 

Co, Cj... Cn 

(a) 
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Figure 1.3 Encryption of n bits with a) Stream cipher b) Block cipher 

1,3.1.2 Block Cipher 

In block ciphers, an entire block of data is processed at a time. Figure 1.3(b) describes the 

operational principle of block ciphers, where a block of n bits of plaintext are processed in 

a single run to give n bits of ciphertext. Data Encryption Standard (DES), AES, Ron's Code 

5 (RC5) and Ron's Code 6 (RC6), BLOWFISH, TWOFISH, International Data Encryption 

Algorithm (IDEA) are the examples of block ciphers. DES is used in various devices- smart 

cards, modems, setup boxes and routers etc. and AES, known for its security and efficiency, 

is used in Wi-Fi Protected Access 2 (WPA2) [13][14]. 

1.3.2 Asymmetric Key Encryption Algorithms 

An asymmetric key cryptography also known as 'public key cryptography' is an encryption 

technique where two different keys; public key, /'f/and private key, PR are used to perform 

encryption and decryption. If user B generate a public and private key pair, PUh is publicly 

available and therefore is accessible to everyone and PRb is known only to B. If one key is 

used for encryption, the other is used for decryption i.e. either of the two related keys can 

be used for encryption and for decryption. 

If encryption is performed with public key, decryption will be done with private key: 

C = E(Pf/fc,X) and X = D{PRb,C) (1.3) 

If encryption is performed with private key, decryption will be done with public key: 

C = E(PJ?b,X) and X = D{PUt„ C) (1.4) 



Rivest, Shamir and Adleman (RSA) encryption algorithm and DifFie Hellman (DH) key 

exchange algorithm are the examples of asymmetric key cryptography [13][14]. 

1.3.3 Hash Functions 

A cryptographic hash function /f is a cryptographic function which maps a variable-length 

input bit string to fixed-length output bit string or a variable length message is converted 

into fixed length message or hash code as shown in Figure 1.4. These functions provide 

many security goals including authenticity, digital signatures and digital steganography. 

Message Digest (MD5), Secure Hash Algorithms-SHA-1, SHA-2 and SHA-2 are different 

available hash functions [27]. 

A cryptographic hash function H is 
a cryptographic fonction which 
maps a variable-length input bit 
string to fixed-length output bit 
string 

= J ^ ^ OX92741085HD527891032F005V 

Figure 1.4 Hash fiinction 

1.3,4 Security Protocols 

The specifications of communication patterns, intended to let agents share secret 

information over a public network are termed as security protocols. They are required to 

protect the transmitted information even in the presence of illegitimate users, who listen to 

the message exchanges over the network and also modify the system (by delaying or 

imitating messages, for instance). The presence of malicious users imposes the use of 

encrypted communication. As mentioned above, a wide variety of cryptographic 

primitives; secret key cryptography, public key cryptography and hash fimctions etc., have 

been developed and considered as one of the major constituent of security protocol. WEP, 

WPA, WPA2 are various security protocols used for securing IEEE 802.11 based WLANs 

[12]. 

1.4 Security Goals in WLANs 

Every security mechanism is designed to provide a bundle of security functions that assure 

the secrecy of the system. These functions are generally referred to as the security goals. 

These goals can be categorized as follows: 



i) Confidentiality 

Confidentiality is the ability to keep the transmitted data unreadable to illegitimate users or 

malicious nodes. WLANs are broadcast in nature and anyone with powerful radio receiver 

may intercept the communication and access the information. Confidentiality of 

information can be maintained by using symmetric and asymmetric key algorithms. 

ii) Integrity 

Integrity ensures the reliability of the transmitted data and refers to the ability to confirm 

that the information has not been tempered with, illegally altered and modified in the 

transmission. When the data is transmitted over the wireless medium, the intruder can 

modify or delete the message contents and retransmit it to the user which leads to replay 

attack. The message integrity can be achieved using hash functions. 

Ui) Authentication 

Authentication is the abiUty to identify the communicating node or the verification of user 

credentials. Authentication is about "'What you know? What you have? or What you are? ". 

For example in Aadhar card, authentication is performed on the basis of Aadhar card 

number and the associated biometrics. It prevents the information from impersonation 

attacks. Authentication can be achieved using Message authentication code (MAC) and 

asymmetric key cryptography. 

iv) Authorization 

Authorization is the process of establishing if the user, who is already authenticated, is 

allowed to access a particular service/application or perform a particular action. In general, 

authorization governs what a user is and is not permitted to do. 

v) Access control 

Access Control is the process of imposing an essential security for a particular resource. 

After authentication and authorization, we need to physically prevent user from accessing 

anything that they he/she is not authorized to. Access control can be realized as the blend 

of authentication and authorization with some added measures, such as IP-based 

restrictions. 



vi) Availability 

The goal of availability is to ensure that the network resources and services are available to 

authorized users despite of the presence of malicious users. 

vii) Non-Repudiation 

The goal of non-repudiation is to prevent an entity from denial of the previous 

commitments or activities. It can be achieved using digital signatures. 

1.5 Motivation 

There has been an extensive and widespread deployment of WLANs for information 

access. The open and shared medium of wireless networks has raised stringent security 

demands. To achieve a secure wireless commimication, different security protocols have 

been developed to operate at different layers of the protocol stack. WEP, WPA and WPA2 

[28]-[30] are the protocols developed for providing Media Access Control (MAC) layer 

security. Protocols such as Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) [31] at network layer, Secure 

Socket Layer (SSL) at transport layer [32], and Remote Authentication Dial in User Service 

(RADIUS) [33] at appUcation layer are used to seciu-e the network from maUcious attacks. 

Security related studies may be conducted including the following aspects: 

1) Identification of the vulnerabilities in existing security protocols and mechanisms. 

2) Devising novel techniques with enhanced security. 

3) Performance analysis of different security protocols. 

4) Intrusion detection. 

5) Key distribution 

6) Physical Layer Security 

According to the existing studies, a number of attacks have been reported on WEP and 

802.Ix protocols [34]-[38]. To improve the security, some of the proposals have been 

presented in [3 9]-[44], where several new security algorithms have been proposed. Further, 

to study the impact of security protocols on the network performance, several experimental 

studies have been carried out in different environments [45]-[49]. Comprehensive studies 

have been reported to imderstand, detect and prevent attacks in wireless networks [50]-

[53]. In spite of the extensive research efforts, there are many challenging issues pertaining 

to the provisioning of secure commimication over wireless networks. There is a need to 



make an in-depth experimental quantitative analysis of the performance impact of security 

protocols. In general, a tradeoff is sought between security and network performance. A 

few studies have been reported on improving the security mechanism while optimizing the 

security performance tradeoff [54]-[59]. 

Motivated by the need of secured communication with acceptable QoS, this thesis aims to 

carry out performance evaluation, enhancement and analysis of security algorithms in 

different WLAN scenarios. The outline of the major research objectives is illustrated in 

Figure 1.5. The tree is rooted at security attacks, protocols and services, branches of which 

are extended to security-performance evaluation of WLANs and analysis of security 

algorithms. The aim of this research work is stated as follows: 

To analyze and quantify the security-performance tradeoff in WLANs and to 

propose solutions for optimal tradeoff suitable for wireless communication 

services. 

In order to meet the aforesaid goal, the research work is outlined in the following section. 

1.6 Research Objectives 

The main focus of the work presented in this thesis is to investigate the performance of 

secure wireless network and to seek optimal security-performance tradeoff. The research 

objectives are stated as follows: 

1) Experimental analysis of secured WLAN 

a) To study the impact of security protocols on network performance. 

b) To analyze the impact of different network scenarios on the performance of secured 

WLANs. 

2) To propose novel mechanism with improved security-performance tradeoff. 

3) To analyze the adaptive encryption scheme with improved tradeoff. 

4) To devise a fast and secure authentication algorithm for WLANs. 
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Figure 1.5 Scope of the Research work 
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1.7 Organization of the Thesis 

Chapter 1 gives an overview of the work presented in the thesis. It briefly explains security 

attacks, mechanisms, protocols and the security goals. Fmther, it presents the motivation 

of our research work followed with research objectives. 

Chapter 2 provides literature survey of the related work in the domaia of wireless network 

seciuity. It presents various security attacks and briefly elaborates the security protocols 

and the proposed security mechanisms to mitigate these attacks. Various studies analyzing 

the security-performance tradeoff are also reported in this chapter. 

Chapter 3 covers two reseeirch objectives. First, we have carried out the quantitative 

experimental analysis in order to study the impact of various security protocols on the 

performance of IEEE 802.11 based wireless LANs. Secondly, comprehensive experimental 

analysis to study the impact of various network scenarios including non-roaming and 

roaming networks with different packet lengths, Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and 

User Datagram Protocol (UDP) traffic streams, congested and uncongested with single and 

multi-client network on the performance of secure WLAN has been conducted. 

Throughput, response time, encryption overheads, fiame loss, packet loss and jitter as 

performance metrics have been quantified. A detailed analysis of the benefits offered by a 

particular security protocol and the validation of experimental results is provided using 

RSSI model. Further, a descriptive statistical analysis of the experimental data is carried 

out and robustness associated with each security protocol is analyzed. Recommendations 

are made in favor of the robust security protocol against mobility in each network scenario 

imder study. 

In Chapter 4, performance analysis of RC4 encryption algorithm is carried out and 

enhanced RC4 variants are proposed with optimal security-performance tradeoff. 

Performance is analyzed in terms of execution time, throughput, energy consumption, 

computational complexity and statistical analysis. 

Chapter 5 describes the adaptive encryption scheme using AES encryption algorithm to 

improve the security performance tradeoff. Secxirity strength is also evaluated in this 

chapter. 

Chapter 6 deals with authentication mechanism used in WLANs. Performance evaluation 

of EAP protocol and token based authentication scheme is presented. An improved double 
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token based authentication technique is proposed with improved security perfonnance 

tradeoff. 

Chapter 7 summarizes major contributions of the thesis, draws the conclusions and 

outlines the future scope. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Survey 

This chapter provides comprehensive literature survey covering security attacks, security 

algorithms and their vulnerabilities, enhancements, and security-performance tradeoff in 

WLANs. 

2.1 Introduction 

Rapid and extensive deployment of WLANs have made it convenient to use the Internet 

through wireless devices such as laptops, tablets, smart phones and Portable Data Assistant 

(PDAs). In the primary phase of deployment, WLANs were used for non-sensitive 

applications such as chat, e-mails, web browsing and so on, that too within a campus or 

enterprise network. But in today's scenario, WLANs are being used worldwide for 

transmitting sensitive data related to e-commerce, defence applications, health care and so 

on. Because of the shared and broadcast wireless medium, any illegitimate user with 

powerfial receivers can intercept in the wireless range and access the data in transit [3] [4]. 

Therefore, security of the information transmitted over the wireless network is of utmost 

importance. Secure communication over the wireless network is a very difficult and 

challenging task. A lot of research efforts have been made in improving the wireless 

security. In order to enhance the understanding of the research area and to present the 

background for our thesis work, the related work has been classified in four categories as 

given below: 

1) Security attacks in WLANs. 

2) Security protocols to counter these attacks. 

3) Cryptographic primitives used in security protocols and their weaknesses. 

4) Security-performance tradeoff 

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. An extensive survey on various 

security attacks and their countermeasures is given in Section 2.2 and 2.3 respectively. A 

related work pertaining to the analysis of security-performance tradeoff in wireless 

networks is presented in Section 2.4. Further, a summary of the chapter is outlined in 

Section 2.5. 
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2.2 WLAN Security Attacks 

The wireless medium infuses everywhere in the environment and reaches to all friends and 

foe. The nature of wireless networks is to broadcast their signals in an unrestricted manner. 

Hese characteristics of wireless networks jeopardize the confidentiality, integrity, 

availability and authentication by providing the information access in a whole and makes 

the network vulnerable to a number of security attacks. These attacks can be categorized 

as; active and passive attacks, attacks on different layers of the protocol stack, 

oyptographic and non-cryptographic attacks [60]-[62]. 

Passive attacks include only interception whereas active attacks include interruption, 

febrication and modification of the message. Eavesdropping, traffic analysis and 

monitoring of transmitted data are the various passive attacks. Jamming, spoofing, 

modification, replay, DoS are the various active attacks [13][14]. 

All the layers of protocol stack are vulnerable to a variety of secmity attacks. 

Eavesdropping, interference and jamming are the possible attacks on the physical layer 

[63]. At the link layer attacker may target to disrupt the cooperation among the neighboring 

nodes. Also the malicious nodes can exploit the weaknesses of WEP protocol to gain the 

access of the network [64]. At network layer, the known attacks are; wormhole, black hole, 

byzantine, rushing, resource consumption and location disclosure attacks [65]. Transport 

layer is vulnerable to SYN flooding attack and session hijacking attack [60]. Whereas the 

application layer is vulnerable to malicious node and repudiation attacks [66]. There are a 

few possible attacks that can be launched on multi layers instead of the individual layer. 

DoS, impersonation and MitM attack are the various multi-layer attacks [60]. 

The third category of attacks is cryptographic primitive attacks. Pseudorandom number, 

digital signature, hash collision and key distribution attacks are cryptographic primitive 

attacks [12]-[14]. 

23 Security Attack Countermeasures 

To counter the attacks a mmiber of secvuity protocols and algorithms have been proposed. 

These include WEP, WPA, WPA2, IPsec, SSL and RADIUS, which are commonly used 

security protocols at different layers of protocol stack [28]-[33]. 
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2.3.1 WLAN Security Protocols 

The IEEE 802.11 WLAN standards has defined the WEP [67], which is the first security 

protocol, to achieve data secrecy equivalent to a wired network. The protocol was 

developed with the goals of achieving confidentiality, integrity and authentication. WEP 

has adopted RC4 as an encryption algorithm using a shared secret key which provides data 

confidentiality. 

In WEP, encryption is performed in three phases. First, the (40-104) bit shared key is 

extended by concatenating with a 24-bit Initialization Vector (IV) and a new RC4 key is 

constructed. This new key is used as an encryption key in RC4. Secondly, WEP computes 

an Integrity Check Value (ICY), which is a common Cyclic Redundancy Checksimi (CRC) 

and provides data integrity. In the last phase, the CRC is concatenated with the input 

message and XORed with RC4 keystream to obtain the encrypted message. In addition, 

WEP defines two authentication mechanisms: the Open System Authentication, also 

known as Null Authentication or One Way Authentication and Shared Key Authentication, 

which is a 4-way handshake based on the shared key and is a two way authentication 

mechanism [28]. 

However, a number of studies have been carried out to show that WEP is not capable 

enough to provide secmity goals of data confidentiality, integrity and authentication. 

Because, the 40-bit key used is too small to prevent bruteforce attacks [3] [4]. Though some 

improvements were reported with increased key size fi-om 40 bit to 104 bit and 128 bit but 

with the development of fast processors and hacking software packages, it is quiet easy to 

recover the plaintext [68]. Also the use of smeilllV and the static shared key leads to the 

likelihood of key stream reuse [69]. Furthermore, the IV is concatenated with key and the 

shared key. It has weakness for producing the per-packet RC4 key. An intruder can 

determine the key by snooping several million packets [35]. Moreover, due to unkeyed 

fimction of CRC, data integrity of a message cannot be guaranteed. Korek chopchop and 

bittau fi-agmentation [34], Fluhrer, Mantin, and Shamir (FMS) [70], Korek key recovery 

[71], Mantin [72], Klien [73], Tews, Weinmann and Pyshkin (TWP) [68], Vaudenay and 

Vuagnoux ( W ) [74], Tews and Beck (TB) [34], Sepehrdad, Vaudenay and Vuagnoux 

( S W ) [75][36] and Sepehrdad, Susil Vaudenay and Vuagnoux attacks (SSW) [38] are 

the known WEP attacks that were related to RC4 encryption. 
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A number of hacking tools have been developed to crack WEP including WEPCrack [76], 

AirSnort [77], Kismet [78], AirCrack [79], and AirCrack-ng [80]. Wireless attack tools 

include WireShark [81], NetStumbler [82], AirSnarf [83] and AirJack [84]. 

To improve WEP weaknesses, Wi-Fi Alliance proposed WPA, an interim solution while 

reusing the legacy WEP hardware [12]. hi WPA data confidentiality is provided by 

adopting a Temporal Key hitegrity Protocol (TKIP) and RC4 for data encryption algorithm. 

To improve data integrity, the Michael algorithm, a weak keyed Message hitegrity Code 

(MIC), has been included in WPA but beneath the restriction of the computation power 

offered in the devices, hi addition, WPA delivers two enhanced authentication mechanisms. 

First is Pre-Shared Key (PSK) authentication and the second is strong authentication based 

on IEEE 802.Ix [86] and EAP [15]. WPA has enhanced the security in almost all aspects 

and have addressed all known vulnerabilities in WEP. However, the constraint of reusing 

the legacy hardware has made the WPA insecure. DoS attacks. Session Hijacking, MitM, 

TB data injection, S W and so on are the various WPA security attacks [34] [75]. 

To overcome the weaknesses of WPA, WPA2 was developed [85]. WPA2 was a subset of 

IEEE 802.1 li standard. Both WPA2 and IEEE 802.1 li can be used interchangeably. AES 

has been used as an encryption algorithm m WPA2. It has implemented 802.Ix based 

authentication known as Robust Security Network Association (RSNA) that improves the 

authentication service in wireless networks. Further, RSNA offered two protocols for data 

confidentiahty, integrity and replay protection; TKIP and AES-CCMP (Counter Mode with 

Cipher Block Chaining Message Authentication Code Protocol) [87]. Inspite of strong 

features of WPA2, it is vuhierable to dictionary, DoS, holel96 attacks [88]. Though WPA2 

is a secure protocol, removing many weaknesses of WEP and WPA, but its hardware based 

£^pUcations are not cost effective as compared to WEP and WPA. Inspite of so many 

attacks and weaknesses in WEP, it is extensively opted in a number of applications due to 

its simplicity over WPA and WPA2. 

23.2 Security Algorithms 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, different cryptographic primitives are used to provide security 

in wireless networks and the same are deployed in different security protocols to achieve 

confidentiality, integrity and authentication. Though a number of cryptographic primitives 

exist in the literature but from the perspective of the work presented in this thesis, we have 

focused on the security algorithms used in WLAN security protocols. 
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In WEP and WPA, RC4 stream cipher is used to perform data encryption. Though RC4 is 

one of the simple, fast and secure cipher but its weakness makes the cipher and in turn WEP 

and WPA protocols insecure as well. 

2,3.2.1 Weaknesses of RC4 Stream Cipher 

RC4 being simple is vulnerable to different security attacks. The cipher was designed in 

1984 and released on mails and news groups in 1994. Since then, many cryptanalysts have 

exploited the weaknesses of the cipher for having access on either input state or key. RC4 

encryption is carried out in two phases; Key Scheduling Algorithm (KSA) and Pseudo 

Random Nvmiber Generation Algorithm (PRGA). From the basic structure of RC4 it is 

observed that PRGA generates a pseudorandom output sequence (bytes) from the permuted 

internal state which itself is a random sequence. An intruder while attacking RC4, always 

focus on the non-random behavior either in the internal state or in the ou^ut keystream. 

Various weaknesses of RC4 algorithm which are the roots to several attacks are detailed as 

below: 

a) Weak keys 

Weak keys are the small set of keys in RC4 which leaves some traces in the keystream 

generated after KSA or in the output bytes after PRGA. If such traces are followed by the 

intruder he/she can easily recover the key from the internal state or the ou^ut stream. Roos 

[89] made initial attack in 1995, after discovering first set of weak keys in the RC4. It was 

experimentally found that there was a significant probability for the first byte produced by 

RC4 to be Oi=K [2] + 3 for a given key length K [OJ....K [I], where K [OJ + K [1] = 0. 

This event occurs with the probability ranging from 0.12 to 0.16 [89]. These results were 

later proved theoretically by authors in [90]. Roos also extended his research for first biased 

output byte to first two output bytes. Some more observations regarding th.e weak keys 

were given by Wagner in [91]. 

b) Key collisions 

In RC4 KSA, it may be possible to generate a similar state even if two different keys are 

used and hence a similar output keystream will be produced. Such a scenario is known as 

key collision or related key pairs. Construction of such key pairs is the goal of attacker. 

Such key pairs were constructed by Grosul and Wallach in [92]. They constructed the key 

pair in a manner such that the second key of the pair is made by simply making two 
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complementary modifications in the first key with an objective of not disturbing the state 

update process. A similar cryptanalysis was made by authors in [93], where key collision 

was obtained by varying the key bytes in two places such that during KSA the effect of one 

modification is nullified by the other. In 2009, a more practical way of constructing 

colliding key pairs by making the modification only in one key byte instead of two of RC4 

stream cipher is given in [94]. The author also reported a 20 byte colliding key pairs for 

which the generated state after KSA changed only in two places. Similarly, a 22 bj^e key 

collision was obtained in [95]. Recently, authors in [96] have proposed certain ways to 

construct colliding key pairs such that the states produced after KSA vary only in few bytes. 

c) Key recovery from state 

RC4 PRGA is reversible in nature. From any given state of PRGA it is easy to reach the 

internal state and it is quite easy to recover the secret key fi-om the internal state. If one 

could be able to efficiently reverse the KSA and obtain the secret key, it becomes possible 

to convert state recovery attack to key recovery attack. This weakness of RC4 was remained 

unexplored till the year 2007, when key recovery was done by solving modular equations 

for the first time by Paul and Maitra in [97]. As revealed by Roos in [89] that key bytes 

and the PRGA state bytes are correlated, the work presented in [97] was motivated fi-om 

the same observation. The idea behind the work presented by Paul and Maitra is to select 

suitable equations, with known values fi^om S and solve those methodically for the key 

bytes. An improved key recovery approach with high probability of success as compared 

to [97] is achieved by Biham and Carmeli in [98], where authors have used differential 

equations instead of basic modular equations. The key recovery fi^om state was fiirther 

improved by authors in [99] by using equation solving approach. The technique discussed 

by authors in [99] is known to be the more efficient and faster approach form key recovery 

fi-om state. Another key recovery approach was discussed in [100] which is again an 

improvement over the technique given by [99]. Authors have used the same differential 

equation as in [99], but key was recovered using bit by bit approach. A new bidirectional 

search algorithm for key recovery given in [101] is a faster and efficient as well. 

d) Key recovery from keystream 

Key can be easily recovered fi-om output keystream and this weakness of RC4 was 

exploited when used in WEP and WPA. RC4 based WEP was the first security protocol 

used for Wi-Fi security in IEEE 802.11 LANs and thus always remained a target for 
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cryptanalysis. As reported in the literature, the adversary attack the WEP protocol by 

recovering the secret key K from the known values of IV and known values of the RC4 

keystream bytes found from the plaintext and ciphertext pairs. As mentioned above in 

Section 2.3.1, a number of attacks are reported on WEP, WPA and WPA2. 

e) State recovery 

The state-space size in RC4 is N! x N^, where N!, is the space of N bytes in the internal 

state S and N^ comes from the all possible combinations of indices / andj. Hence in RC4, 

for N=256 the total state-space available is, 256! x 256^ ~ 2""°. Inspite of such a big state-

space, the state recovery is possible in the cipher. The first state recovery attack on RC4 

was proposed by Knudsen, Meier and Preneel [102] in 1998, where the attack complexity 

was 2'^' for N=256. In the same year, another state recovery attack was analyzed using 

some cycle-structures of RC4 [103] and observed that for N=32, state recovery can be done 

in 2"*̂  steps. A probabilistic approach was used for RC4 state recovery ia [104], having 

attack complexity similar to the one obtained in [102]. A slightly different attempt to 

recover the state of RC4 on the basis of the partial knowledge of state is proposed in [105]. 

Initially, they presented that the attack complexity given in [106] would be 2̂ °̂ with the 

knowledge of 112 known states and fiirther it was proposed that similar search complexity 

can be obtained with the knowledge of only 73 state values. In [107] a new state recovery 

approach based on the use of generative patterns, enlightening the value of j in consecutive 

rounds, was discussed. The authors have claimed the search complexity to be reduced from 

2'^^ to 2 '̂*'. The improved attack based on 'guess and determine' policy proposed in [108] 

claimed the data complexity is reduced further to 2^''. 

f) Biased bytes 

In stream ciphers, the event or bytes are said to be biased if an event occixrs with different 

probability as that from the uniformly random sequence of bits/bytes. To study the non-

random behavior of bytes is the goal of attacker. Several biases related to secret key, state 

variables, short and long term biases related to keystream bytes in RC4 KSA and PRGA 

are available in literature. 

The first bias related to secret key was experimentally observed in [89] named as Roos key 

correlation, where the correlation between the secret key bytes and the initial state bytes 

was observed. Several key length dependent biases with their partial and conclusive proofs 
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are presented in [109], [110] and [111] respectively. The first statement on any bias in the 

first byte based on key length of RC4 is given by authors in [112]-[114], 

Some biases do exist that relate bytes in the output keystream to the internal state and make 

the state recovery attack possible. The relation between output keystream and initial state 

was first recognized in [103] but without proving it and later the bias is proved in [115]-

[116]. The results presented in [116][117] proved that the internal state So after KSA for 

the very first time is highly non-uniform. Mantin's correlation in So distribution is known 

to be the most beneficial internal bias of RC4 to date and give rise to more non-uniformities 

in the output keystream. Later in 2010 [75] to fmd all the linear correlations in a single 

round of the algorithm, the authors performed an exhaustive search of all relations between 

states and indices (iV, jr. SrfirJ, Sr[jr], Zr, where r represents the round) on the space. The 

work presented in [75] was fiirther extended in [118] [119] with the goal to moimt an attack 

on WEP and WPA by using these obtained biases. 

The available literature reveals that although there had been many successful security 

breaches in the RC4, but the striking combination of the robustness and design elegance of 

RC4 has made it the most preferred cipher for last two decades. Different researchers have 

proposed variety of its implementations to make the cipher more secure, but the available 

literature demonstrates the insecurity of RC4 till date. The most recent weaknesses 

observed in the year 2013 and 2014 on RC4 and its apphcations in WEP, WPA and TLS 

reveal the fact that the RC4 is not secure till date and is still an attraction for research 

community. 

Due to the RC4 weaknesses and related cryptanalytic attempts, many variants of RC4 have 

been developed. A modified 32-bit RC4, named as RC4 (n, m) keystream generator, with 

good randomness and uniform distribution was proposed in [120] and claimed the 

resistance of cipher against all the attacks that were successful on conventional RC4. In 

[53] two attacks against RC4 (n, m) on the basis of non-randomness of internal states were 

developed. In [59] authors have presented theoretical study of the RC4 KSA. It is found 

that the expected nvmiber of times each value of the state permutation is moved by the 

indices i, j is not uniform and proposed a modified RC4 KSA+ and PRGA+ with three 

layers of scrambling. Analysis of RC4+ illustrates that although the modified algorithm 

destroys the correlation between the state and the key but the rurming time of KSA+ is 

approximately 2.94 times greater than that of original RC4 KSA. Ruiming time of one 
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round of our PRGA+ is 1.70 times than that of original RC4 PRGA. To increase the security 

of RC4, a new PRGA, based on conventional RC4 is proposed in [54]. It is shown that the 

proposed RC4 has two internal states and has removed some of the byte biases which is the 

foimdation of many security attacks on RC4 and is also faster than the existing conventional 

RC4. In [55] authors have proposed a new variant of RC4 called Quad-RC4 without 

changing the basic structure of conventional RC4. The proposed RC4 structure promises 

the reasonable security and a high throughput. In terms of speed the proposed cipher 

performs much better in comparison with HC128, the fastest software stream cipher 

amongst the e-STREAM finalists. A new varieint of RC4 known as FJ-RC4 is proposed by 

authors in [56]. FJ-RC4 is designed in a maimer such that in KSA input key is divided into 

three parts and the structure of PRGA is same as with conventional RC4. A new keystream 

after KSA is generated in three roimds whereas PRGA performs only single roimd. Another 

variant of RC4 known as effective RC4 cipher is proposed in [57], where the security 

analysis is perfonned by using Shannon's Secrecy theory and numerical values are obtained 

to analyze the secrecy. It is proposed that the improved RC4 cipher can be used in software 

apphcations where there is a requirement of both the throughput and secrecy. Further, a 

new PRGA RC4B is proposed in [121], which provides better immvmity against the known 

attacks. The new variant of RC4 is proposed in [122], which provides high security along 

with long period of KSA keystream, large complexity and having good statistical 

properties. From the above discussion, it is observed that some proposals are targeted 

towards achieving better security by removing the non-imiformity of bytes or by removing 

the correlation between key and the state bytes while the others give emphasis on better 

performance in terms of time or throughput. A few proposals have entirely changed the 

basic structure of RC4, which is generally not desirable because the robust design of RC4 

is the basic strength of the cipher. Inspite of numerous proposals on RC4, many open issues 

still remain imattended, related to the searches of biases, key collisions in keystream and 

key recovery attack on WPA. It points towards the strong need of the modifications of RC4 

and to design aii enhanced RC4 stream cipher capable to exhibit sufficient resistance 

against the existing weaknesses of the cipher with better performance. 

2.3,2.2 Attacks on AES Algorithm 

WPA2 uses AES as an encryption algorithm. AES, also known as Rijndael, one of the 

commonly used block cipher, was published by National Institute of Standards and 

Technology (NIST) in 2001 [123]. It was selected among fifteen (CAST-256 [124], 
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CRYPTON [125], DEAL [126], DFC [127], E2 [128], FROG [129], HPC [130], LOK197 

[131], MAGENTA [132], MARS [133], RC6 [134], Rijndael [135], SAFER+ [136], 

Serpent [137], Twofish [138]) candidate algorithms. It was selected because of its 

unbeatable features of security, performance, efficiency and flexibility [139][140]. 

Since 2001, a number of researchers have worked on the cryptanalysis of AES. The fu^t 

known attack on AES was square attack, based on the structural properties of the cipher, 

was first applicable to 5 roimds and was later extended to 6-7 roimds for AES with 128 bit 

key [141] and 7-8 round for AES 192 and 256 bit key [142]. 

Another attack named as impossible attack was implemented on AES in [143], where 

intruder is able to break 5 rounds of the cipher and was further extended to 7 and 8 rounds, 

for all the three AES 128,192 and 256 variants [144]-[ 146]. A coUision attack was reported 

against 7 rounds of AES on AES 128, 192 and 256 [147][148]. Another attack based on 

differential cryptanalysis, boomerang attack was reported against 5 and 6 rounds of AES 

128 [149]. Similarly, a niunber of attacks and their extensions have been reported on the 

basis of the number of applicable rounds, time complexity and memory requirements. 

These are partial sxmi attack [150], biclique attack [151], related-key impossible attack 

[152], MitM [153], cache-timing-attack [154] and so on. To overcome these attacks, 

improved AES algorithms were proposed in [155]-[161]. Though the proposed algorithms 

have somewhat increased the AES security but with poor network performance in terms of 

speed. 

23.2.3 Authentication Techniques 

Authentication can provide security by preventing unauthorized usage and negotiating the 

credentials for secure conmumication. Methods of authentication are classified into fovu" 

categories including knowledge based, biometric, token based and behavioral based 

authentication. Due to the weak authentication provided by WEP, Wi-Fi Alliance 

developed WPA and 802.1 li. These provide authentication using IEEE 802.1x standard. 

The protocol [162]-[164] proposed a solution by which a supplicant (usually a wireless 

device or user) is authenticated to an authenticator (the Access Point (AP) with which the 

device or user wishes to communicate) via an Authentication Server (AS) (a device such 

as an Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA) server or RADIUS. 802.IX 

did not specify the method of authentication, rather, it used the concept of an EAP as 

specified in IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) RFC (Request For Comments) 3748) 
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[166], This permits the flexibiUty of different authentication mechanisms to be selected on 

the basis of the network circumstances that needs to be secured. WPA use similar data 

protection and encryption mechanism as in WEP, but is significantly more secure against 

attacks due to the inclusion of an EAP protocol. EAP framework supports multiple 

authentication methods. EAP-TLS (EAP- Transport layer Security), EAP-TTLS (EAP-

Tunneled TLS), PEAP (Protected EAP), LEAP (Light Weight EAP), EAP-MD5. 

Comparison between different EAP standards is presented in [166]-[169]. But there are 

possible attacks on WLAN authentication till date such as eavesdropping, replay, phishing, 

dictionary attacks, man-in-the-middle attack, session hijacking and malicious code attacks. 

Various improved EAP authentication mechanisms are proposed in [170]-[174]. 

2.4 Security-Performance Tradeoff 

The security is generally achieved using cryptographic primitives, e.g. encryption and 

authentication. To run these primitives, the system consumes additional resources. These 

algorithms need processing, which in turn represents computation overhead. This overhead 

has direct impact on the power consumption of any device. Besides the computational 

overhead, encrypting data traffic includes adding extra bytes to the frames. Authentication, 

on the other hand, involves addition of extra messages. Adding extra bj^es and extra 

messages to the original data result in throughput reduction and also increases the wait time. 

The overhead associated with applying encryption and authentication mechanisms to 

secure the wireless communication transactions poses an important technical challenge. 

A number of research papers have appeared in literature on analyzing the security 

performance tradeoff using sjonmetric and asymmetric key cryptography [175]-[184]. It is 

observed that with increase in security, network performance decreases. We have analyzed 

the performance of a few existing block ciphers, stream ciphers and hash functions and the 

obtained results are shown in Tables (2.1-2.3). The numerical values clearly depict that 

more is the security, poor will be the network performance. 

From the perspective of WLANs, a number of papers in the literature have reported the 

security performance of IEEE 802.11b/g based WLANs [20][21][185][186]. The effect of 

WEP on throughput in an ad-hoc network is examined in [186]. It was found that 

throughput decreases with security implementation. Overhead analysis on the 

implementation of security protocols is reported in [187]-[189]. Authors have presented an 

experimental study for the analysis of performance overhead caused by the most widely 
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used security protocols such as WEP, IPSEC Virtual Private Networks (VPN) and 802. Ix 

in a congested and non-congested networks with multiple access points. 

Table 2.1 Performance analysis of block ciphers 

Block Ciphers 

RC5 

RC6 

DES 

AES-128 

Blowfish 

Twofish 

3DES 

Performance Metrics 

Time 

(sec) 

0.0484 

0.0737 

0.099 

0.1891 

0.1795 

0.1699 

0.2605 

CPU Cycles 

(Mcycles) 

1585856 

2461203 

3301942 

6405293 

6013333 

5989699 

8820776 

Throughput 

(Kbps) 

2.08 

1.34 

0.98 

0.52 

0.55 

0.58 

0.38 

Power 

(mW) 

193.4 

300.2 

402.8 

781.4 

733.6 

730.7 

1076.1 

Table 2.2 Performance analysis of stream ciphers 

Performance Metrics 

Time 

Throughput 

CPU Cycles 

Power Consumed 

Stream Ciphers 

HC-128 

0.34 msec 

47.05 Kbps 

1246 

1.5x10^ jiW 

HC-256 

0.566 msec 

28.2 Kbps 

1808 

2.4x10"'nW 

Table 2.3 Performance analysis of hash fimctions 

Hash Functions 

SHA-160 

SHA-224 

SHA-256 

SHA-384 

SHA-512 

Time (sec) 

0.050 

0.054 

0.054 

2.20 

2.21 
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It is found that stronger the security protocol more is the performance degradation. The 

results indicate that overhead increases with increase in security strength. Effect of 

congestion and the resultant packet loss is investigated in [ 190]. It is found that performance 

decreases in congested network due to more packet loss. An experimental study based upon 

various parameters such as transmit power, window size is presented in [192]. The results 

indicate that strong security mechanisms negatively affect the performance with TCP and 

UDP traffic streams. Performance analysis of TCP and UDP in a client- server environment 

using IEEE802.11n based network with implemented WEP, WPA and WPA2 is studied in 

[192] and the research proved that wireless performance is operating system (OS) 

dependent and is affected by the security mechanisms. As a consequence of the 

implementation of the security mechanism, throughput decreases and the jitter and drop 

rates also vary in different quantum. Performance of IPv4 and IPv6 is compared imder the 

implementation of WPA2 with UDP traffic stream. Results indicate that IPv4 performs 

better providing the highest bandwidth for UDP. Open VPN rather than WEP was 

implemented in [193][194] for the security of IEEE 802.1 Ig. Authors claimed that WEP 

can be replaced by open VPN to obtain better performance in terms of throughput, response 

time, jitter and firame loss. Both TCP and UDP traffic streams behaves erratically with 

change in security protocols. Experiments were performed on a wireless testbed to analyze 

throughput, delay and jitter for four security settings: disabled security, WEP, WPAl and 

WAP2 for multimedia applications in [195]. WPA2 security-bandwidth tradeoff in 802. l l n 

WLAN for IPv4 and IPv6 using different operating systems is studied in [196]. Impact of 

transmission power on the performance of secure IEEE 802.11 n wireless local area network 

was reported in [197]-[199]. 

A number of researches have carried out to improve the seciuity of WLAN. The available 

literature reveals that due to the ever evolving cryptanalytic attempts and development of 

fast processors, transmitted information is vulnerable to a number of security attacks. 

Inspite of improved encryption and authentication mechanisms, information is not secure. 

Therefore improved security algorithms with optimal security-performance tradeoff are 

required for secured wireless communication. 

Also, a numerous range of experiments have been carried out to quantify the security 

performance but with several limitations. The past research work has focused more on the 

improvement of cryptographic aspects of security mechanisms in a limited range of 

network scenarios. The most of the work gives the account of the qualitative analysis and 
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does not provide the complete quantitative results in terms of QoS and encryption cost. The 

literature survey further reveals that most of the work has focused on qualitative security 

performance of IEEE 802.11b and IEEE 802. llg standards but not considering IEEE 

802. lln. Also the impact of different implementations of enterprise security protocols on 

the performance of wireless LAN has not been taken much into consideration in the 

reported work to our knowledge. Therefore, a comprehensive quantification of the impact 

of security protocols on the network performance and quantification of the impact of a class 

of network scenarios on the network performance is an interesting and demanding technical 

challenge. In this thesis, we aim to provide comparative experimental analysis to study the 

impact of security mechanisms on the performance of IEEE 802.11b/g/n standards in a 

variety of network scenarios. We have further proposed secure encryption and 

authentication mechanisms with optimal security-performance tradeoff 

2.5 Summary 

In this chapter, a detailed critical review of the related literature has been presented. It 

covers different security attacks, security protocols, seciuity algorithms and the associated 

tradeoff. The literature survey presented in this chapter enables us to identify the existing 

issues and challenges in the area of WLAN security. It is established that, inspite of a 

number of good seciuity proposals, wireless networks are still vulnerable to attacks. 

Further, there is still a strong need to enhance the security of the algorithms and to provide 

the quantitative analysis of the security-performance tradeoff for varied network scenarios. 
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Chapter 3 

Experimental Analysis of Secure Wireless Local 
Area Networks 

In WLANs, security of information in transit is a challenging issue. For security 

provisioning, security protocols make an essential part of the network protocols. Though, 

the protocols provide secured communication to the possible extent, they also consume 

significant network resources and hence may degrade the overall network performance. 

There is always a tradeoff between security and the network performance. The 

investigations are required to determine the extent the network performance is impacted on 

accoimt of the implementation of a peirticular security protocol. This chapter is focused on 

two objectives; the first is the quantitative analysis of the impact of various secxirity 

protocols on the performance of wireless networks. The second objective consists of 

analyzing the impact of various network scenarios on the performance of secure WLANs. 

For the analysis, an experimental testbed has been developed and measurements have been 

taken by implementing nine different security protocols for IEEE 802.1Ib/g/n based 

WLANs. Our experimental results provide a comprehensive quantitative analysis of the 

impact of various security protocols on network performance. To analyze the benefits 

offered by a particular security protocol, we have presented Relative Security Strength 

Index (RSSI) model. Statistical analysis has also been performed to determine the 

robustness offered by each security protocol. 

3.1 Introduction 

Security provisioning in wireless networks is a major research challenge. Implementation 

of security protocols leads to additional cryptographic overheads and results in performance 

degradation [192]-[197]. Therefore, it is imperative to analyze quantitatively the impact of 

security protocols on the performance of wireless networks. As security is a major 

constituent of wireless LANs, a good comprehension of its implications on WLAN 

performance is necessary. 

A number of research papers have appeared in literature reporting the security performance 

of IEEE 802.11 based WLANs [187]-[198]. The related work has several research gaps. It 
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is more focused on the improvement of cryptographic aspects of security mechanisms, that 

too in a limited range of network scenarios. It is based on qualitative analysis and seldom 

provides the complete quantitative results. It is emphasized on qualitative security 

performance of IEEE 802.1 lb and IEEE 802.1 Ig standards only and did not consider IEEE 

802.1 In standard. A quantitative performance degradation arising out of the 

implementation of security protocols needs fiirther in-depth and comprehensive analysis in 

real-time scenarios. 

In this chapter, we report on the comparative analysis of the performance impact of 

different security protocols including Service Set Identifier (SSID), WEP/64, WEP/128, 

WPA/AES, WPA2/AES, WPA2/AESArKIP, WPA/AES/RADIUS, WPA2/AES/RADIUS, 

and WPA2/AES/TKIP/RADIUS in WLANs. Real time experimental analysis has been 

carried out in this chapter. Performance impact has been measured in terms of throughput, 

response time, encryption overheads, frame loss, packet loss and jitter for IEEE 

802.1 Ib/g/n standards in a non-roaming and roaming network scenarios. 

An experimental testbed, a miniature of existing wireless networks consistent with typical 

field deployment of WLANs has been developed. The testbed offers the advantages of real

time results, and explore additional issues including communication in roaming 

environment and processing delays in wireless devices that cannot be flawlessly configured 

in simulation and analytical models. 

Furthermore, security strength of various protocols under study is analyzed using RSSI 

model [188]. A detailed analysis of the benefits offered by particular security protocol is 

provided by this model that helps the system designers to choose a security protocol with 

desired strength. Further, a descriptive statistical analysis is also performed to analyze the 

robustness of security protocols. 

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes the 

methodology of the experimental study. Section 3.3 elaborates on the implementation of 

experimental testbed along with different network scenarios. Security protocols and system 

modelling used in the experimental testbed are illustrated in Section 3.4 and 3.5 

respectively. RSSI model is presented in Section 3.6. Performance metrics imder 

consideration are defined in Section 3.7. Numerical results for roaming and non-roaming 

network scenarios for various security protocols and network parameters are explained in 

Section 3.8 and Section 3.9 respectively. Recommendations for potential applications are 
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made in Section 3.10. Statistical analysis is performed in Section 3.11. Summary derived 

from the analysis is drawn in Section 3.12. 

3.2 Methodology of Experimental Study 

In order to study the impact of different security protocols on the performance of WLANs 

in different scenarios, an experimental testbed is developed for both non-roaming and 

roaming environments. The methodology comprises of the following components: 

3.2.1 Implementation of WLAN Testbed and Network Scenarios 

An experimental test bed is developed for measurement of the performance metrics for both 

roaming and non-roaming scenarios as described in the Section 3.3. 

i) Security protocols 

To achieve confidentiality, integrity and authentication services, different security schemes 

are implemented in each protocol. Experiments are conducted using nine security protocols 

as presented in Section 3.4. 

ii) Acquisition of experimental data 

Measurements have been collected for all the configured security protocols in the testbed. 

All the measurements were collected with a variety of network parameters as explained in 

Section 3.5 by generating TCP and UDP traffic streams in uncongested and congested 

networks with different packet lengths for a single and multi-client WLAN. 

Hi) Security strength index model and performance metrics 

An important task while carrying out the performance evaluation is to analyze the benefits 

offered by a particular security protocol followed by defining the performemce metrics. 

RSSI model has been used to investigate the first issue. Performance metrics including 

throughput, response time, encryption overheads, frame loss, packet loss and jitter are 

defined in Section 3.7. 

iv) Analysis and recommendations 

Having collected the experimental results in terms of the performance metrics for each 

security protocol, security performance is analyzed and recommendations derived 

therefrom are made for their potential use in real time applications. 
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3.3 Implementation of WLANTestbed 

An experimental testbed has been developed in non-roaming and roaming environments as 

shown in Figures (3.1-3.2). In this section, hardware and software configurations of the 

experimental testbed are illustrated for both network scenarios. The given WLAN 

architecture may be extended to create heterogeneous environment with the use of different 

hardware and software configurations that can fiirther capture mobile aspects of WLANs. 

The existing testbed offers itself to be mapped to large scale wireless networks. The two 

network scenarios and the corresponding hardware and software configurations used in the 

setup are described below: 

3 J . l Non-Roaming Network Scenario 

Non-Roaming Network Scenario (NRS) deals with the situation when Mobile Node (MN) 

is communicating with its Home Agent (HA), a server offering services to client in the 

network through a wireless medium. This scenario aims to study the impact of security 

protocols only within the domain of one AP, when nodes are communicating over a secure 

network. Experimental architecture for non-roaming network is shown in Figure 3.1. The 

hardware and software configurations used in the testbed are as follows: 

3.3.1.1 Hardware Configuration in Non-Roaming Network Scenario 

Experimental architecture for non-roaming network shown in Figure 3.1, comprises of a 

server (Window server 2008 with 3.20GHz processor, 4GB RAM was used as a RADIUS 

server), clients (Windows 7 professional, 13 second generation processor, 3.2 GHz, 4 MB 

of RAM), an access point (Cisco WAP4140n) and RJ45 Ethernet cable for wired 

connectivity. Three laptops are used to create multi-client environment. The experiments 

were based on Windows 7 (both clients and server) as it has built-in implementation of 

802.Ix authentication protocol. 

3.3.1.2 Software Configuration in Non-Roaming Network Scenario 

RADIUS server fimctionality is provided by FreeRadius [200] and is installed on all the 

machines. To work with enterprise network security protocols, digital signatures were 

installed in the end systems. Certificates were generated using VM ware workstation 

(Virtual Machine) and Access Control Server (ACS server) [201]. Both the server and 

clients were installed with Ethereal and IP Traffic Generator [202] [203]. Ethereal is a 
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Figure 3.1 Experimental testbed for non-roaming network 
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Figure 3.2 Experimental testbed for roaming networic 
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packet analyzer, used to capture live network statistic, and the measurements were obtained 

from the server machine. IP traffic generator is a Windows based software testing tool 

designed for both fixed and wireless networks. It can generate, receive, capture, and replay 

IP traffic. It also measures end-to-end performance and quality of service over the network. 

TCP/UDP traffic streams were generated using IP traffic generator. Snapshots for IP traffic 

generator and JP traffic generator parameter configurations are shown in Figures (3.3-3.5). 

3.3.2 Roaming Network Scenario 

Roaming Scenario (RS) deals with the situation when any of the communication mobile 

users is in foreign domain. In roaming scenario, client (A) from its home network moves 

to the foreign network and gets connected with AP in foreign network commimicating with 

HA, which is an application server (A) in home network. Experimental testbed for roaming 

network is shown in Figure 3.2. The hardware and software configurations used in the 

testbed are as follows: 

3,3.2,1 Hardware Configuration in Roaming Network Scenario 

Figure 3.2 shows hardware configuration for roaming network with MN able to change its 

position. The testbed is placed in two subnets comprising of four laptops (HP laptops (dual 

2 core processor 2.4 GHz), HCL laptops (Dual 2 core processor 2.4 GHz), HCL laptop with 

13 processor 2.4 GHZ), two access points (Cisco WAP4140n) to configure a traditional 

client/ server architecture in a wireless connection, a switch (D-Link) to provide 

connectivity between subnets and RJ-45 cable for connectivity between switch, access 

points and a server. Four laptops are configured in the following manner; 

Two laptops, one is configured as a server (Home Agent (HA)) and the other as a client (A) 

in a home network. Third laptop is configured as a server station (Foreign Agent (FA)) and 

the fourth as a client (B) in a foreign network. 

33.2.2 Software Configuration in Roaming Network Scenario 

Software installed on the server and client machines used in roaming scenarios are similar 

to the one used in NRS as described in Section 3,3,1.2. 
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Figure 3.4 Server side configuration 
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Figure 3.5 Parameters configured on server side 

3.4 Security Protocols 

Experiments are performed on a layered security model encompassing nine security 

protocols. The protocols under study are SSID (Pi), WEP/64 (P2), WEP/128 (P3), 

WPA/AES (P4), WPA2/AES (P5), WPA2/AES/TK1P (Pe), WPA/AES/RADIUS (P7), 

WPA2/AES/RAD1US (Pg), and WPA2/AES/TK1P/RAD1US (P9). The protocols (P2-6) are 

the pre-shared key or personal protocols and (P7-9) are enterprise network security 

protocols. 

Table 3.1 shows the security protocols and their associated security services. These nine 

security protocols are widely used in networks for security provisioning. To study the 

performance impact of security protocols in wireless networks, we have compared the 

performance of all the protocols P2-9 with SSID (Pi), a 'No security' protocol. Following is 

the brief description of the security protocols under consideration: 
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1. SSED (Pi): A default security setting provided by vendors, actually providing 'No 

security' but useful for the comparison of the performance degradation incurred with 

other security protocols. 

2. WEP/64 (P2): WEP used with 64-bit key. 

3. WEP/128 (P3): WEP used with 128-bit key. 

4. WPA/AES (P4): WPA with AES enabled. 

5. WPA2/AES(P5):WPA2 with AES enabled. 

6. WPA2/AES/TKIP (Pe): WPA2 in mixed mode, both AES and TKIP are enabled. 

7. WPA/AES Enterprise (P7): WPA with both AES and RADIUS enabled for enterprise 

network security. 

8. WPA2/AES Enterprise (Pg): WPA2 with both AES and RADIUS enabled for enterprise 

network security. 

9. WPA2/AES/TKIP Enterprise (P9): WPA2 in mixed mode with all AES, TKIP and 

RADIUS enabled for enterprise network security. 

Table 3.1 Security protocols implemented on the testbed 

Security 

Protocols 

Pi 

P2 

P3 

P4 

Ps 

P6 

P7 

Ps 

P9 

Confidentiality 

-

• 

•" 

• 

•/ 

V 

• / 

• 

• 

Authentication 

-

• 

• 

• 

• 

V 

V 

V 

V 

Integrity 

-

y 

y 

V 

V 

y 

y 

V 

• / 

Mutual 

Authentication 

-

-

-

V 

V 

V 

y 

• / 

y 

Non-

Repudiation 

-

-

-

-

-

-

V 

• / 

• 
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3.5 System Modelling 

The following system parameters are considered for experimental measurements. 

3.5.1 Bandwidth 

We consider both congested and uncongested environments for performance analysis. For 

IEEE 802.11b/g/n, the nominal incoming bandwidths are 11 Mbps/54 Mbps/600 Mbps 

respectively. In the present work, we focus on anal)^iiig the behavior of network in both 

congested and uncongested environment. For IEEE 802.11b, we have set outgoing 

bandwidth of each client equal to 12 Mbps for congested (in excess as compared to 

pubhshed IEEE 802.11 maximum value required to ensure a congested network)[199] and 

7 Mbps for uncongested network. For IEEE 802.11 g the outgoing bandwidth is set equal 

to 55 Mbps and 30 Mbps for congested and vmcongested network respectively. For IEEE 

802.1 In it is set to 75 Mbps (user supported data rate) and 60 Mbps for congested and 

uncongested network respectively. 

3.5.2 Traffic Type 

The impact of different traffic types on the different security protocols has been analyzed. 

TCP and UDP traffic streams have been used in our experimental work as these protocols 

form the basis of all applications ruiming on the Internet protocol. 

3.5 J Packet Length 

We have also analyzed the performance of seciu-e wireless network for varied packet 

lengths- 500,1000,1500 and 2000 bytes. This covers full range of packet size representing 

typical IP packet size limits and distributions [199]. 

3.5.4 Number of Packets 

As long as the session is 'on', packets will be transmitted continuously. The experimental 

results have been collected over multiple sessions and inferences are drawn on aggregation 

basis. We have carried out 5-10 sessions of each experiment. Cormnunication sessions are 

run continuously for certain duration ranging from 30-240s. The choice of number of 

packets did not affect the performance as observed in the results. This enables us to take 

the dynamics of the network scenario into account. 
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3.6 Relative Security Strength Index Model 

To analyze the security strength offered by various security protocols is known to be one 

of the most challenging issues. The measurement of RSSI, for evaluating the relative 

strength of security protocols is presented in this section. RSSI measures the security 

strength, which is determined by utilizing associated weights derived from the security 

services offered by each protocol. 

All the security protocols make use of different encryption and authentication mechanisms 

and offer security services, like confidentiality, integrity, access control, authentication, 

mutual authentication and non-repudiation. On the basis of security services provided by a 

security protocol in the network, it is very difficult to make any statement on the strength 

of security protocol. If comparison is to be made between two security protocols with 

different security services, then it is not imperative to compare them. 

For example, consider two security protocols SPi and SP2. SPi is having features of 

integrity and non-repudiation (2 strong features) and SP2 is having features of 

confidentiality, access control, authentication (3 features, weak as compared to SPi). While 

comparing SPi and SP2 with respect to two strong security services of SPi, it can be 

deduced that SPi gives more strength as compared to SP2. Similarly, comparison of SPi 

and SP2 on the basis of number of features (2 in SPi and 3 in SP2), implies that SP2 is 

stronger than SPi. Hence, it is not an easy task to quantify the absolute dissimilarities 

between the strength of two protocols. Various studies have been reported to define Quality 

of Protection (QoP) of a system. Different security models to evaluate the QoP of a system 

are discussed in [188][204][205] and it is found that it is very difficult to differentiate the 

strength offered by two protocols with similar status. 

The strength has been analyzed through assigning weights to security features in [206]. The 

resulting matrix representation is efficient but incurs more processing time and power 

consumption. For the analysis of mobile multimedia applications, a different fi-amework is 

given in [207], which defines QoP parameters. A similar study to analyze the security 

strength provided by various security protocols is demonstrated in [188]. Where security 

strength is evaluated by defining utility function and reward model to obtain the cumulative 

strength offered by security protocols. In this chapter, the approach described in [188] is 

adopted to quantify the strength provided by security protocols. 
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In order to measure RSSI, the first step includes weight assignment. Weights are assigned 

in a manner such that two security protocols providing same number of security features, 

higher weights are assigned to the protocol with strong security features. It ensures that 

protocol with strong security services is given higher security strength index relative to 

security protocols with weak strength. Security index defined in [188] quantified different 

range of security protocols as compared to the protocols presented in this chapter. So to 

accommodate security protocols used in this chapter, weight assignment is performed on 

the basis of the strength of associated security services of these protocols, which in turn 

depends upon the parameters like length of key used, hash functions, message 

authentication code, digital signatures and so on. This weight assignment only gives 

comparative strength of one protocol with respect to another but not the absolute strength 

measurement. It can be illustrated as, if two distinct mechanisms supplying the same service 

of integrity, but are assigned weights of 3 and 2 respectively, it doesn't implies that the 

service with weight 3 is 3 times stronger than the service with weight 2. It simply infers 

that the service with weight 3 has more strength as compared to service with weight 2. The 

weights assigned to each seciuity service associated with each security protocol under study 

are shown in Table 3.2 and weight assignment criteria are detailed below: 

Service Set Identifier (SSID) is a network identifier number and is usually broadcast by 

AP so that a station (STA) can access the network. It does not provide any security. No 

security features are provided by SSID, therefore, no weights are assigned to any features 

in SSID. 

Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) is a security protocol with security equivalent to wired 

network. It makes the use of RC4 encryption with 64/128 bit key, initialization vector and 

integrity check value (ICV) to provide confidentiality, simple integrity and shared key 

authentication. WEP/128 employs 128 bit key, which provides more strong confidentiality 

as compared to WEP/64 due to long key. So, weights assigned to WEP/64 are the lowest 

as compared to other protocols and weight values assigned to WEP/128 have higher values 

as compared to WEP/64 as shown in Table 3.2. 

Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) uses RC4 encryption along with TKIP, includes MIC, IV, 

key mixing and key management algorithms. In the experimental testbed, WPA is used 

with TKIP disabled and AES enabled (WPA/AES). Security mechanisms associated with 

WPA/AES are capable to provide confidentiality and authentication (based on 802.Ix and 
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Table 3.2 Weights assigned to the implemented security protocols 

Security Service 

Confidentiality 

Integrity 

Authentication 

Mutual Authentication 

(^MA) 

Non Repudiation 

Pi P2 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

P3 

1 

0.5 

0.5 

P4 

1.5 

1 

1 

1 

Ps 

2 

1.5 

1.5 

2 

Pe 

2.5 

2 

2 

2.5 

P? 

2 

1.5 

1.5 

1.5 

1 

Ps 

2.5 

2 

2 

2.5 

1.5 

P9 

3 

2.5 

2.5 

3 

2 

Table 3.3 Normalized RSSI values 

Security Protocols 

Pi 

Pi 

P3 

P4 

Ps 

P6 

P? 

Ps 

P9 

Actual RSSI (Px) 

0 

1.5 

2 

4.5 

7 

9 

7.5 

11.5 

13 

Normalized RSSI 

0 

11.5 

15.3 

34.6 

53.8 

69.2 

57.6 

88.4 

100 
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EAP) with enhanced strength as compared to WEP. Therefore, security features are 

assigned with more weight values as compared to WEP/64/128 as shown in Table 3.2. 

WPA2 uses 802. Ix based authentication. It also includes a RSNA, which provides two 

protocols TKIP and AES-CCMP for data confidentiality. WPA2 uses key lengths of 128, 

192, and 256 along with dynamic key distribution. Altogether these protocols deliver very 

strong confidentiality, data integrity and authentication as compared to WPA. In our 

experiment WPA2 is used in two ways; one with TKIP disabled and AES (as it is optional 

in WPA) enabled (WPA2/AES), and another when both TKIP and AES are enabled 

(WPA2/AES/TKIP). Mechanisms used in WPA2/AES are more in number and strong 

enough as compared to WPA/AES and WEP, so weights assigned to the security features 

associated with WPA2/AES are higher than WPA/AES. As, a number of mechanisms used 

in WPA2/AES/TKIP are more than WPA2/AES, higher weight values are assigned as 

shown in Table 3.2. 

WPA and WPA2 WPPJAE^ and WPA2/AES explained above are not making use of 

RADIUS server to hold per user key. It supports all the features of WPA/AES and 

WPA2/AES personal, thus providing the same security features. Including this, digital 

certificates are used in RADIUS server for mutual authentication, which fiirther enhances 

the strength of the protocol. Based on the security mechanisms used (as discussed above 

for WPA/AES and WPA2/AES) along with digital signatures, weights are assigned as 

shown in Table 3.2. Similarly, WPA2 is used with both AES and TKIP enabled along with 

RADIUS server and provides the maximvmi number of strong security features and the 

weights assigned to the associated features are having the highest value. 

After weight assignment, second step during the measurement of RSSI is to find out the 

cumulative effect of all the security features provided by individual protocol or hybrid 

protocol (WPA/TKIP/AES). The cumulative effect of security services associated with 

security protocols is evaluated by finding the linear sum of the weights associated with 

security services. Weights are obtained as defined in the step one. With the assimiption that 

a security protocol SP^ is having N security mechanisms then RSSI is measured as: 

N 

RSSI(SP,) = J^wis^+ w^Sc + ̂ jSi + Ki^MA + KR^NR (3.1) 
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Where, 

M̂  is the assigned weight of an algorithm on authentication. 

w^ is the assigned weight of an algorithm on confidentiality. 

wj is the assigned weight of an algorithm on integrity. 

wj^ is the assigned weight of an algorithm on mutual authentication. 

vt^j is the assigned weight of an algorithm on non-repudiation. 

S(.) is a service function that indicates, if a particular security service is supplied by the 

algorithm j or not. If yes then its value is 1 otherwise zero. 

Now if RSSI of security protocol Pg (WPA2/TKIP/AES/RADIUS) is evaluated, the weights 

and service fimction associated with all the security services provided by P9 are as shown 

below: 

M^=3, wi=3, wi =2.5, < , = 3 . 5 , < = 2 

SA=1, SC=1, SI=1, SMA=1, SNR=1 (represents that all the security features are provided by 

the particular security protocol) 

RSSI value for security protocol P9, for N=l is 14 (the highest value). Similarly RSSI for 

P2 is 1.5 and for Pi=0 (the lowest value). To study the security strength of various protocols 

comparative analysis is done by normalizing RSSI values of all the protocols on the basis 

of the highest value of P9 and actual RSSI value and normalized values are tabulated in 

Table 3.3 

From RSSI values, it is observed that security protocol with stronger security service 

obtains the highest security strength value. Security protocols P4-6 are having same number 

of security features but have variable RSSI values based on the strength of security services 

provided by security protocols. 

Hence the RSSI model maps the security strength to a quantifiable nmnerical value and 

provides a clear view of the seciirity strength provided by each protocol. Thus by looking 

into these security strength values provided by each protocol, application users or designers 

can access the security protocol and then make the decision that a particular protocol meets 

their requirements or not. 
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3.7 Performance Metrics 

Focus of the present work is to analyze the effect of different security protocols on the 

performance of WLANs. An experimental testbed was set up as per the details mentioned 

in Section 3.3. Throughput (TP), Response Time (RT), Encryption Overheads (EO), Frame 

Loss (FL), Packet Loss (PL) and Jitter (J) were considered as the performance metrics. 

These metrics are defined as: 

3.7.1 Throughput 

It is defined as the total nimiber of bytes transmitted over the network in a given time. TP 

is measured as follows: 

TP = (3 2) 

Where, /is the total amount of data exchanged between two participating nodes. 7J(i^) and 

7^(i^) represent the last and first data packet sent per unit time between the sender and 

receiver with security protocol (/^). 

3.7.2 Response Time 

RT is defined as the total time required for data stream to travel between two points, which 

includes connection establishment and security negotiation time. We have measured the 

response time between server (server is sending the traffic) and the access point. RT is 

calculated as the time interval between the moment the server sends a traffic stream to 

access point and the moment the access point acknowledges back to the server under 

different conditions. The obtained mmierical values are measured in milliseconds. 

3.7J Encryption Overheads 

On configuring different security protocol, it has been found that different security 

protocols have different impact on the performance of wireless networks. We have 

analyzed the overheads associated with each security protocol. Overheads incurred by each 

security protocol have been evaluated as follows: 
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Let Pi denotes the security protocol with ahnost zero secxmty level. Overheads caused by 

this protocol are zero. Px denotes the security protocol with some security level (with some 

encryption and authentication operations) where X= {2, 3 9}. 

T̂  (n, Px) is the time required to process n* packet by a sender i with security protocol Px. 

T*̂  (n, Px) is the time required to process n* packet by a receivery with security protocol Px. 

T* (n, Px) is the time taken by n* packet to travel in the network between the sender and the 

receiver with security protocol Px. 

Total time taken in the processing of n*̂  packet to travel between the sender and the receiver 

with security protocol Px is represented by T (n, Px) and is equal to 

Assuming that k packets are sent from client / to client/ total time required for processing 

A: packets between clients using security protocol Px is represented as a sum of time involved 

in processing all k packets: 

k 

1 
n=l n=l 

f^(nn,P,)) = '£{T'(n,P^)+r{n,P,)+r{n,P,)) (3.4) 

If we assimie that size of n* packet is /„ bits, total number of bits in k packets, denoted by 

Bk, is: 

k 

^k=Y^k (3.5) 
n=\ 

Usiag Eqs (3.4) and (3.5), bit rate with seciirity protocol Px can be expressed as: 

mPx)—, 1 (3.6) 
Y^{T{n,P,))^Y.^T\n,P,)+r{n,P,)^nn,P,)) 
«=! «=1 

Where BR(Px) denotes the bit rate (bits/sec) that can be obtained with each security 

protocol Px. 
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BRiP,) = -, , ^ (3.7) 
'£inn,P,))^'£(T'(n,P,) + rin,P,) + r(n,P,)) 
n=l n=l 

Where BR (Pi) is the bit rate (bits/sec), achieved by configuring the security protocol with 

zero security level, Pi. Assuming that 0(/^)refers the encryption overheads associated 

with different security protocols (P^) and is defined as the difference between the bit rate 

for security protocols (i^) and(i^), encryption overheads 0(7^) can be computed as: 

OiP^) = BR(P^)-BRiF,) (3.8) 

3.7.4 Jitter 

It measures the difference of delay experienced by two consecutive packets transmitted 

fi-om the source. 

3.7.5 Packet Loss 

It is defined as the failure of one or more transmitted packets to arrive at their destination. 

3.7.6 Frame Loss 

Frame loss is the measure of loss of the data fiames, that is, fi:ame transmitted over the 

network but not received at the destination. Frame loss is measured as 

_ Load(Mbps) - Throughput across the load(Mbps) 

Load(Mbps) ^ g\ 
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3.8 Performance Analysis 

Numerical results are obtained for all the three standards- IEEE 802.11b/g/n with the 

implementation of afore-mentioned nine security protocols in Table 3.1. Our study aims to 

address the following issues: 

• Impact of different security protocols on the performance of wireless LAN (IEEE 

802.1 Ib/g/n). 

• Impact of congested and uncongested network on the performance of secure 

WLAN. 

• Impact of different packet lengths on the performance of secure WLAN. 

• Network performance under TCP and UDP traffic streams. 

• Security performance in non-roaming and roaming scenarios. 

Evaluation of the performance impact of implementing different security protocols in a 

wireless LAN, demonstrates some interesting results, largely dependent upon the number 

of clients, type of traffic stream and network load. The experimental readings are particular 

to the hardware and software tools used in the network but similar trends are followed, the 

one presented in this chapter. 

As defined in Section 3.7, the performance of secure WLAN in terms of throughput, 

response time, encryption overheads, jitter, packet loss and fiame loss has been measured. 

First set of experiments was performed for analyzing the security performance of IEEE 

802.1 Ib/g/n WLAN standards in roamiug environment. 

The second set of experiments was performed in non-roaming environment. Though we 

have performed experiments for all the network scenarios with different packet lengths but 

for the sake of simplicity and due to space constraints, we have presented elaborated results 

for roaming network with 1000 bytes of packet length. However, similar trends are 

observed in all the network scenarios. Experiments in every scenario have been repeated 

more than 20 times for obtaining consistent numerical values. 

3.8.1 Throughput Analysis in Roaming Scenario 

Experiments were performed to study the impact of security protocols on the throughput of 

IEEE 802.1 Ib/g/n based WLAN in a roaming environment with different network 

scenarios. The obtained experimental results are elaborated below: 
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3.8.1.1 Throughput with Applied Security Protocols 

Variations in the throughput in response to the particular security protocol in roaming 

scenario for three standards -IEEE 802.1 Ib/g/n shown in Figure 3.6 are given below. 

i) IEEE 802.11b 

The result in Figure 3.6 illustrate that, different security protocols have different impact on 

the throughput of the network. Throughput is the highest for SSID (Pi), as it provides 

almost zero level of security. Pi is also used as a reference for the comparison with other 

security protocols. It is observed that on increasing the complexity of security mechanisms, 

throughput decreases significantly. Taking average of all the nine protocols P1-9, it is found 

that throughput decreased about 2.36% in IEEE 802.11b based WLAN. This throughput 

degradation is due to increase in computation of the security protocols, which in turn 

consumes more system resources. From the obtained nimierical results, it is demonstrated 

that throughput degradation with P7-9 (Enterprise network security protocols) is more than 

Pi-e. (Pre-shared security). It is due to increased number of messages in authentication 

phase. These results however confirms the general trends as reported in [199] 

ii) IEEE802.11g 

Experimental results depicted in Figure 3.6 show that throughput is decreased with increase 

in strength of the security protocol. Further, average throughput decreased by 1.36% while 

moving from P 1.9 in IEEE 802.1 Ig based network. 

ui) IEEE802.11n 

It is verified from the throughput analysis of two IEEE 802.11b/g standards that stronger 

the security mechanism more is the throughput degradation. But throughput results for 

IEEE 802.1 In are not conforming these observations. As shown in Figure 3.6, it is depicted 

that throughput degradation with protocols P2-3 (WEP64/128) is 55% higher than that of Pi, 

4-9, though these are the security protocols with less complexity. This is due to the fact that 

IEEE 802.1 In requires AES to be enabled on its WLAN used by its client but WEP protocol 

uses RC4 encryption instead of AES. It prohibits the use of high throughput with WEP and 

drops data rate to 54 Mbps. Among security protocols Pi, 4-9 (P4, WPA/AES) throughput is 

decreased by 1.31% with increase in security strength. Throughput degradation with P7-9 is 

more than that of P4-6 but less than P2-3. 
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Figure 3.6 Impact of security protocols on throughput 

3.8.1.2 Throughput in Congested and Uncongested Networks 

Experiments are performed to analyze the impact of security protocols on the throughput 

in both congested and uncongested networks by selecting the data rate tbr access point as 

11 Mbps, 54 Mbps and 72 Mbps, which are the user supported data rates with CISCO 

WAP4410n for IEEE 802.11b/g/n respectively. The experimental results are illustrated in 

Figures (3.7-3.9) and discussed below; 

i) IEEE 802.11b 

For IEEE 802.1 lb uncongested and congested networks the traffic was generated at a rate 

of 5 Mbps and 12 Mbps respectively. Throughput obtained for uncongested and congested 

IEEE 802.Ub standard with TCP and UDP traffic streams is plotted in Figure 3.7(a,b). It 

is observed that for uncongested network, the maximum throughput obtained for Pi is 6.31 

Mbps and 7.01 Mbps for TCP and UDP streams respectively, which is close to its data flow-

value. Thereafter throughput decreases gradually depending upon the complexity of the 

implemented security protocols P1-9. Whereas in congested networks throughput measured 

for Pi is 6.19 Mbps and 6.61 Mbps, very low as compared to its traffic flow value, which 

is 12 Mbps. Throughput degradation in TCP congested network is 1.7% higher than TCP 

uncongested network (Figure 3.7(a)) and in UDP congested network, it is 10.5% more than 

UDP uncongested network averaging over the security protocols P1-9 (Figure 3.7(b)). 
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From the obtained numerical values it is established that throughput in congested network 

is less as compared to uncongested network and this is due to the congestion caused in the 

network by high traffic generation rates. There is not enough bandwidth available in the 

network and packets can be dropped at the access point. Further, throughput decreases 

significantly with increase in the strength of the implemented protocol. 

ii) IEEE 802.1 Ig 

For IEEE 802.11 g based wireless networks, the traffic was generated at a rate of 30 Mbps 

and 55 Mbps to realize the uncongested and congested network scenarios respectively. For 

security protocol Pi maximum throughput obtained for both TCP and UDP uncongested 

network is 24.2 Mbps and 41.8 Mbps respectively and throughput obtained for TCP and 

UDP congested network is 23.37 Mbps and 25.76 Mbps respectively. 

From the obtained numerical values, it is reinforced that throughput for both TCP and UDP 

uncongested scenarios is higher than congested network scenarios. Experimental results 

plotted in Figure 3.8(a,b) demonstrate that average throughput degradation in TCP 

congested network is 2.7% more than TCP uncongested network (Figure 3.8(a)) and in 

UDP congested network it is 41% higher than UDP uncongested network (Figure 3.8(b)). 

Hi) IEEE 802.1 In 

For IEEE 802.1 In based network, the traffic was generated at a rate of 50 Mbps and 75 

Mbps to configure uncongested and congested networks respectively From the 

experimental results plotted in Figure 3.9(a,b), it is observed that average throughput 

decreases about 2.01% for security protocols Pi, 4-9 in TCP congested network as compared 

to TCP uncongested network (Figure 3.9(a)). For UDP congested network throughput is 

degraded by 47.2% more for Pi, 4-9 than in UDP uncongested network (Figure 3.9(b)). 

Similar trends are obtained for security protocols P2-3 as described in Section 3.8.1.1. The 

throughput degradation is maximum for P2-3. 
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3.8.1.3 Throughput with Variable Packet Length 

Experiments are performed to study the impact of different packet lengths (500, 1000, 

1500, 2000 bytes) on the throughput of secure IEEE 802.11 b/g/n based network. The 

obtained experimental values are plotted in Figures (3.10-3.12) and are analyzed below: 

i) IEEE 802,11b 

Throughput with different packet lengths for IEEE 802.1 lb in different network scenarios 

for all the security protocols are shown in Figure 3.10(a-d). Average throughput is increased 

about 3% with increase in packet length for TCP uncongested and 4.01% in congested 

network. Throughput increases by 2.02% and 4.1% for UDP uncongested and congested 

network respectively with increase in packet length. It is interpreted that packet length has 

a significant impact on the performance of secure WLAN. 

H) lEEESOZllg 

For IEEE 802.1 Ig network, experimental numerical values are plotted in Figure 3.1 l(a-d). 

It is established that increasing packet length leads to enhanced throughput by 4.3% and 

1.2% in TCP uncongested and congested network respectively. The increment is 3.5% and 

2.6% in UDP uncongested and congested network respectively. 

Hi) IEEE802.11n 

In the case of IEEE 802.1 In standard, with increase in packet length, the throughput is 

increased about 2.1% and 1.3% for TCP uncongested and congested networks respectively. 

In the case of UDP uncongested and congested networks, throughput increments are about 

2.5% and 2.4% respectively. The numerical values for IEEE 802.1 In WLAN are plotted in 

Figure 3.12(a-d). 

3.8.1.4 Throughput with TCP and UDP Traffic Streams 

Experiments are performed to study the impact of traffic streams on the throughput of 

secure wireless networks in three WLAN standards IEEE 802.1 Ib/g/n and the obtained 

experimental results are plotted in Figure 3.13(a-c) and are discussed below: 
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i) IEEE 802.11b 

In uncongested network TCP throughput is 11.6% higher than that of UDP throughput 

whereas in congested network TCP throughput is 2.9% higher than UDP throughput 

averaged over the security layers Pi-9. It is due to the fact that TCP is associated with 

retransmission of the packets, lost due to congestion. 

ii) IEEE 802.1 Ig 

In uncongested network TCP throughput is 42.8%) higher than that of UDP throughput 

whereas in congested network TCP throughput is 6.01%) higher than UDP throughput 

averaged over the security layers Pi-9. 

Hi) IEEE 802.1 In 

In uncongested network, TCP throughput is 44%) higher than that of UDP throughput 

whereas in congested network TCP throughput is 4.4% higher than UDP throughput 

averaged over the security protocols P1-9. 

3.8.1.5 Throughput Vs Number of Clients 

Throughput values are plotted in Figure 3.14(a-c) for one and three-client network. From 

the obtained numerical values it is found that throughput is better in single client network 

as compared to a three client network. This performance degradation in multi-client 

network is due to the effect of collisions. Decrease in throughput with three-client network 

is 63%, 61%) and 66%) than that of single client network for TCP congested network. 

Percentage throughput variation averaging over the nine security protocols in all the 

network scenarios for three WLAN standards is shown in Table 3.4. 
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Table 3.4 Percentage variation of throughput in different network scenarios 

Decrease in TP with increase in complexity of security protocol 

IEEE 802.11b 

2.36% 

IEEE 802.11g 

1.36% 

IEEE802.11n 

1.31% 

Increase in TP of uncongested network as compared to congested network 

IEEE 802.11b 

TCP 

1.7% 

UDP 

10.5% 

IEEE 802.1 Ig 

TCP 

2.7% 

UDP 

41% 

IEEE 802.1 In 

TCP 

2.01% 

UDP 

47.2% 

Increase in TP with UDP traffic stream as compared to TCP stream 

IEEE 802.11b 

Congested 

Uncongested 

2.9% 

11.6% 

IEEE 802.1 Ig 

Congested 

Uncongested 

6.01% 

42.8% 

IEEE 802.1 In 

Congested 

Uncongested 

4.4% 

44% 

Increase in TP with increase in packet length 

TCP Congested 

IEEE 

802.11b 

IEEE 

802.1 Ig 

IEEE 

802.1 In 

4.01% 

1.2% 

1.3% 

TCP Uncongested 

IEEE 

802.11b 

IEEE 

802.1 Ig 

IEEE 

802.1 In 

3% 

4.3% 

2.1% 

UDP Congested 

IEEE 

802.11b 

IEEE 

802.1 Ig 

IEEE 

802.1 In 

4.1% 

2.6% 

2.4% 

UDP Uncongested 

IEEE 

802.11b 

IEEE 

802.1 Ig 

IEEE 

802.1 In 

2.02% 

3.5% 

2.5% 

Decrease in TP in multi-client network as compared to single client network 

IEEE 802.11b 

63% 

IEEE802.11g 

61% 

IEEE 802.1 In 

66% 
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3.8.2 Response Time in Roaming Scenario 

Next set of experiments was performed to study the impact of security protocols on 

response time of IEEE 802.1 Ib/g/n based WLAN in a roaming environment with different 

network scenarios. Response time is defined as the total time required for data stream to 

travel between two points, which includes connection establishment and security 

negotiation time. 

We have measured the response time between server and the access point. It is defined as 

the time interval between the moment the server sends a traffic stream to access point and 

the instant the access point acknowledges back to the server. The obtained numerical values 

are measured in milliseconds. The experimental results are discussed below: 

3.8.2.1 Response Time with Applied Security Protocols 

Response time variation in response to the particular security protocol in roaming scenario 

for three WLAN standards- IEEE 802.11 b/g/n is shown in Figure 3.15. Results are analyzed 

in the following section. 

i) IEEE 802.11b 

From Figure 3.15, depicts that different security policies differ from each other in terms of 

their impact on response time of the network. Response time increases with increase in 

security strength. Response time is the lowest for security protocol Pi. With increase in 

complexity of security mechanisms and the time involved in initial negotiation during 

authentication phase, response time increases significantly as shown in Figure 3.15. It is 

observed that for IEEE 802.1 lb, average response time is increased by 1.8% with increase 

in security strength (P1-9). 

ii) IEEE802.11g 

Experimental results depicted in Figure 3.15 show that for IEEE 802.llg, average RT is 

increased by 1.32% with increase in security strength (P1-9). 

Hi) lEEESOl.lln 

Response time for protocols P2-3 (WEP64/128) is 48% higher than that of no security 

protocol. Average increase in RT for security protocols Pi,4-9 is 1.6%. 
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Figure 3.15 Impact of security protocols on response time 

3.8.2.2 Response Time in Congested and Uncongested Networks 

Experiments were performed to analyze the impact of security protocols on the response 

time of network in congested and uncongested network scenarios for IEEE 802. Ilb/g/n 

standards and obtained experimental results illustrated in Figures (3.16-3.18) are discussed 

below: 

i) IEEE 802.11b 

For the set of system parameters as used in Section 3.8.1.2, results are obtained to study the 

impact of uncongested and congested networks on the response time for IEEE 802.11b 

network. The obtained experimental numerical values of RT for uncongested and congested 

IEEE 802.1 lb network with TCP and UDP traffic streams are plotted in Figure 3.16(a,b). 

RT for TCP congested network is 2% higher than that of TCP uncongested network and 

RT for UDP congested network is 10.5% higher than that of UDP uncongested network. 

ii) IEEE 802.1 Ig 

From the experimental measurements it is found that RT for both TCP and UDP congested 

networks is higher than that of uncongested network. Figure 3.17(a,b) demonstrate that 

average increase m RT for TCP congested network is 3.04% higher than TCP uncongested 

network and in UDP congested network it is 41% higher than UDP uncongested network. 
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Hi) IEEE 802.1 In 

As shown in Figure 3.18(a,b), average RT increased about 2.02% for security protocols Pi, 

4-9 in TCP congested networic as compared to TCP uncongested network. For UDP 

congested network, RT is 40.2% higher than that in UDP uncongested network for Pi, 4-9. 

It is found that RT for security protocols P2-3 is the highest in both congested and 

uncongested networks 
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3.8.2.3 Response Time with Variable Packet Length 

Experiments are performed to study the impact of different packet lengths on the response 

time in three IEEE 802.1 Ib/g/n based WLANs. Experimental results for TCP and UDP 

congested network are presented in the following section. 

i) IEEE 802.11b 

As shown in Figure 3.19 (a-b), average RT is increased about 3.99% and 4.1%, for TCP 

congested network and UDP congested networks respectively with increase in packet 

length. 

ii) IEEE 802.1 Ig 

Experimental results are obtained for IEEE 802.1 Ig network in the similar manner as for 

IEEE 802.11b based network. Experimental results are plotted in Figure 3.20(a,b). It is 

found that RT is increased by 3.5% and 2.5% in TCP congested and UDP congested 

networks respectively. 

in) IEEE 802.1 In 

Throughput is increased about 1.58% and 1.59% for TCP and UDP congested networks 

with increase in packet length in IEEE 802.1 In based network illustrated in Figure 

3.21(a,b). WEP64/128 behaves in the same manner in all the network scenarios. 

3.8.2.4 Response Time with TCP and UDP Traffic Streams 

Experiments were also performed to study the impact of traffic streams on RT of secure 

WLAN. The results plotted in Figure 3.22(a-c) are analyzed below: 

i) IEEE 802. llb/g/n 

In TCP congested network, response time is 3.2%, and 5.9% higher than UDP averaged 

over the security protocols P1-9 for IEEE 802.1 Ib/g based networks. In the case of IEEE 

802.1 In based network, for congested network, TCP response time is 0.98% higher than 

UDP averaged over the security layers Pi,4-9. 
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3.8.2.5 Response Time Vs Number of Clients 

Response time values are plotted in Figure 3.23(a-c) for single and multi-client TCP 

congested network. It is found that response time in single client network is 37%, 48% and 

48.4% less than that of multi-client network respectively. Average percentage variation in 

response time in all the network scenarios is presented in Table 3.5. 
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Figure 3.23 RT with 1- and 3-client a) IEEE 802. l i b , b) IEEE 802. II g, c) IEEE 802.1 In based networks 
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Table 3.5 Percentage variation of response time in different network scenarios 

Increase in RT with complexity of security protocol (averaging over all the security 

protocols) 

IEEE 802.11b 

1.8% 

IEEE 802.1 Ig 

1,3% 

IEEE 802.1 In 

1,6% 

Decrease in RT of uncongested network as compared to congested network 

IEEE 802.11b 

TCP 

2% 

UDP 

10.5% 

IEEE 802.1 Ig 

TCP 

3.04% 

UDP 

41% 

IEEE 802.1 In 

TCP 

2.02% 

UDP 

40.2% 

Decrease in RT with UDP traffic stream as compared to TCP stream 

IEEE 802.11b 

Congested 

3.2% 

IEEE 802.11 g 

Congested 

5.9% 

IEEE 802.1 In 

Congested 

0.98% 

Decrease in RT with increase in packet length 

TCP Congested 

IEEE 

802.11b 

3.99% 

IEEE 

802.1 Ig 

3.5% 

IEEE 

802.1 In 

1.58% 

UDP Congested 

IEEE 

802.11b 

4.1% 

IEEE 

802.1 Ig 

2.5% 

IEEE 

802.nn 

1.59% 

Decrease in RT in a 3-client network as compared to 1-client network 

IEEE 802.11b 

TCP Congested 

37% 

IEEE 802.1 Ig 

TCP Congested 

48% 

IEEE 802.1 In 

TCP Congested 

48.4% 
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3,8.3 Encryption Overheads in Roaming Scenario 

Third set of experiments was perfomied to study the Encryption Overheads (EO) incurred 

due to the implementation of security protocols in different network scenarios. The 

obtained experimental results are elaborated below; 

3.8.3.1 Encryption Overheads with Applied Security Protocols 

i) IEEE 802.11b 

With increase in complexity of security algorithm, the number of computations also 

increases, which further increases associated overheads. In security protocols, overheads 

are associated in encryption and decryption of information. From the experimental analysis, 

it is found that overheads are minimum for Pi and maximum for P9. This is because Pi 

provides zero security and no encrj'ption and decryption are performed whereas P9 provides 

multilayer security including RADIUS server authentication, which enhances the 

complexity of security protocol, in turn the associated overheads. It is observed that on 

taking the average over the security protocols P1-9 overheads incurred are increased by 

15.4% as shown in Figure 3.24. 

ii) IEEE 802.11 g 

Experimental results plotted in Figure 3,24 show that encryption overheads are increased 

by 18.9% with increase in security strength P1-9. 

iil) IEEE 802.1 In 

As shown in Figure 3.24, it is depicted that encryption overheads for protocols P2-3 (WEP 

64/128) are very high. Average increase in EO for security protocols Pi, 4-9 is 11.3%. 

3.8.3.2 Encryption Overheads in Congested and Uncongested Networks 

Experiments are performed to analyze the overheads associated with congested and 

uncongested networks. Experimental results shown in Figures (3.25-3.27) are illustrated 

below: 
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Figure 3.24 Impact of security protocols on encryption overheads 

i) IEEE 802.11b 

The obtained experimental numerical values for uncongested and congested IEEE 802.1 lb 

based networks with TCP and UDP traffic streams are plotted in Figure 3.25(a,b). It is 

revealed that overheads incurred with TCP congested network are 16.4% higher than that 

of TCP uncongested network and encryption overheads for UDP congested network are 

41.7% higher than that of UDP uncongested network . 

ii) IEEE802.11g 

From the obtained numerical values it is found that encryption overheads for both TCP and 

UDP congested networks are higher than uncongested network. Experimental results 

plotted in Figure 3.26(a,b) demonstrate that average increase in EO for TCP congested 

network are 22% higher than TCP uncongested network and in UDP congested network is 

14.2% higher than UDP uncongested network. 

iii) IEEE 802.1 In 

From the experimental results plotted in Figure 3.27(a,b) it is found that average encryption 

overheads are increased about 22.4% for security protocols Pi, 4-9 in TCP congested network 

as compared to TCP uncongested network. For UDP congested network encryption 

overheads are 28%) higher than that in UDP uncongested network for Pi, 4-9. 
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3.8.3,3 Encryption Overheads with Variable Packet Length 

Experiments are performed to study the EO incurred at different packet lengths in a secure 

wireless LAN. The obtained experimental values plotted in Figures (3.28-3.30) are detailed 

below: 

i) IEEE 802.1 lb 

Encryption overheads as a function of different packet lengths for IEEE 802.1 lb for all the 

security protocols are shown in Figure 3.28(a,b). The overheads are the lowest with packet 

length of 1000 bytes and maximum for 2000 bytes on averaging over the security protocols 

Pi-9 for both TCP and UDP congested networks. 

ii) IEEE 802. llg 

Results plotted in Figure 3.29(a,b) show that, for IEEE 802.llg standard, overheads 

incurred are minimum for 1000 bytes and maximum for 1500 bytes in the case of TCP 

congested network. Overheads are minimum for 500 bytes and maximum for 1000 bytes 

in the case of UDP congested network. 

iil) IEEE 802.1 In 

Encryption overheads incurred are the highest for security protocols WEP64/128. 

Encryption cost is less for 500 bytes and 1000 bytes in both TCP and UDP congested 

networks. The experimental results are plotted in Figure 3.30(a,b). 
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3.8.3.4 Encryption Overheads with TCP and UDP Traffic Streams 

Experiments are performed to study the overheads incurred due to different traffic streams 

in a secure wireless LAN under different network scenarios. The obtained experimental 

results plotted in Figure 3.3 l(a-c) are discussed below: 

i) IEEE 802.11 b/g 

On taking the average over all the security protocols Pi-9, overheads incurred with UDP 

traffic stream are 28.2% and 32.1% higher than that of TCP stream for IEEE 802. l ib and 

IEEE 802.1 Ig based congested WLANs. 

ii) IEEE 802.11 n 

In IEEE 802.11 n based WI.AN, average overheads incurred for UDP stream are 11.9% 

higher than TCP stream for Pi,4-9. 
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Figure 3.31 Impact of traffic Stream on EO a) IEEE 802. l ib, b) IEEE 802.1 Ig, c) IEEE 802.1 In based 
networks 
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3.8.3.5 Encryption Overheads Vs Number of Clients 

Overheads incurred in single and multi-client network are plotted in Figure 3.32(a-c). It is 

found that overheads incurred in single client network are 39.7%, 28.7% and 14.1% higher 

than that of multi-client TCP congested network for IEEE b/g/n standards respectively. 

This is due to the fact that in 3-client network the overheads are shared between different 

clients on the network. 

• P L JLEi !IE3 BS4 mEL SJEi_ »PI,.. ^B8^ JP9 

1-Client 
Network Load 

3-Client 

(«) 

, i E L •P2.. mEi MM -UES sBi_ :.EZ.- P8 .P9-

1-Client 
Network Load 

3-Client 

(b) 

MPl^ J1P2 • P 3 _ i P 4 _vP5 P6_ „ P I . _P8 _ P 9 . 

1-Client 3-Client 
Network Load 

(C) 

Figure 3.32 EO in a 1- and 3- client a) IEEE 802.1 lb, b) IEEE 802.1 Ig, c) IEEE 802.1 In based networks 
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3,8,4 Packet Loss 

Next set of experiments was performed to study the impact of security protocols on packet 

loss in IEEE 802.1 Ib/g/n based WLAN with UDP traffic stream. Under TCP stream, packet 

loss is almost negligible. Packet loss is measured experimentally utilizing IP traffic 

generator. Numerical results for packet loss are analyzed as follows: 

3.8.4.1 Packet Loss in IEEE 802.11b in Congested and Uncongested Network 

Scenarios 

Table 3.6 shows the numerical values of actual number of packets received at the client 

side in both congested and uncongested enviromnents for IEEE 802.lib based WLANs. It 

is observed that packet loss increases with increase in the security strength. Average packet 

loss incurred is increased about 2.24% and 1.05% in uncongested and congested networks 

respectively for security protocols Pi-9. Average packet loss incurred in congested network 

is 35.3%) higher than that of uncongested network. From the obtained numerical values, it 

is revealed that congested network affects the packet loss more than the implemented 

security protocol. 

3.8.4.2 Packet Loss in IEEE 802.1 Ig in Congested and Uncongested Network 
Scenarios 

Table 3.7 shows the numerical values of actual number of packets received at the client 

side in both congested and uncongested environments for IEEE 802.1 Ig based WLAN. 

Average packet loss incurred is increased about 0.56%) and 0.55% in uncongested and 

congested networks respectively. Average packet loss incurred in the congested network is 

26.2%) higher than that of uncongested network. 

3.8.4.3 Packet loss in BEEE 802.11n in Congested and Uncongested Network 
Scenarios 

Table 3.8 shows the numerical values of actual number of packets received at the client 

side in both congested and uncongested environments for IEEE 802.lln based WLANs. 

Average packet loss incurred is increased about 3.04% and 1.99% in uncongested and 

congested networks respectively. Average packet loss incurred in congested network is 

26.2%) higher than that of uncongested network. For WEP protocol, packet loss is 46%) and 

27% in uncongested and congested networks respectively as compared to 'No security' 

layer Po. 



Table 3.6 Packet loss in IEEE 802.1 lb based WLAN 

Security Protocol 

SSID (Pi) 

WEP/64 (P2) 

WEP/128 (P3) 

WPA/AES (P4) 

WPA2/AES (Ps) 

WPA2/AES/TKI (Pe) 

WPA/AES/RADIUS (P7) 

WPA2/AES/RADIUS (Ps) 

WPA2/AES/TKIP/RADIUS (P9) 

Number of packets transmitted= 30,000 

Uncongested Network 

(5 Mbps) 

Received 

Packets 

14224 

13523 

13234 

12853 

12598 

12522 

12430 

11500 

11115 

Vo packet 

loss 

52.5 

55 

56 

57 

58 

58.4 

59.6 

61.6 

63 

Congested Network 

(12 Mbps) 

Received 

Packets 

4536 

4010 

3352 

5180 

3061 

2898 

2513 

2443 

2352 

% packet 

loss 

84.8 

86.7 

88.8 

89.7 

89.8 

90.3 

91.6 

91.8 

92.3 

Table 3.7 Packet loss in IEEE 802.1 Ig based WLAN 

Security Protocol 

SSID (Pi) 

WEP/64 (P2) 

WEP/128 (Pj) 

WPA/AES (PA) 

WPA2/AES (Ps) 

WPA2/AES/TKI (Pe) 

WPA/AES/RADIUS (P7) 

WPA2/AES/RADIUS (Ps) 

WPA2/AES/TKIP/RADIUS (P,) 

Number of packets transmitted= 60,000 

Uncongested Network 

(50 Mbps) 

Received 

Packets 

26853 

26748 

26559 

26420 

26395 

26260 

26000 

25769 

25327 

Vo packet 

loss 

55.245 

55.42 

55.73 

55.9 

56.0 

56.23 

56.66 

57.05 

57.78 

Congested Network 

(55 Mbps) 

Received 

Packets 

15212 

14913 

14535 

15009 

14210 

14002 

13988 

13581 

13211 

% packet 

loss 

74.6 

75.2 

75.8 

75.9 

76.3 

76.7 

76.8 

77.4 

78.0 
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Table 3.8 Packet loss in IEEE 802.1 In based WLAN 

Security Protocol 

SSID (Pi) 

WEP/64 (P2) 

WEP/128 (P3) 

WPA/AES (P4) 

WPA2/AES (Ps) 

WPA2/AES/TKI (Pg) 

WPA/AES/RADIUS (P7) 

WPA2/AES/RADIUS (Pg) 

WPA2/AES/TKIP/RADIUS (P9) 

Number of packets transinitted= 90,000 

Uncongested Network 

(70 Mbps) 

Received 

Packets 

53617 

24105 

21175 

52531 

52145 

51860 

47836 

47128 

46912 

% packet 

loss 

40.4 

73 

76 

41.6 

42.2 

43.5 

46.8 

47.9 

48.7 

Congested Network 

(75 Mbps) 

Received 

Packets 

35713 

16494 

15309 

34960 

34567 

31788 

29377 

29002 

28741 

% packet 

loss 

60.3 

81.7 

82.9 

61.2 

61.6 

64.7 

67.3 

67.8 

68.1 

3.8.5 Frame Loss 

Another set of experiment is performed for the measurement of frame loss for all the three 

standards at different load values. We have plotted percentage frame loss verses load only 

for four security protocols as similar observations are made for the rest of the security 

protocols. Load is varied from low to high values i.e. from uncongested to congested range. 

Frame loss is calculated using Eq. (3.9). Following observations are made:-

3.8.5.1 Frame Loss in IEEE 802.11b/g/ii WLANs 

The experimental results presented in Figures (3.33-3.38) and their corresponding 

numerical values reported in Tables (3.9-3.14) indicate that percentage frame loss increases 

with increase in load for both TCP and UDP traffic stream. It is found that frame loss is 

less in imcongested network and is very high in congested network. Frame loss with UDP 

traffic stream is more than that of TCP stream. Similar trends are observed in all the three 

WLAN standards IEEE 802.11b/g/n. Further, it is revealed that frame loss increases with 

increase in security strength. 
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Figure 3.33 Percentage frame loss with TCP traffic stream for IEEE802.1 lb based network 

Table 3.9 Frame loss with TCP traffic stream for IEEE802.1 lb based network 

Network Load 

(Mbps) 

7 

8 

9 

11 

12 

13 

Pi 

1,5 

6 

18.1 

36.5 

45.83 

53.93 

Security Protocols 

Pi 

3.4 

10.62 

21.56 

38.73 

48 

54.69 

P4 

8.5 

14.13 

22.11 

45 

50.66 

56.93 

P7 

14.57 

21.13 

24.88 

45.82 

51 

57.92 

9 11 
Load (Mbps) 

Figure 3«}4 Percentage frame loss withUDP traffic stream forIEEE802.lib based network 

Table 3.10 Frame loss with UDP traffic stream for IEEE802.1 lb based network 

Network Load 

(Mbps) 

7 

8 

9 

11 

12 

13 

Pi 

0 

5 

13.89 

35.63 

42.5 

50.61 

Security Protocols 

P3 

0 

7.1 

14.77 

37.36 

44.08 

5215 

P4 

0 

10.87 

18 

42.82 

48.58 

53.15 

PT 

4 

13.5 

21.78 

45.27 

50 

55.08 
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Figure 3.35 Percentage frame loss with TCP traffic stream for IEEE802.1 Ig based network 

Table 3.11 Frame loss with TCP traffic stream for ffiEE802.1 Ig based network 

Network Load 

(Mbps) 

30 

35 

40 

45 

50 

55 

60 

Pi 

6.3 

22.68 

31.46 

36.64 

44.64 

55.72 

60.08 

Security Protocols 

P3 

8.76 

23.17 

32.13 

37.28 

45.06 

56.18 

60.16 

P4 

17.26 

30.88 

38 

44.27 

53.8 

58.76 

63.15 

P7 

23.73 

36.48 

42.17 

46.2 

55.6 

59.78 

64.2 

^ 

o 

la 

35 40 45 50 
Load (Mbps) 

55 60 

Figure 3.36 Percentage frame loss with UDP traffic stream for IEEE802.1 Ig based network 

Table 3.12 Frame loss with UDP traffic stream for IEEE802,1 Ig based network 

Network Load 

(Mbps) 

30 

35 

40 

45 

50 

55 

60 

Pi 

0 

0 

0 

4.64 

40.36 

51.47 

56.38 

Security Protocols 

Pa 

0 

0 

0 

6.5 

41.28 

53.07 

57.48 

P4 

0 

0 

0 

7.4 

42.68 

55.83 

60.41 

P7 

0 

0 

1.1 

11.22 

44.94 

57.94 

62.63 
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Figure 3.37 Percentage frame loss with TCP traflSc stream for IEEE802.1 In based network 

Table 3.13 Frame loss with TCP traffic stream for IEEE802.1 In based network 

Network Load 

(Mbps) 

70 

75 

80 

85 

90 

95 

100 

Pi 

5.6 

14.8 

22.26 

23.34 

28 

30.4 

32.74 

Security Protocols 

P3 

22.66 

26.33 

28.38 

30.44 

32.85 

46.52 

49.8 

P4 

7.32 

14.46 

20.15 

26.53 

31.56 

33.52 

35.39 

P7 

24.11 

27.4 

28.85 

31.68 

33.14 

34.02 

36.84 

80 85 90 
Load (Mbps) 

Figure 3J8 Percentage frame loss withUDP traffic stream for IEEE802.llnbased network 

Table 3.14 Frame loss with UDP traffic stream for IEEE802.lib based network 

Network Load 

(Mbps) 

70 

75 

80 

85 

90 

95 

100 

PI 

0 

0 

4.6 

7.6 

16.45 

15.98 

20.04 

Security 

P j 

4.3 

11.4 

18.03 

24.32 

29.4 

42.14 

46.74 

Protocols 

P4 

0 

0 

1.6 

6.44 

10,54 

14.12 

18.11 

P7 

0 

0 

2.4 

6.88 

10.95 

14.49 

18.41 
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3.8.6 Jitter 

The impact of security protocol on jitter is also investigated in different scenarios. It is 

observed that different security implementations do not have significant impact on jitter. 

For IEEE 802. Ug/n standards, jitter is measured as almost zero for Pi-6. This value reaches 

to 1ms for P7-9. However, its value varies from 0 to 2 ms for IEEE 802.1 lb standard. 

3.9 Performance Analysis in Non-Roaming Scenario 

Experiments are performed to study the impact of security protocol implementation on the 

performance of WLAN in non-roaming environment where access point and client are in 

same domain. Results are obtained in a class of network scenarios similar to that used for 

roaming network. It is observed that performance variation in non-roaming network are 

similar to roaming network in all the scenarios but the degradation in non-roaming network 

is less than that of roaming network. Because of the similar trends followed by all the 

network scenarios for all the performance parameters, we have presented the results only 

for throughput and response time. Further, for numerical analysis, TCP congested and UDP 

congested network with packet length of 1000 bytes is considered for all scenarios. The 

results obtained are analyzed as below: 

3.9.1 Throughput and Response Time 

Throughput and response time values obtained from the experimental analysis of IEEE 

802.1 Ib/g/n based WLAN depict that variations in throughput and response time for non-

roaming network are similar to roaming network in all the scenarios. Throughput decreases 

and response time increases with increase in security strength. Also decrease in TP is more 

in congested network as compared to uncongested network whereas response time 

increases with increase in security strength. Percentage decrease or increase in throughput 

and response time in different scenarios is shown in Tables (3.15-3.16). The comparative 

analysis of performance degradation in both roaming and non-roaming scenarios is 

presented in Table 3.17. 



Table 3.15 Percentage variation of throughput in different network scenarios 

%age 

Variation 

IEEE 
802.11b 

IEEE 
802.11g 

IEEE 
802.11n 

T* Increase 

Security 
Protocol 
1.26% 
(TP i' with t* 
in security 
strength) 

1.20% 
(TP 4- with t in 
security 
strength) 

1.33% 
(TP i with t in 
security 
strength) 

! i" Dec 

Network Scenarios 

Network Load 

1.9% 
(TCP cong** < 
TCP uncong *) 
9.79% 
(UDP cong < 
UDP uncong) 
2.8% 
(TCP cong < 
TCP uncong) 
39.9% 
(UDP cong < 
UDP uncong) 
5.1% 
(TCP cong < 
TCP uncong) 
43% 
(UDP cong < 
UDP uncong) 

rease Cong* 

Traffic 
Stream 
3% 
(UDP cong > 
TCP cong) 

5.7% 
(UDP cong > 
TCP cong) 

4.1% 
(UDP cong > 
TCP cong) 

* Congested 

Packet 
Length(PL) 
3.4% 
(TP T with t 
in PL) 

2.7% 
(TPtwithtin 
PL 

1.7% 
(TP twith t in 
PL) 

Uncong* . 

Number of 
Clients 
64% 
(TP in 1-
cUent > 3-
client) 

63.7% 
(TP inl-cUent 
> 3-client) 

66.4% 
(TP in 1-
client > 3-
client) 

Uncongested 

Table 3.16 Percentage variation of response time in different network scenarios 

%age 
Variation 

IEEE 
802.11b 

IEEE 
802.11g 

IEEE 
802.11n 

t* Increas< 

Security 
Protocol 

1.28% 
(RT t with t 
in security 
strength) 

1.18% 
(RT t with t 
in security 
strength) 

1.35% 
(RT t with t 
in security 
strength) 

3 i* Dec 

Network Scenario 

Network Load 

1.8% 
(TCP cong > TCP 
uncong) 
9.79% 
(UDP cong > 
UDP uncong) 
2.9% 
(TCP cong > TCP 
uncong) 
39.9% 
(UDP cong < 
UDP uncong) 
5.7% 
(TCP cong > TCP 
uncong) 
43.8% 
(UDP cong > 
UDP uncong) 

Traffic 
Stream 

3.3% 
(UDP cong < 
TCP cong) 

5.9% 
(UDP cong< 
TCP cong) 

4.5% 
(UDP cong < 
TCP cong) 

rease Cong** Congested 

Packet 
Length 

3.8% 
(RT i with 
increase in PL 

2.9% 
(RT 4- with t 
in PL 

1.9% 
(RT 4- with t 
in PL 

Uncong** . 

Number of 
Clients 

39% 
(RT in 1-client 
< 3-client) 

47.5% 
(RT in 1-client 
< 3-chent) 

49% 
(RT in 1-client 
< 3-client) 

Uncongested 
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Table 3.17 Comparative analysis of roaming and non-roaming network 

Performance 

Metrics 

Throughput 

Response Time 

Encryption 
Overheads 

Packet Loss 

Fame loss 

Jitter 

WLAN Standards 

IEEE 802.11b 

(TPinNRS>RS) 
7-8% in all TCP 
UDP cong* and 
uncong** networks 

(RTinNRS<RS) 
8% in all TCP UDP 
cong and uncong 
networks 

(EO in RS >NRS) 
45% in all TCP UDP 
cong and xmcong 
networks 

(PL in RS >NRS) 

(FL in RS >NRS) 

RS=]SfRS 

IEEE 802.1 Ig 

(TPinNRS>RS) 
4-5% in all TCP UDP 
cong and uncong 
networks 

(RTinNRS< RS) 
5% in all TCP UDP 
cong and uncong 
networks 

(EO in RS >NRS) 
22.3% in all TCP UDP 
cong and uncong 
networks 

(PL in RS >NRS) 

(FL in RS >NRS) 

RS=NRS 

IEEE802.11n 

(TPinNRS>RS) 
3-4% in all TCP UDP 
cong and tmcong 
networks 

(RTinNRS<RS) 
4% in all TCP UDP 
cong and uncong 
networks 

(EOinRS>NRS) 
22% in all TCP UDP 
cong and uncong 
networks 

(PLinRS>NRS) 

(FL in RS >NRS) 

RS=NRS 

*Cong Congested **Uncong Uncongested 

From the above analysis, it is found that the security protocols behave differently in varied 

network scenarios. Each protocol has different security strength and performance impact 

in terms of throughput, response time, encryption overhead, packet loss and frame loss. All 

the network parameters including encryption, traffic stream, network load, and packet size 

affect the performance of WLANs. 

The results presented in this chapter demonstrate that security and network performance 

work in contrast with each other. An attempt to make a wireless application more secure, 

often results in performance degradation. Our comprehensive numerical analysis 

recommends the appropriate security algorithm in each network scenario. For designing an 

application, a designer is required to choose an acceptable level of both security and its 

resultant network performance. An application designer seek appropriate tradeoff between 

security risk they can tolerate and cost on network performance. 
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3.10 Recommendations for Potential Applications 

Wireless network services vary in their security and QoS requirements. Real time 

applications are classified into different categories such as conversational, interactive, 

streaming and background [208]. 

In conversational applications, for audio and video conversation, high throughput and the 

response time less than 150 ms is preferred. From the obtained nimierical values, it is 

observed that RT is less than 150 ms in all the network scenarios. Jitter value of one msec 

is acceptable for these audio and video conversation applications and obtained numerical 

values for jitter in all the scenarios are between 0 ms to 1 ms except for enterprise security 

where jitter value reaches 2 ms. For interactive games, telemetry and telnet services, the 

acceptable RT value is 250 ms. The obtained results reveal that in real time conversational 

applications, though RT increases with increase in security strength, observed RT values 

are within the acceptable range for IEEE 802.1 Ig/n and hence not affecting the network 

performance. Similarly jitter is not affected by the implementation of security protocols. 

Since high throughput is required in conversational services, seciuity protocols with higher 

strength should not be preferred. 

Interactive services include voice messaging, web browsing-HTML, email and 

transaction services (such as e-commerce, ATM, credit cards and online banking). Low 

throughput values and high RT ranging 1-4 sec greater than conversational services is 

tolerable in these applications. Since transaction services require high security even at the 

cost of performance, higher security protocols should be preferred. 

Streaming services include transfer of high quality music, movie clips, bulk data and 

images, and therefore, require high data transfer rate. Though high delays are tolerable with 

these applications, throughput degrades significantly in case of higher security layers 

implementation. It is, therefore, recommended to opt for lower strength security protocols 

in case of these applications. 

Background services-email arrival notification, low priority transaction services, data 

dovraloading and short message services are referred to as the best effort services. These 

do not have stringent performance constraints and may, therefore, be run with any security 

protocols in accordance with the user's requirements. 
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Real time services are also provided in hospitals such as patient health monitoring, 

transmission of patient data etc. Provisioning of security in case of such sensitive and vital 

information flow is very important. The numerical results presented in this chapter can be 

used to choose a security protocol, in accordance with the sensitivity of data transmitted 

and the performance requirements by users. 

It is foimd that for the three WLAN standards under study, the best tradeoff between 

security and network performance is achieved with P4-6 among pre-shared key protocols, 

and with P7 among enterprise network security protocols. It is realized that due to this 

tradeoff, security protocols with higher strength may not always be the best choice for all 

wireless applications. It is, therefore, suitable to implement the protocols P7-9 for 

applications carrying more sensitive information and P2-6 are suitable for the applications 

in case network performance is the major concern. 

3.11 Statistical Analysis 

The statistical analysis of the experimental resuhs collected in Section 3.8 has been carried 

out using the statistical tool, Minitab 17 [209]. Resuhs obtained from the statistical analysis 

validate the fmdings reported in Section 3.8. We have presented statistical resuhs for 

throughput and response time in all scenarios for IEEE 802.1 In standard based networks. 

3.11.1 Descriptive Statistical Analysis 

In network performance evaluation process, stability of the QoS is an important issue. For 

example, in roaming scenario, it is not always possible to know the user's profile in 

advance. Wireless networks are always configured with variety of protocols, which offer 

the users a large variation in QoS. Using descriptive analysis we are analyzing the security 

protocols with low variability. Statistical variations incurred by each protocol implemented 

in the experiment are measured in different scenarios. Descriptive statistics such as mean 

(\i) and standard deviation (a) are used to summarize and to measure the variability of data 

respectively. For descriptive analysis, three factors; security protocols, traffic stieams (TCP 

and UDP) and network load (congested and uncongested networks) have been considered. 

Mean and standard deviation for both throughput and response time are shown in Tables 

(3.18-3.19). 

We illustrate these statistical variations incurred in various network scenarios with the 

implemented security protocol as robustness of a security protocols against mobiUty. The 



obtained statistical mean values depict that throughput decreases and response time 

increases with increase in security strength except for protocols P2 and P3 in IEEE 802.1 In 

based WLAN. From the standard deviation values of throughput shown in Table 3.18, it is 

found that in an uncongested environment with TCP traffic stream standard deviation for 

throughput measurements for security protocols Ps and P9 is minimum, hence showing that 

these are less variable protocols with low throughput values as compared to the other 

protocols. The protocol P? is having slightly more variation as compared to Pg.9 but with 

high throughput. Though protocols Pg-g are having low a values as compared to P7 but P7 

can be viewed as the best security protocol with good tradeoff between robustness and 

security strength. With the similar reasoning in UDP uncongested network Pe, in TCP 

congested network P4-5 and in UDP congested network P5 can be considered as the best 

protocol with good tradeoff between robustness and seciuity strength. 

Table 3.19 represents the robust analysis of security protocols in terms of response time. It 

is observed that in TCP, and UDP uncongested networks, P? and Pe respectively, in both 

TCP and UDP congested network P5 provides the best tradeoff between robustness and 

security strength. 

The analysis of performance variation in different networks is an important issue. Generally 

security protocols are chosen in advance in mobile scenarios. However, if the 

administrators choose security protocols merely on the basis of assumptions or at random, 

it will result in significant performance degradation specifically in real time services. 

Larger the performance variation in the network, larger will be the packet loss and hence 

more performance degradation. As such prior knowledge of performance variation 

associated with the typical policy implementation is very important. The results presented 

in Tables (3.18-3.19) depict that different security protocols vary in their robustness against 

mobility. 
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Table 3.18 Mean and standard deviation of throughput 

Security 

Protocols 

Pi 

P2 

P3 

P4 

Ps 

P« 

P7 

P« 

P9 

Throughput(Mbps) in Uncongested 

WLAN 

TCP 

Mean 

(M) 

51.522 

28.052 

27.332 

48.695 

48.122 

47.697 

47.17 

47.01 

46.9225 

Standard 

Deviation 

(«) 

1.029316 

0.719508 

0.834041 

0.850157 

1.110837 

1.041037 

0.771924 

0.680245 

0.672675 

UDP 

Mean 

80.8425 

67.0775 

65.7825 

78.8775 

78.3625 

78.123 

77.4725 

77.0325 

76.9725 

Standard 

Deviation 

(«) 

1.07009 

1.740907 

1.719736 

0.597348 

0.50 8224 

0.354401 

0.973392 

0.940687 

0.910325 

in congested and uncon gested scenarios 

TIiroughput(Mbps) in congested 

WLAN 

TCP 

Mean 

(M) 

49.942 

23.867 

22.807 

47.852 

47.432 

46.457 

46.205 

45.9 

45.9075 

Standard 

Deviation 

(«) 

1.415306 

0.955454 

0.948029 

0.650455 

0.682709 

1.041997 

0.975209 

0.763457 

0.847482 

UDP 

Mean 

51.435 

27.987 

27.134 

48.552 

47.722 

46.975 

46.527 

46.21 

46.105 

Standard 

Deviation 

1.77370 

1.487982 

1.286883 

0.647064 

0.539776 

0.659217 

0.715652 

0.7313 

0.701831 

Table 3.19. Mean and standard deviation of response time in congested and uncongested scenarios 

Security 

Protocols 

Pi 

Pz 

Ps 

?4 

Ps 

P6 

PT 

P« 

P9 

Response Time (msec) in Uncongested 

WLAN 

TCP 

Mean 

(ft) 

56.099 

105.61 

108.57 

58.691 

60.193 

60.419 

61.430 

61.642 

61.760 

Standard 

Deviation 

1.5126 

3.9901 

4.4419 

1.2314 

1.8153 

1.8879 

1.4480 

1.3323 

1.3284 

UDP 

Mean 

35.375 

42.814 

43.677 

36.268 

36.510 

36.634 

36.942 

37.157 

37.1865 

Standard 

Deviation 

0.6142 

1.3260 

1.3986 

0.4208 

0.3794 

0.3048 

0.6240 

0.6160 

0.6019 

Response Time (msec) in Congested 

WLAN 

TCP 

Mean 

57.951 

125.48 

131.71 

60.521 

61.075 

61.773 

62.767 

63.186 

63.1801 

Standard 

Deviation 

2.0833 

7.0943 

7.5202 

1.2476 

1.2930 

1.2914 

1.8095 

1.5334 

1.6513 

UDP 

Mean 

56.241 

106.11 

109.74 

59.621 

60.687 

61.688 

62.303 

62.747 

62.8932 

Standard 

Deviation 

(«) 

2.3582 

6.9932 

6.9775 

1.1889 

1.0950 

1.2840 

1.4022 

1.4606 

1.4295 
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3.11.2 Correlation Test 

A correlation test is performed to examine the relationship between two response variables; 

tiiroughput and response time and factors; security protocols, traffic type, and network load. 

The correlation coefficient generally Ues between -1 and +1. Negative correlation implies 

fliat one variable is inversely proportional to the other. On the other hand, with positive 

correlation coefficient, both variables will increase or decrease at the same time. 

Correlation test values are shown in Table 3.20 and the same are plotted in Figures (3.39-

3.40) for different factors. 'Security protocols' numbers 1 through 9 represent the security 

protocols Pi-9. It is observed that negative correlation exists between throughput and 

response time. If throughput decreases, the response time increases and vice versa. Security 

protocols and network load are negatively correlated with throughput but positively 

correlated with response time. Traffic type and packet size are positively correlated with 

throughput and negatively with response time. These correlation results also verify our 

findings as mentioned in Section 3.8. 

Table 3.20 Correlation coeflScient for throughput and response time 

Factor 

Security 
Protocols 

Traffic 
Types 

Network 
Load 

Packet Size 

Response 

Throughput 

Throughput 

Throughput 

Throughput 

Correlation 
Test 

-0.061 

0.434 

-0.521 

0.194 

Response 

Response 
Time 

Response 
Time 

Response 
Time 

Response 
Time 

Correlation between throughput and response time 

Correlation 
Test 

0.036 

-0.429 

0.530 

-0.219 

-0.992 
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3.12 Summary 

In this chapter, we have carried out the quantitative experimental analysis in order to study 

the impact of various security protocols on the performance of IEEE 802.1 Ib/g/n based 

wireless LANs. For the analysis, an experimental testbed was developed for both roaming 

and non-roaming networks. Measurements were taken by implementing nine different 

security protocols for IEEE 802.1 Ib/g/n based WLANs. Throughput, response time, 

encryption overheads, frame loss, packet loss and jitter as performance metrics have been 

quantified. 

It is observed that there is a tradeoff between security and network performance. The 

performance degrades with increase in security strength. Similar trends are observed for 

WLAN based on IEEE 802.1 Ib/g standards. But in the case of IEEE 802.1 In, throughput 

decreases and response time increases significantly for WEP/64/128. Therefore, WEP/64 

and WEP/128 are not recommended for IEEE 802.Un based WLANs. 

It is found that for the three WLAN standards under study, the best tradeoff between 

seciuity and network performance is achieved with P4-6 among pre-shared key protocols, 

and with P7 among enterprise network security protocols. It is established that selection of 

the suitable protocol for a network depends on the typical network scenario and 

performance requirements. 

Through RSSI model, it is shown that security strength of individual protocol depends on 

the number of security services and the associated seciuity strength. 

Through descriptive statistical analysis of the experimental data robustness associated with 

each security protocol has been analyzed. The recommendation is made in favor of the 

robust security protocol against mobility in each network scenario imder study. Overall the 

seciuity protocols P5-7 provide the best tradeoff between robustness and mobility. 

The comprehensive performance analysis reported herein may be used as reference by the 

designers to choose the suitable protocols for given real time and non-real time application 

/scenario while striking an acceptable tradeoff between security and overheads and hence 

maintain the desired QoS in wireless networks. 
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Chapter 4 

Improved RC4 Encryption Algorithm with 
Optimal Security-Performance Tradeoff 

RC4 is the simplest and widely adopted stream cipher. WEP and WPA security protocols 

use RC4 encryption algorithm to provide confidentiality. RC4 is not secure enough and a 

tradeoff is always sought between security and network performance for overall 

provisioning of the secure commimication. The main goal of the work presented in this 

chapter is to provide optimal security-performance tradeoff in RC4. We have proposed 

three variants of RC4 and compared those with the existing variants. An in-depth analysis 

of the proposed schemes has been carried out in terms of security and network performance. 

4.1 Introduction 

RC4 stream cipher, developed in 1987 was publicly revealed in 1994 through Internet. Due 

to its design simplicity, the cipher is widely adopted in various software and web 

appUcations. It is used in different network protocols such as WEP, WPA, and SSL. Also 

it is extensively used in Microsoft windows, Apple OCE (Apple Open Collaboration 

Environment), secure SQL (a server for database management and data warehousing 

solution), and Google etc. 

In RC4, a keystream is produced as a pseudorandom sequence of bits. The plaintext is 

converted into ciphertext by hiding it with generated keystream, using a simple XOR 

operation. In cryptographic primitives non-random events which can be computationally 

recognized either in the internal states and in the output keystream are not desirable. The 

cryptanalysis of RC4 is imperatively focused on the identification of non-random events 

and hence extensive analysis of stream ciphers is performed till date to identify the 

occurrence of non-random events. Various weaknesses including weak keys, key 

collisions, key recovery from state, key recovery from keystream, state recovery and biased 

bytes, of RC4 algorithm are the roots to several attacks [89]-[l 19]. 

Due to RC4 weaknesses and related cryptanalytic attempts, many variants of RC4 have 

been developed [54]-[59][121]-[122]. These are targeted towards achieving better security 

by removing the non-uniformity of bytes or by removing the correlation between key and 
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the state bytes and some towards better performance in terms of time or throughput. 

However, some of the proposals have entirely changed the basic structure of RC4 

[23][24][211], which is generally not desirable. The robust design of RC4 is the basic 

strength of this cipher. Inspite of, a nimiber of RC4 proposals, many open issues related to 

the searches of more biases, key collisions in keystream, and key recovery attack on WPA 

exists on RC4 till date [38][58][61][96][110]-[112][117][119][121]. Therefore there is a 

strong need of the modifications of RC4 and to design an enhanced RC4 stream cipher 

exhibiting a sufficient resistance against the existing weaknesses of the cipher with better 

performance. 

In this chapter, three modified variants of RC4 have been presented while retaining the 

original structure of RC4, and added some additional operations to increase the security of 

the cipher as compared to its existing variants. The other major issue that has been 

addressed in this chapter is the security-performance tradeoff. Increase in security or the 

computational complexity of any cipher results in more consumption of resources, which 

further decreases the network performance. Since a number of modifications have been 

carried out on improving the strength of RC4 but security-performance tradeoff has not 

taken much into consideration. We have analyzed the security-performance tradeoff and 

have optimized it to significant extent. First, we have implemented conventional RC4 and 

four of its existing variants. Further, we have proposed three new RC4 variants; RC4-M1, 

RC4-M2, and RC4-M3. The performance analysis of all the existing and modified RC4 

variants has been carried out in terms of security and network performance. We have 

analyzed the security in terms of computational complexity and randomness offered by the 

cipher. The strength of the proposed schemes against different cryptanalytic attempts has 

been analyzed theoretically and shown that the proposed schemes are resistant to many 

attacks that are possible on conventional ciphers. Randomness analysis is carried out by 

performing statistical tests using National Institute of Standards and Technology-Statistical 

Test Suite (NIST-STS) on RC4 keystream [210]. 

Since no significant attacks have been reported on RC4+ [59], it is considered to be the 

most secure software RC4 implementation till date, but with poor performance in terms of 

resource utilization. The proposed modifications are developed with the focus of achieving 

security either equivalent to or more than RC4+ with optimized performance. 
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Performance of RC4 is analyzed in terms of execution time, energy cost, CPU cycles and 

throughput. The comparison of proposed schemes with plain RC4 and RC4+ clearly reflects 

the security-performance tradeoff. This tradeoff has been taken care of in our proposed 

schemes. Our analysis is useful in imderstanding the applicability of RC4 in real time 

applications. The comprehensive performance analysis reported in this chapter may be used 

as reference for selecting the RC4 variant for given application or services required. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: the brief discussion regarding the choice of 

RC4 is presented in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 describes the working of existing RC4 

encryption algorithms. The proposed RC4 veiriants are discussed in Section 4.4. Security 

and performance analysis of all the variants is elaborated in Section 4.5 and 4.6 

respectively. Recommendations of the proposed schemes for various application scenarios 

are made in Section 4.7. Summary is drawn in Section 4.8. 

4.2 WhyRC4? 

Working on the e-STREAM finalists- HC-128, SALSA 20/12, Rabbit, SOSEMANUK has 

been shown as more practical approach rather than modifying the RC4 [23][211]. The 

choice of RC4 has been made amongst all the modem stream ciphers because of the 

following properties; 

• RC4 is the most widely accepted stream cipher specifically in web and network 

security. 

• It offers commendable simplicity, ease of implementation both in software and 

hardware, speed and efficiency. 

• It can be stated in few lines. 

• In spite of the decades of analysis, research community is still more and more curious 

about the strengths and weaknesses of the algorithm. 

• It is the only software stream cipher with patented hardware structure. 

In contrast, the e-STREAM finalists are word (32 bit) oriented and possess more 

complicated structure. It results in modification of the basic design of RC4. 

The above discussion clearly corroborates that there is no other stream cipher with 

surprising characteristics both in software and hardware implementations in comparison to 

RC4. 
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4.3 RC4 and Its Variants 

In the following section, we discuss the original RC4 and its modified variants. We 

elaborate on the original RC4 [13] Improved RC4 [54], RC4+ [59], FJ-RC4 [55] and 

Effective RC4 [57]. The brief description of each existing RC4 algorithm is given below: 

4J.1 RC4 

RC4 follows the design strategy used in stream ciphers. Extracting pseudorandom data 

bytes from a pseudorandom permutation is the basic design principle of RC4 stream cipher. 

It has two working modules: the first is a Key Scheduling Algorithm (KSA) with key K as 

input (with typical size of 40-256 bits), and the second is Pseudo Random Number 

Generation Algorithm (PRGA), that generates a pseudo-random output sequence. The 

pseudo code for RC4 is presented in Algorithm 4.1. KSA generates 256 byte initial state 

vector S, by scrambling input state vector with a random key K. The S contains a 

permutation of 8 bit words i.e. 256 bytes. The secret key k is generally of length between 8 

to 2048 bits and the expanded key K (length N=256 bytes) is produced by performing 

simple repetitions. The expanded key is generated in the manner such that if secret key k is 

of length / bytes, the expanded key will be K[i] = k [i mod I] for 0 <i < N-1. Further, S 

pairs are swapped and an initial state SN-I is achieved at the end, which is input to the second 

module PRGA. It generates the keystream of words from the permutation in S. Each 

iteration of the PRGA produces an output word, which is an output keystream byte. The 

generated byte is further XORed with the plaintext to produce a ciphertext. It is to be noted 

that each time a new keystream byte O is required, RC4 runs the loop of PRGA and each 

time with the generation of new keystream, the internal state S is updated. 

4.3.2 RC4+ 

The second RC4 variant that we have implemented is RC+. The pseudo code of RC4+ is 

shown in Algorithm 4.2. The cipher is modified as KSA+ and PRGA+. A three-layer 

architecture was proposed in KSA+ such that, the output keysfream byte has no correlation 

with the secret key. Further, in PRGA+, masking was done in such a manner as if output 

byte is not coming directly from permutation byte. It was reported that the proposed 

algorithm diminishes known security attacks on RC4 including state recovery and 

distinguishing attacks. The running time of RC4 KSA+ and PRGA+ was claimed as 2.94 

and 1.70 times higher than that of RC4 KSA and PRGA respectively [59]. 
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Algorithm 4.1. Pseudo code for RC4 stream cipher 

KSA 

for i from 0 to 255 

S[i]:=i 

End for 

j : = 0 

for i from 0 to 255 

j := (j + S[i] + key[i mod keylen]) mod 256 

swap values of S[i] and S[j] 

end for 

PRGA 

i:=0 

j:=0 

while Generating Output: 

i := (i + 1) mod 256 

j := 0 + S[i]) mod 256 

swap values of S[i] and S|j] 

K:=S[(S[i] + S|j])mod256] 

output K 

end while 

However, RC4 is widely accepted in numerous applications for its high speed. Though RC+ 

is providing high level of security, but at the cost of performance degradation in terms of 

time. The encryption time incurred in RC4+ is very high as compared to conventional RC4. 

So, there is a need for new RC4 implementation, which can overcome this tradeoff issue. 

4.3.3 Improved RC4 

The third implemented RC4 variant is an Improved RC4, pseudo code for which is 

presented in Algorithm 4.3. Unlike conventional RC4, two S-boxes are used in improved 

RC4, which leads to increased state randomness and improves the statistical properties of 

the cipher. The authors claim that the proposed algorithm has removed many vulnerabilities 

of RC4 and the data can be encrypted with high speed of 0.875 sec due to the parallel 

processing of output bytes. 

4.3.4 FJ-RC4 

The pseudo code of the fourth implemented variant, FJ-RC4 is given in Algorithm 4.4. In 

the proposed cipher the initial key was divided into three parts. Triple encryption and 

decryption is carried out to enhance the security of the cipher. Due to the occurrence of 

triple encryption and decryption, the authors claim the cipher to be more secure, but at the 

cost of running time, which is increased about three times as compared to plain RC4. 
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4J.5 Effective RC4 Stream Cipher 

Algorithm 4.5 presents the pseudo code of Effective RC4 stream cipher. In this cipher, 

KSA is the same as that in improved RC4. Modifications have been incorporated in PRGA. 

In PRGA, two parallel output bytes are generated, which are further XORed with plaintext 

byte and the index jl and j2 in two different steps. Due to parallel processing of output 

bytes and XORing of output byte with j index, the algorithm was claimed to be more secure 

and fast. 

Algorithm 4.2. Pseudo code for RC4+ 

KSA 

Fori = 0, . . . , N - l 

S[i] = i; 

j = 0; 

Layer 1 Basic scrambling 

Fori = 0, . . . , N - l 

j = a + S[i] + K[i]); 

Swap(S[i],SD]); 

Layer 2 Scrambling with IV 

For i =N/2 -1 down to 0 

j = (j + S[i])xor(K[i] + IV[i]); 

Swap(S[i], SD]); 

Fori = 0, 1,2, . . . .N-1 

j = 0 + S[i])xor(K[i] + IV[i]); 

Swap(S[i],SD]); 

Layer 3 Zigzag scrambling 

For y = 0 , . . . ,N - 1 

Ify = 0mod2then 

i=y/2; 

Else i=N-(y+l)/2 

j = (j + S[i]+K[i]); 

Swap(S[i], SO]); 

PRGA 

Initialization: 

i=j = 0; 

Keystream Generation Loop: 

i = i + l ; 

J=j + S[i]; 

Swap(S[i], S[j]); 

t = S[i] + S|j]; 

t' = (S[i»3 xor j « 5 ] + S[i«5xorj»3]) 

xor OxAA; 

t"=j+SD]; 

output z= (S[t] + S[t']) xor S[t"] 
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Algorithm 4.3. Pseudo code for Improved RC4 

KSA 

For i from 0 to 255 

Sl[i]=i 

S2[i] = i 

End for 

jl:=0;j2=0; 

For 

i from 0 to 255 

jl := (jl + Sl[i] + keyl[i mod keylen]) 

mod 256 

swap values of S1 [i] and S1 [j 1 ] 

j2 := (j2 + S2[i] + key2[i mod keylen]) 

mod 256 

swap values of S2[i] and S2[j2] 

end for 

PRGA 

i := 0 

j l : = 0 

j2:=0 

while Generating Output: 

i := i + 1 

j l := j l + Sl[i] 

swap values of Sl[i] and Sl[jl] 

j2 := j2 + S2[i] 

swap values of S2[i] and S2[j2] 

output Sl[S2[i] + S2[j2]] 

output S2[Sl[i] + S101]] 

swap values of Sl[S2|jl]] and Sl[S2[j2]] 

swap values of S2[Sl[jl]] and S2[Sl[j2]] 

end while 

Algorithm 4.4. Pseudo code for FJ-RC4 

KSA 

String key; 

String[] array = new String[3]; 

int remain = 3 - (key.length() % 3); 

if(remain != 3) 

{for(int i=0;i<remain;i-H-) 

{key = key + "0"; 

Repeating 0 as necessary.}} 

int temp = key.length() / 3; 

array[0] = key.substring(0, temp); 

Fill the first array. 

array[l] = key.substring(temp, temp+temp); 

Fill another array of the same size with the key 

array[2] = key.substring (temp+temp, key.length()); 
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Algorithm 4.S. Pseudo code for Effective RC4 

PRGA 

i=jl=j2=0; Loop 

{i=i+l; 

jl=jl+Sl[i]; 

swap(Sl[i], Sl[j]); 

J2=j2+S2[i]; 

Swap(S2[i], S2Q]); 

Generated Keyl= SI [(SI [i]+ Sl|j]) modN]; 

Generated Key2= S2[(S2 [i]+ S2|j]) mod N]; 

Swap(Sl[S201]],Sl[S2[j2]]); 

Swap (S2[S101]], S2[Sl[j2]]); 

Output = M[x] XOR GeneratedKeyl XOR j l ; 

Output = M[x] XOR GeneratedKey2 XOR j2; } 

4.4 Proposed RC4 Algorithms 

In Section 4.3, five different RC4 variants have been briefly described. It is found that, 

RC4+ is known to be the most secure cipher among all the existing variants, as it is resistant 

to many security attacks. However, security is achieved at the cost of performance 

degradation in terms of running time, almost thrice as compared to the conventional RC4. 

The RC4 modification proposed in improved RC4 provides high speed but low security as 

compared to RC4+. FJ-RC4 is again a weak cipher, where a plain RC4 runs three times, 

which results in performance degradation in terms of encryption time. Hence, it is not very 

efficient both in terms of security as well as encryption time. Looking into the security-

performance tradeoff in existing variants, we have proposed three new implementations of 

RC4 referred to as; RC4-M1, RC4-M2 and RC4-M3. The proposed variants are based on 

RC4+. To improve the run time, we have focused more on PRGA instead of KSA. It is 

because, during the whole encryption process, KSA runs only for one time to generate a 

state permutation for 256 bytes. However, PRGA runs every time to generate a single 

output byte. 
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4.4.1 RC4-M1 

The first proposed variant RC4-M1 is based on RC4 KSA+. In the proposed cipher, three 

layer scrambling is performed in the same manner as with RC4+. hiitialization and first 

layer of scrambling is the same as the basic RC4 algorithm. In the second layer, IV used is 

of same length as the secret key. The index / moves first fi-om the middle down to the left 

end and then fi-om the middle up to the right end. In om- scheme, an /-byte IV, denoted by 

an array IV [0,.../ - 1], is used fi-om index N/2 - 1 down to N/2 -1, during the leftward 

movement and the same IV is repeated fi-om index N/2 up to N/2 + / - 1, during the 

rightward movement. In third and fmal layer of scrambling / takes values in the order: 0, 

255, 1, 254, 2, 253... 125, 130... 128. Pseudo code for the RC4-M1 KSA and PRGA is 

shown in Algorithm 4.6(a) and 4.6(b) respectively. 

The first difference between RC4+ and RC4-M1 is that in the proposed variant, we have 

used two different keys Kl and K2 and two states SI and S2 along with three layers of 

scrambling. The keys- Kl and K2, throws SI and S2 in confiision by generating two 

random permutations of {0, 1, 2.... N-1}. The three layers of scramblmg combined with 

two states remove correlation between secret key and permutation bytes, biases in different 

bytes, and chosen IV attacks to the great extent, which are the roots to several security 

attacks. PRGA in RC4-M1, has the same structure as conventional RC4. Output stream is 

generated using SI and S2, and two pseudo random words in one loop are obtained. In 

RC4-M1 PRGA two secret parameters jl and j2 are obtained fi-om SI and S2 at the end of 

every loop, and four different secret states SI [i], SI [jl], S2 [i], S2 [j2] are computed. The 

elements of SI swapped by S2 [i], S2 |j2] and the elements of S2 are swapped by SI [i], 

SI [jl]. As SI [i], SI [jl], S2 [i], S2 [j2] are the secret parameters, adversary will not come 

to know about which elements of SI and S2 have been swapped. It also hides the relation 

between different bytes of S-boxes. The proposed algorithm increases the internal states of 

S-boxes, which in turn increases the security of the cipher. In the proposed cipher security 

has been achieved but not at the cost of the performance of the cipher. Parallel processing 

in the proposed algorithm increases the speed of the algorithm. Pseudo code for the 

proposed PRGA is given in Algorithm 4.6(b). 
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Algorithm 4.6(a). Pseudo Code for proposed RC4-M1-KSA encryption algorithm 

KSA 

Fori = 0, . . . , N - l 

Sl[i] = i; S2[i]=i; 

jl=0;j2=0; 

Kl and K2 are keys 

Layer 1 Basic scrambling 

Fori = 0, . . . , N - l 

Jl = (jl + Sl[i] + Kl[i]); 

Swap(Sl[i],Sl[jl]); 

J2=(j2+S2[i] + K2[i]); 

Swap(S2[i],S2[j2]); 

Layer 2 Scrambling with IV 
jl=0; J2=0; 

For i =N/2 -1 down to 0 

j l=ai+Sl[ i ] )xor (Kl[i] + IV[i]); 

Swap (Sl[i],SlD'l]); 

Fori = 0, 1,2, . . . .N-1 

jl=(jH-Sl[i])xor(Kl[i] + IV[i]); 

Swap(Sl[i],SlDl]); 

For i =N/2 -1 down to 0 

j 2= (j 2+ S2[i]) xor (K2[i] + IV [i]); 

Swap(S2[i], S2[j2]); 
i \ 1. J ' Ul J / ' 

Fori = 0, 1,2, . . . .N-1 

j 2= G 2+ S2[i]) xor (K2[i] + IV [i]); 

Swap(S2[i], S2[j2]); 

Layer 3 Zigzag scrambling 

Fory = 0, . . . , N - l 

Ify = 0mod2then 

i=y/2; Else 

i=N-(y+l)/2 

j l=01 + Sl[i] + Kl[i]); 

Swap(Sl[i],S101]); 

J2 = 02 + S2[i] + K2[i]); 

Swap(S2[i], S2[j2]); 

Algorithm 4.6(b). Pseudo Code for proposed RC4-M1-PRGA encryption algorithm 

PRGA 

i : = 0 

j l : = 0 

j 2 : = 0 

while Generating Output: 

i := i + 1 

j l : = j l + Sl[i] 

swap values of S1 [i] and S1 [j 1 ] 

J2:=j2 + S2[i] 

swap values of S2[i] and S2[j2] 

output Sl[S2[i] + S202]] 

output S2[Sl[i] + S101]] 

swap values of Sl[S2[jl]] and Sl[S2[j2]] 

swap values of S2[Sl[il]] and S2[S102]] 

end while 
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4.4.2 RC4-M2 

The second proposed modified RC4 variant is RC4-M2. As given in Algorithm 4.7, the 

proposed cipher is based on the design principle of KSA+. In RC4-M2, KSA used is the 

same as KSA+. Modification have been incorporated in RC4 PRGA+. 

Correlation between output byte and secret key, key recovery in IV mode, recovery of state 

permutation fi-om generated output hyte are some of the major weaknesses of RC4 PRGA. 

These weaknesses of PRGA were removed in PRGA+ by masking the output byte in a 

manner such that, it is not derived fi-om any permutation byte. In PRGA+ two permutation 

bytes are added in modulo 256 ((S [i»3 xorj«5] + S [i«5 xorj»3J) xor OxAA). 

Further, to conceal the non-uniformity and to remove internal biases, the resultant of two 

added bj^es is XORed with third byte OxAA, which is equivalent to 10101010. The addition 

of S [f] and S [t"] in PRGA+ has increased its running tune as compared to RC4 PRGA, 

which is not desirable in any real time applications. 

To reduce the run time of PRGA+, it is modified such that, instead of generating single 

output, we generate two parallel outputs by adding one more layer in RC4-M2 PRGA (t' = 

(Sfi»3 xor j«5J + Sfi«5xor j»3J) xor 0x55). Where the byte 0x55 represents 

01010101, is XORed with the two added bytes. It clearly shows that, generation of two 

parallel output bytes instead of one will reduce the run time of RC4-M2 PRGA as compeired 

to PRGA+. Hence while maintaining the security of RC4+, RC4-M2 improves the 

performance as compared to RC4+. Security and performance analysis of all the proposed 

and existing RC4 variants is presented in Section 4.5 and 4.6 respectively. 

4.43 RC4-M3 

The third proposed RC4 variant is RC4-M3 in which, KSA is similar to the one used in 

KSA+, but with modified PRGA. Two different keys; Kl and K2 are used. The first key 

Kl is used in KSA and the second key K2 in PRGA. As shown in Algorithm 4.8, one more 

layer of scrambling is added to the cipher ^: = (j + SfiJ +K2 fij) mod 256). The additional 

layer in PRGA includes the scrambling of permuted bytes with key K2 and a new index K 

is generated. Fxirther, to obtain the output byte, two bytes are added in module 256 and 

XORed with uidex S[k] (output: = Sf(SfiJ + SJjJ) mod 256] xor SfkJ). With this additional 

layer, we have enhanced the computational complexity of the cipher, intruder has to face 
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the challenge of finding two different keys. The output byte is not directly dependent on 

keystream and the index/. 

Algorithm 4.7. Pseudo code for proposed RC4-M2-PRGA encryption algorithm 

PRGA 

Initialization: 

i= j = 0; 

Keystream Generation Loop: 

i = i + l ; 

J=j + S[i]; 

Swap (S[i], SQ]); 

t = S[i] + S0]; 

t' = (S[i»3 xor j « 5 ] + S[i«5xor j»3]) xor 

t"=j+SD]; 

outputl z= (S[t] + S[t']) xor S[t"] 

t' = (S[i»3 xor j « 5 ] + S[i«5xor j»3]) xor 

t"=j+SD]; 

output2 z= (S[t] + S[t']) xor S[t"] 

concatenate output^outputl, output2 

OxAA; 

0x55; 

Algorithm 4.8. Pseudo code for proposed RC4-M3-PRGA 

PRGA 

i:=0 

j : = 0 

while Generating Output: 

i := (i + 1) mod 256 

j := (j + S[i]) mod 256 

k := (j + S[i]+K2[i]) mod 256 

swap values of S[i] and S|j] 

output := S[(S[i] + S[j]) mod 256] xor S[k] 

end while 
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4.5 Security Analysis of RC4 Variants 

The security of all the existing and the proposed variants has been evaluated through their 

respective security analysis on the basis of design, randomness analysis, and computational 

complexity offered in each variant. 

4.5.1 Security Analysis 

There are many flaws in traditional RC4, which make it vulnerable to different security 

attacks. We have analyzed the security-performance of proposed RC4 variants relative to 

the existing variants on the basis of their design structure. The security analysis of the 

existing variants and the three proposed RC4 variants is illustrated in Table 4.1. It is foimd 

that, RC4+ is the strongest variant to date [59], which resolves variety of security issues 

related to key recovery, state recovery and initial state biases, while compromising the 

performance in terms of time offered by the cipher. We have proposed three new RC4 

variants, which are based on RC4+. hi all the variants we have used RC4+ as their basic 

structure with some modification either in KSA+ or PRGA+ with the focus of eifber 

retaining or enhancing the security of the cipher. On the basis of the complexity offered by 

all the proposed variants we deduce that among all the proposed RC4 variants, security 

provided by RC4-M2 > RC4-M1 > RC4-M3. Among all the implemented, existing and 

proposed variants, security provided by RC4-M2 > RC4+ > RC4-M1 > RC4-M3 > FJ-RC4 

> Lnproved RC4 > Effective RC4 >RC4. We have analytically assessed the resistance of 

proposed ciphers against various cryptanalytic attempts as given below: 

i) Brute force attack 

Brute force is an exhaustive key search attack. Intruder tries each possible combination of 

key to find the plaintext. The proposed schemes are resistant to brute force attack as key 

length has increased from 256 bytes to 512 bytes by using two different keys. 

it) Permutation recovery attack 

The basic idea of permutation recovery attack is elaborated in [107], where permutations 

can be recovered easily. The proposed schemes are resisting permutation recovery attacks, 

in PRGA. The output keystream fS^fS^ffij + S^/fjJ is not directly derived from the state 

permutation, instead it is masked by various other operations. For the cryptanalysis, one is 

requhed to first estimate S^ftJ, S^ft'J, andS^ft"]. To find the output value, intruder has 
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no option, than to go for all the probable choices. The inclusion of additional operations in 

PRGA, t' and t", ensures the non-recovery of RC4 permutation from the output keystream 

byte and the idea of [ 107] will not work. 

Hi) Distinguishing attacks 

The distinguishing attack challenges the pseudorandom generation of bytes in the stream 

cipher, which is the basic claim of any stream cipher. This type of attack initiates from the 

fact that, when second state byte is 0 and first byte is not eqiml to 2, the second output byte 

will take the value of 0. Many cryptanalysis attempts have been made on the basis of this 

fact [115][121]. In the proposed schemes, output keysfream is generated in different 

manners as compared to RC4 PRGA. It does not produce a non-random output and make 

the cipher free from such biases. 

iv) Key correlation attack 

The attack aims at finding any correlation between output keystream and the secret key and 

leads to key recovery attacks. In the proposed schemes, the index i is moving first from 

middle bytes to left end enables the swapping of bytes in the first quarter of permutation, 

that were in linear combination with secret key bytes. It results in the removal of initial byte 

biases. Similar operation is performed on the second half and removes the biases at the time 

of inverse permutation. Further, the use of XOR operation is also eliminating these biases. 

Also the zig-zag scrambling occiming in layer 3 of KSA is preventing the formation of 

recursive equation [97] and hiding the coimection between key and permutation bytes. It is 

deduced that the proposed schemes are resistant to key recovery attacks as there is no 

correlation between key bytes and secret key bytes. 

v) Chosen IV attack 

In the conventional schemes, the improper use of initialization vector makes the cipher 

vulnerable to IV-mode attacks [72]. The FV's were either prefixed or suffixed with secret 

key. In our proposed variants, the IV is used in the middle and added with key bytes in each 

iteration during the updation of indexy. Moreover, IV is involved only in Layer 2, and not 

used in layer 3 where zig-zag scrambling is involved. This step helps the cipher to get rid 

of chosen IV vector attack. 
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RC4 

Variants 

RC4 

Table 4.1 Security analysis 

Design of RC4 variants 

This is the basic original RC4 structure 

of RC4 variants 

Security Analysis 

-Many flaws have been reported in 

conventional RC4. 

Improved -Based on conventional RC4, state space 

RC4 is increased twice the original RC4 i.e. 

from 1700 to 3400 by including two S 

boxes and two keys. 

-It is hard for intruder to find two keys. 

-Increased computational complexity 

makes the algorithm resistant against 

brute force attack. 

-Statistical properties are improved 

using double permutation 

-Not secure as RC4+. 

FJ-RC4 -Based on conventional RC4, Key is 

divided into three parts, triple encryption 

and decryption is performed. 

-Both KSA and PRGA are same as 

original RC4. 

-Simply increased the computational 

complexity of plain RC4. 

-No improvement in the statistical 

properties of the algorithm which are 

the roots to several attacks on RC4. 

Effective -Is a combination of plain RC4 and 

RC4 improved RC4, KSA and PRGA are 

similar to improved RC4 except the stq) 

Ou^ut = M[x] XOR Generated Keyl 

XOR j l ; Ou^ut = M[x] XOR Generated 

Key2 XOR j2; where two outputs are 

generated and XORed with index j 1 and 

J2. 

-Computational complexity is 

increased which makes the algorithm 

resistant against brute force attack. 

-Statistical properties are improved 

using double permutation and XOR 

operation with index j l and j2. 

-Not secure as RC4+ 

RC4+ -Improvements are done in both KSA and 

PRGA. 

-In KSA+ three layer scrambling is done. 

Initial scrambling is same as plain RC4 

Layer two scrambling is done using IV. 

Zig-zag scrambling is performed by 

moving each adjacent byte 

-In PRGA+ shifting and XORing of bytes 

is done to increase the dependency of 

single byte upon many bytes. XOR with 

OxAA is done. All modifications are 

done while retaining the basic structure 

of plain RC4. 

-Removes several initial byte biases. 

-XOR operation helps to remove out 

many biases. 

-Zig-Zag scrambling removes the 

relationship between key bytes and 

the permutation bytes 

-Hides the relation between output 

keystream and the secret key. 

-Resistant to state recovery and 

distinguishing attacks. 
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RC4-M1 -Combination of RC4+ and improved -Offers similar security as provided by 

RC4. RC4 KSA+ along with improved 

-Three layer scrambling is used same as performance in terms of time. 

KSA+. State space and randomness is - Make the task of intruder more 

further increased using two states SI and diflScult by offering him double 

S2, and two keys Kl and BC2.Two indices challenge of increased state space and 

j l and j2 are used and two parallel two keys. 

outputs are obtained. -Like KSA+, improves the randomness 

properties of the cipher and remove 

many initial state biases hence resistant 

to several attacks reported in the 

literature. 

-Use of double state and indices make 

the algorithm resistant to state recovery 

attacks. (High security is achieved 

without compromising the 

performance of the network) 

RC4-M2 -Based on RC4+. -Proposed algorithm addresses all 

- KSA used is same as KSA+. PRGA+ is issues that have been resolved by 

modified to fiirther increase the security RC4+. 

and performance as well. Two parallel -Removes all the vulnerabihties of 

outputs are generated by adding one existing ciphers. 

more layer. -More secure than PRGA+, rather 

(f = (S[i»3 xor j « 5 ] + S[i«5xor complete RC4+ 

j » 3 ] ) xor 0x55) -Non-uniformity is concealed by two 

different bytes instead of one, unlike 

PRGA+ ou^ut depends on two 

additional bytes. 

-Performance in terms of time is better 

thanRC4+ 

RC4-M3 -KSA is similar to KSA+. -KSA is as secure as KSA+. 

-PRGA of plain RC4 is used with some -Use of K2 makes the PRGA secure. 

modification. -OuQiut byte is not directly coming 

-Two different keys are used, one in KSA fi-om permutation byte. 

and another in PRGA. -Makes the state recovery attack 

-A new byte k is generated using K2, difficult. 

which is fiirther XORed with the output -Improved performance ia terms of 

byte. time. 
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4.5.2 Randomness Analysis 

Statistical weaknesses are the biases in the random keystream that can be exploited with a 

very high probability of success, where the generated RC4 keystream is differentiated from 

a truly random sequence of bytes. It is always desirable that output of PRGA must be 

unpredictable without the knowledge of any inputs. In particular, without knowing the key, 

intruder must not be able to develop the present or future messages, even if he had gained 

an access to any previously generated random sequence. There should be no correlation 

between the key and the generated output sequence. We have proposed three different RC4 

variants to increase the randomness, which in turn increases the security of the cipher as 

compared to the existing RC4 variants. To analyze the security of different RC4 variants, 

we have studied the degree of randomness associated with each cipher. To investigate the 

degree of randomness offered by RC4 PRGA, we have performed extensive 

experimentation with the NIST-STS [210] and proved that, the proposed variants are 

satisfying the randomness property of stream ciphers. We have opted NIST test suite for its 

acciu^cy and popularity. The NIST framework, based on hypothesis testing, is a set of 15 

statistical tests to examine the randomness of biaary sequences (a long sequence) generated 

by any PRGA. The NIST-STS emphasized on a nimiber of different type of non-

randomness that could exist in any binary sequence. 

Each test has been designed to detect specific type of flaws. The different tests and their 

general characteristics are shown in Table 4.2. Using NIST-STS for RC4, we have 

investigated, whether the generated sequence of zeros and ones is random. We have 

implemented all the variants and statistical tests in MATLAB 12. We have conducted oiu" 

experiments on over 10 lacs bytes. All the generated RC4 PRGA sequences are applied to 

the NIST-STS and the result of each test was analyzed to decide whether or not it passes 

the randomness tests. A generated random sequence to be accepted or rejected is decided 

by comparing the p value to 0.01. If p-value is more than 0.01, the sequence is random and 

is accepted else the sequence is non-random and is rejected. If the generated sequence will 

pass all the statistical tests, only then it will be concluded that the resultant sequence is truly 

random and RC4 can be securely used in wireless networks, p-values obtained after 

implementing all the 15 statistical tests are shown in Table 4.3, where 'Success' indicates 

that for all implemented RC4 variants, the obtained p-values are greater than 0.01. All the 

algorithms are passing the NIST statistical test suite; hence the generated PRGA keystream 

is truly random and uniformly distributed. 
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Table 4.2 NIST statistical test suite 

T-
No 

NIST-STS Test Purpose Flaws Detected 

1 Frequency 

(Monobit) 
Test 

Probability of the occurrence of Number of O's is more than 
number of O's and I's should be number of 1's or vice-versa, 
approximately same i.e. 0.5. 

Frequency To determine whether the number of Too many O's or I's in P bit 
test within a 1 's in P bit block is approximately block 
block P/2 

Runs Test Focus on the total number of runs in More or less total runs show 
the sequence. Determine whether the that the oscillation between 
number of runs of o's and I's of the bit streams is too fast or 
different length is as desired for a too slow, 
random sequence. 

Test for the The test is focused on whether the 
longest Run length of the longest run of 1 's in the 
of I's in a tested sequence is as expected in a 
Block random sequence. 

Irregularity in the distribution 
of longest run of I's within 
the P-bit block 

Binary The purpose of the test is to check for 
Matrix Rank the linear dependence among fixed 
Test length sub-strings of the actual 

sequence by finding the rank of the 
disjoint sub-matrices of the whole 
sequence. 

Irregularity in the rank 
distribution from consistent 
random sequence 

Discrete 
Fourier 
Transform 
Test/ 
Spectral Test 

The purpose of the test is to detect Periodic features of the bit 
the repetitive patterns that are close stream, 
to each other of the tested sequence. 

Non-
overlapping 
Template 
Matching 
Test 

Occurrence of aperiodic pattern in 
the sequence using non-overlapping 
p-bit window 

Very large occurrences 
aperiodic templates 

of 

Overlapping 
Template 
Matching 
Test 

Occurrence of aperiodic pattern in 
the sequence using overlapping p-bit 
window 

High occurrence of p-bit runs 
of I's 

Maurer's 
Universal 
Statistics 
Test 

To check whether the sequence can 
be compressed without losing any 
information 

Compressibility reflects the 
non-random behavior of the 
sequence. 
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10 Linear Complexity 
Test 

To find the length of the linear 
feedback shift register (LFSR) 
and to determine whether the 
sequence is complex enough to 
be considered as random. 

Longer LFSR and less 
complex sequence imply 
better randomness. 

11 Serial Test To determine that every m-
pattem is getting the same 
chance of appearing as every 
other pattern. 

Non-xmiformity in 
distribution of patterns 

the 

12 Approximate 
Entropy Test 

The purpose of the test is to 
compare the frequency of all 
possible overlapping blocks of 
two adjacent lengths (m and 
m+1). 

m Non-imiformity 
distribution of patterns 

the 

More number of O's or I's at 
the beginning of the sequence. 

13 Cumulative Sums 
test/ Cusum Test 

Whether the cumulative sum of 
the test sequence is very large 
or small as compared to the 
expected behavior of the 
random sequence. 

14 Random Excursions 
Test 

Determine if the number of 
visits to a particular state within 
a cycle varies from the one that 
would be expected from a 
random sequence. 

Irregularity in the distribution 
of the number of visits 

15 Random Excursions 
Variant Test 

To determine the total number 
of times the event is occurred in 
a cumulative sum random 
walk. 

Deviation from the expected 
number of occurrences 
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Table 4.3 Randomness test results 

NIST-

STS 

NO. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

*I-RC4. 

RC4 

0.315 

1 

0.861 

0.955 

0.865 

0.713 

0.333 

1 

0.018 

0.984 

0.345 

0.025 

0.280 

0.734 

0.999 

RC4 

KSA+ 

0.104 

1 

0.861 

0.850 

0.861 

0.754 

0.631 

1 

0.018 

0.966 

0.221 

0.277 

0.1697 

0.4909 

0.9995 

...Improved RC4 

< 

*I-RC4 

0.1795 

1 

0.6710 

0.6601 

0.7521 

0.5124 

0.4647 

1 

0.0186 

0.9257 

0.9867 

0.5587 

0.3394 

0.1919 

1 

CALCULATED p-VALUES 

RC4-

FJ 

0.942 

1 

0.568 

0.016 

0.501 

0.249 

0.980 

1 

0.018 

0.981 

0.936 

0.397 

0.998 

0.165 

0.998 

**E-

RC4 

0.2135 

1 

0.6136 

0.8557 

0.8543 

0.7234 

0.3987 

1 

0.0186 

0.9728 

0.3952 

0.0226 

0.2527 

0.2683 

0.9942 

RC4-

Ml 

0.824 

1 

0.214 

0.604 

0.652 

0.752 

0.877 

1 

0.018 

0.872 

0.973 

0.918 

0.727 

0.561 

0.998 

**E-RC4.. ..Effective RC4 

RC4-

M2 

0.857 

1 

0.596 

0.183 

0.462 

0.214 

0.753 

1 

0.018 

0.872 

0.986 

0.999 

0.257 

0.185 

0.999 

RC4-

M3 

0.028 

1 

0.213 

0.683 

0.512 

0.652 

0.577 

1 

0.018 

0.988 

0.751 

0.281 

0.046 

0.373 

0.996 

Result 

Success 

Success 

Success 

Success 

Success 

Success 

Success 

Success 

Success 

Success 

Success 

Success 

Success 

Success 

Success 
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4.S.3 Computational Complexity 

In this chapter, we have analyzed the Computational Complexity (CC) in terms of the 

number of operations (No) incurred in each RC4 variant. Computational complexity of each 

cipher is shown in Table 4.4. It is evaluated by finding out the total number of operations 

incurred in both KSA and PRGA. More the number of operations, more will be the 

complexity of the cipher. Complexity of each variant is analyzed as below: 

In basic RC4 KSA No = 3x 256 = 768 

Where 256 is the total nimiber of bytes in the state box S and 

PRGA No = 6 x N = 6N bytes 

N represents the number of plaintext bytes. For example if N = 40, then number of iterations 

in PRGA will be 40 and the number of operations will be 6 x 40 = 240. So the computational 

complexity of basic RC4 is; CC = 768 + 6N (Total number of operations in KSA+PRGA). 

Similarly, we have evaluated total number of operations for each RC4 variant and 

calculated the complexity associated with each cipher. 

For Improved RC4 CC=1536 + 14N 

FJ-RC4 CC = 2304 + 18N 

Effective RC4 CC = 1536 + 14N 

RC4+ CC = 4608 + 16N 

RC4-M1 CC=9216 + 14N 

RC4-M2 CC = 4608 + 29N 

RC4-M3 CC = 4608 + 8N 

It is interpreted that complexity associated with basic RC4 is minimum (768+6N), which 

offers better encryption time and poor security performance. Though CC in improved RC4, 

effective RC4 and proposed RC4-M1 PRGA are the same (14N), but they vary in their 

security performance due to the complexity of KSA, which is very high in RC4-M1 (CC = 

9216). CC of FJ-RC4 are thrice that of basic RC4 (2304+18N). In this case with increase 

in CC, security is enhanced with degraded time performance. CC in the case of RC4+, RC4-

M2 and RC4-M3 is ^608+I6N, ^608+2PN, 4608+8N. As the complexity associated with 
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RC4-M2 is the maximum, it provides maximirai security and execution time lower than 

RC4+. 

Table 4.4 Analysis of computational complexity 

RC4 ALGO TYPE OF OPERATION ***No CC 

variants XOR SWAP ADD MOD SHIFT ^ ^ *"<* 
PRGA 

RC4 KSA 0 1 1 1 0 3 X 256* = 768 768 + 6N 

PRGA 1 0 6 X N** bytes 

IMPRO KSA 
VED 
RC4 

PRGA 2 

6x256=1536 1536+14N 

14 X N bytes 

FJ-RC4 KSA 0 9x256 = 2304 2304+18N 

PRGA 3 0 18xN bytes 

EFFEC 
TIVE 
RC4 

KSA 0 

PRGA 2 

6x256=1536 1536+14N 

14 X N bytes 

RC4+ KSA+ 2 

PRGA+ 4 1 

18 X 256 = 4608+ 16N 
4608 

16 XKbytes 

RC4-
Ml 

KSA 

PRGA 2 

12 12 0 36 X 256 = 9216+14N 
9216 

14 X N bytes 

RC4- KSA 2 
Ml 

PRGA 8 

18 X 256 = 4608+ 29N 
4608 

29 xN bytes 

RC4-
M3 

KSA 0 18 X 256 = 4608+ 8N 
4608 

PRGA 1 1 0 8 X N bytes 

*256 represents the total number of state bytes 
***No Number of Operations 

**N represents the length of plain text 
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4.6 Performance Analysis 

Performance analysis of all the RC4 variants has been carried out in terms of run time, CPU 

cycles, energy cost and throughput. All the simulations have been carried out in C language 

on Intel i5, 2.5 GHz, 2.2 V and 28 nAmp machine. Analysis has been carried out for the 

encryption of 1.25 million bytes with all the variants. 

4.6.1 Run time 

Run time is the time taken by any cipher in encryption or decryption of data. The numerical 

values for the run time analysis of all the RC4 variants are given in Table 4.5 and their 

comparative analysis is illustrated in Figure 4.1. We have computed the time consumed in 

both KSA and PRGA individually. KSA runs only once, hence it will not affect the 

performance of RC4 to large extent. 

PRGA will run with the length of plaintext to generate the ciphertext bytes. Every time it 

will be incremented to produce the output byte. It is observed that the time incurred is the 

minimum for plain RC4 due to its design simplicity and is the least secure algorithm. As 

we increase the security of the cipher, encryption time increases. 

Though the execution time of improved RC4 and effective RC4 is not very high but these 

algorithms are not resistant to many security attacks as compared to RC4+. The RC4+ is 

the most secure algorithm but time consumption is almost thrice as compared to the basic 

RC4. We have proposed three RC4 variants while focusing on this security-performance 

tradeoff. Figure 4.2 presents the comparative analysis of conventional RC4, RC4+ and the 

proposed RC4 variants. It demonstrates that the execution time incurred in RC4+ is 60%, 

30%, 10%, and 48.7% higher than conventional RC4, RC4-M1, RC4-M2 and RC4-M3 

respectively. 

In the proposed variants, encryption time is decreased as compared to RC4+ and reflects 

the computational efficiency of proposed schemes. In RC4-M1 and RC4-M2, two parallel 

outputs are obtained, hence reduces the time consumption. In RC4-M3 PRGA is based on 

plain RC4 with the additional byte that is generated using K2 and further XORed with 

output byte and plain text, which increase the security of the cipher without compromising 

the performance. 
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Table 4.5 Performance analysis of RC4 variants 

RC4 

Variants 

RunTime CPU cycles Energy Throughput 

(Mcycles) (J) (Mbps) 

KSA 

(̂ sec) 

PRGA 

(sec) 

PRGA PRGA PRGA 

RC4 

IMPROVED 

RC4 

FJ-RC4 

EFFECTIVE 

RC4 

RC4+ 

RC4-M1 

RC4-M2 

RC4-M3 

18.3 

23 

54.9 

23 

43.7 

64.9 

43.7 

43.7 

0.062 

0.109 

0.17 

0.110 

0.156 

0.109 

0.14 

0.08 

155 

272.5 

425 

280 

390 

272.5 

350 

200 

9.548 

16.786 

26.18 

17.248 

24.024 

16.786 

21.56 

12.32 

201.61 

114.67 

73.52 

111.60 

80.12 

114.67 

89.28 

156.25 

I 

RC4 Improved FJ-RC4 Effective RC4+ RC4-M1 RC4-M2 RC4-M3 
RC4 RC4 

RC4 Variants 

Figure 4.1 Run time comparison of RC4 variants 
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Run Time (sec) 

•Conventional RC4 

BProposed RC4 Variants 

1RC4+ 

RC4+ 

Proposed RC4 Variants 

Conventional RC4 

Figure 4.2 Comparative analysis of run time of conventional RC4, RC4+ and proposed RC4 variants 

4.6.2 CPU Cycles 

It measures the number of clock cycles consumed while encrypting 1.25 million bytes with 

various RC4 variants. Table 4.6 and Figure 4.3 present the results for the number of clock 

cycles. It is observed that similar trends as with run time are followed for clock cycles. To 

be more specific, we have presented the encryption speed of all the RC4 variants in terms 

of cycles/byte in Table 4.6. The encryption speed for RC4+, RC4-M1, RC4-M2 and RC4-

M3 are 31.2 cycles/byte, 21.8 cycles/byte, 28 cycles/byte and 16 cycles/byte respectively. 

Speed of the proposed schemes- RC4-M1, RC4-M2 and RC4-M3 PRGA are 1.43,1.11 and 

1.95 times greater than RC4+ PRGA+ respectively. 

4.6.3 Energy Cost 

It is the amount of energy consumed during encryption process. As shown in Figure 4.4, 

the energy cost of RC4 variants varies as RC4+ > RC4-M2 > RC4-M1 > RC4-M3 > RC4. 

4.6.4 Throughput 

It is the amount of data bytes encrypted per second, measured in Mbps. Throughput 

obtained varies as RC4+ < RC4-M2 < RC4-M1 < RC4-M3 < RC4 as depicted in Figure 

4.5. 
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Table 4.6 Cycles/byte consumed in RC4 variants 

RC4 variant 

RC4 

Improved RC4 

FJ-RC4 

Effective RC4 

RC4+ 

RC4-M1 

RC4-M2 

RC4-M3 

Cycles/byte 

12.4 

21.8 

34 

22.4 

31.2 

21.8 

28 

16 

The simulation results presented in this chapter proves that the proposed RC4 variants 

results in better security performance tradeoff as compared to the existing variants. Hence 

the proposed algorithms outperform the existing variants in terms of both security and 

performance. 

4.7 Recommendations for Potential Applications 

Our simulation results and their analysis identify the appropriate security algorithm for the 

given network scenario. The obtained results show that though run time increases with 

increase in security strength. Since high throughput is required in conversational services, 

RC4 variants with more complexity cannot be used because high complexity will decrease 

the throughput. In such a scenario we recommend to use RC4-M3. It will provide high 

speed without compromising the security to large extent. 

In Interactive services, very high security, low throughput values and high run time, more 

than conversational services are acceptable. For such applications RC4-M2 can be used. 

Streaming services require high data rate values. In these applications depending on the 

sensitivity of data RC4-M1 and RC4-M3 can be used. 

Background services depending on the user's requirement any of the proposed variant RC4-

Ml, RC4-M2 and RC4-M3 can be implemented. The numerical results presented in this 

chapter can be used to choose a security algorithm, depending upon the sensitivity of data 

transmitted and the performance requirements by users. 
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4.8 Summary 

In this chapter, we have presented different implementations of RC4 stream cipher. We 

have proposed three RC4 variants by introducing additional layers of scrambling in the 

existing variants. The security of the proposed algorithms is tested by performing their 

randomness analysis using NIST-STS, which is a package of 15 randomness analysis tests. 

It is proved that the proposed ciphers conform to all these randomness tests. Secondly, the 

security of the proposed variants on the basis of their design structure has been analyzed 

and proved that the proposed algorithms are offering more challenges and complexity to 

the intruder as compared to the existing RC4 variants. Resistance of proposed schemes 

against several cryptanalytic attempts is discussed and justified their strength in removing 

these attacks. 

Further, performance analysis of all the RC4 variants has been carried out in terms of run 

time, CPU cycles, energy cost and throughput. It is observed that while providing the 

comparable security, the running time of RC4-M1, RC4-M2 and RC4-M3 is 30%, 10%, 

and 48.7% lower than that of RC4+. Similar variations are observed for number of cycles 

and energy cost. The throughput achieved with proposed variants is high as compared to 

RC4+ and other variants. These results show that computation load of the proposed variants 

as compared to the RC4+ is significantly reduced, concluding that the proposed schemes 

are computationally efficient. 

Due to computational complexity of the proposed algorithms, the execution time incurred 

is higher than the basic RC4, which corroborates the fact that there is always a tradeoff 

between security and network performance. This tradeoff is optimized in the proposed RC4 

variants. The performance analysis presented herein may be used as reference for selecting 

the particular RC4 variant for given applications/service as required. The analysis presented 

in this chapter shows that there is a tradeoff between security and network performance and 

efforts can be made to further optimize this tradeoff. 
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Chapter 5 

Security-Throughput Tradeoff Analysis with 
Link Adaptive Encryption Scheme 

Wireless network security is achieved using cryptographic primitives. Some properties that 

give encryption mechanisms their cryptographic strength, make them very sensitive to 

channel errors as well. Therefore, security for data transmission over wireless channel 

results in throughput loss. Tradeoff between security and throughput is always a major 

concern in wireless networks. In this chapter, a Link/Channel Adaptive Encryption Scheme 

is evaluated that adapts to channel variations and enhances the security level of WLANs 

without making any compromise with the network performance. Numerical results 

obtained through simulation are compared with the fixed block length encryption technique 

m. two different modes of operation- Electronic Code Book (ECB) & Cipher Block 

Chaining (CBC). Optimal block length is also computed, which is assumed to be the 

effective strength of the cipher. 

5.1 Introduction 

To prevent the information from security attacks, encryption algorithms have been 

designed where, the cipher is made to satisfy several properties including avalanche effect. 

Avalanche effect is defined as a single bit change in a plaintext or a key, must result in 

significant change in the ciphertext bits. There should not be any resemblance between the 

transmitted plaintext and received ciphertext [13]. This property of block ciphers leads to 

severe error propagation i.e. the single bit error in the received encrypted block will lead to 

error propagation in every bit of decrypted block with half of the probability. It results in 

throughput loss and leads to requirement of security-throughput tradeoff. In this chapter, a 

security-throughput tradeoff has been analyzed using AES encryption algorithm operating 

in both ECB and CBC modes. 

The quality of wireless channel varies due to time varying path loss and multipath fading 

phenomenon. The author in [212], proposes that in order to achieve the capacity of wireless 

communication systems, channel adaptive resource assignment techniques are required. To 

achieve this, link adaptive transmission rate and power assigimients are proposed in [213]. 
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The security algorithms are sensitive to errors induced by the channel, and the transmission 

overheads incurred by these algorithms also vary with time [214]. 

There is always a tradeoff between security and performance of wireless networks. As we 

increase the security there is degradation in the system performance. The problem of this 

security-throughput tradeoff is a major research issue in the implementation of security 

algorithms in wireless networks. 

In traditionally designed encryption algorithms, the inclusion of bit errors diuing the 

transmission of data over the chaimel was not taken into consideration and this has been 

considered as an orthogonal problem, which is required to be handled by efficient coding 

and modulation techniques. The present and fixture wireless commimication systems can 

be benefited from an encryption design that considers the channel quality and make it 

possible to achieve a desirable tradeoff between the security and performance of wireless 

networks [215]. 

The secxuity-throughput tradeoff for given channel conditions is illustrated in Figure 5.1, 

with the assumption that block length is always equal to or less than the key length [216]. 

In wireless networks, normalized throughput may be defined as 

( 1 - ^ r (5.1) 

Where, Pi is a bit error probability and N is the encryption block length. Normalized 

security may also be computed as logiN. Figure 5.1 shows the security and throughput as 

a fimction of block length. The set of block lengths used in the plot includes a single bit 

from 16 bits to 256 bits in increments of 16 bits. If N is a block length, then number of 

computations required by an eavesdropper will be 2^. The security of a cipher can be 

defined as 2^. It is obvious that both security and throughput are inversely proportional to 

each other. 

In this chapter, the problem of tradeoff between seciuity and throughput has been optimized 

using link adaptive encryption technique. In this technique, the mean chaimel opportunity 

has been utilized. It implies that the time duration when Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is 

high, the corresponding Bit Error Rate (BER) is low. 

In link adaptive encryption scheme, when SNR is high, data is encrypted in larger blocks. 

In case, SNR is low, data is encrypted with smaller block size. With high SNR, larger block 
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length increases the security level of the system and due to less probability of error the 

overall throughput also increases. In case of low SNR or high BER, it is preferred to encrypt 

the data with smaller block length, leading to enhanced throughput. This in turn results in 

improved security-throughput tradeoff. In case of low SNR, the ability of cryptanalyst to 

decrypt the cipher is also less and thus, it maintains the security of the cipher. In this 

process, feature of variable encryption block length has been exploited. In the security-

throughput tradeoff analysis with link adaptive technique, it is assimied that the channel 

states are known for the transmission period of the message. 

Tradeoff Behveen Secnrity and Throoghput 
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Figure 5.1 Security-throughput (Normalized) tradeoff as a fonction of block length 

Further, quantification of the amount of security provided by a cipher is a complex problem. 

One method to measure the level of security provided by a cipher against cryptanalysis is 

the computation operations required by the adversary to crack the ciphertext. The level of 

security can be quantified relative to the strength of the intruder present in the envirormient. 

Intruder's strength can be modeled using probability distribution function under the 

assumption that the ability of an adversary to crack the ciphertext becomes less probable as 

the computational complexity of cipher increases. The probabilistic adversary strength 

model has been introduced in [216]. 

The probabilistic model calculates the maximum possible block length the adversary can 

crack. This probabilistic model has been used in this chapter to evaluate the cipher strength. 

Cipher strength is determined in the terms of the adversary's capability to crack a cipher 
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with a block length of N bits. This fact implies that adversary is capable to crack any block 

length less than or equal to N bits. 

The problem of security-throughput tradeoff with link adaptive encryption scheme has been 

well studied with AES operating in Electronic Code book (ECB) mode [44][215]-[217]. 

However, ECB mode is known to be a less secure mode of cipher and CBC mode is 

computationally more secure as compared to ECB mode of cipher. In this chapter, we have 

analyzed Unk adaptive encryption scheme in CBC mode and compared the results in both 

ECB and CBC mode. We have utilized optimal strength of the cipher in our system 

modeling, which, to the best of our knowledge was not taken into consideration in the 

literature available. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Brief introduction to the AES and different 

modes of cipher is given in Section 5.2 and 5.3 respectively. Security measurement of the 

cipher is described in Section 5.4. Simulation of system model with fixed length encryption 

and channel/link adaptive scheme is discussed in Section 5.5. Simulation results for channel 

adaptive scheme are discussed in Section 5.6. Summary of the work done is outlined in 

Section 5.7. 

5.2 Advanced Encryption Standard 

AES is known to be the most secure block cipher with the feature of variable block length 

[141]. The AES is a symmetric block cipher that encrypts and decrypts 128-bit blocks of 

data. Rijndael/AES consists of a number of rounds; each round performs number of 

transformations on a state, and makes use of a round key, which is derived fi-om the 

encryption key. The number of rounds depends on the block and key sizes. 

An encryption of a block starts with a transformation 'AddRoundKey', which is followed 

by a number of states and regular rounds, and ends with a special final round. Special final 

round is different fi-om the regular rounds. This difference in the final round has nothing to 

do with security, but makes the encryption reversible and makes the decryption possible. 

In AES each transformation is performed in a state, which can be pictured as a rectangular 

array of bytes. It consists of four rows and a number of columns defined by the block size 

in bytes divided by four. A block size of 128 bits would require a state of four rows. 
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The Rijndael proposal for AES defined a cipher, which can operate on different block 

lengths and key lengths such as 128, 160, 192, 224, and 256 bits. This property of AES is 

exploited in the channel adaptive scheme. 

5.3 Modes of Operation 

Block ciphers are basic building blocks for providing data security. To enhance the security 

of ciphers fiirther, block ciphers are used in different modes of operation [13]. These are: 

• Electronic Code Book (ECB) 

• Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) 

• Cipher Feedback (CFB) 

• Output Feedback (OFB) 

• Counter (CTR) 

• Galois/Counter Mode (GCM) 

Some other modes of operations have also been discussed in NIST [218]-[220]. 

Authentication modes include version of CBC-MAC (XCBC), Randomized CBC-MAC 

(RMAC) and Parallelizable Message Authentication Code (PMAC) and authenticated 

encryption modes: OCB, XCBC-XOR, XECB-XOR, lAPM and lACBC. 

In the chapter, tradeoff analysis has been done with ECB and CBC modes of cipher. In 

ECB, there is a parallel processing of data i.e. every plaintext block is independently 

encrypted to a cipher text block. So there is no error propagation in ECB mode. In CBC 

mode, a given plaintext block is XORed with the ciphertext block of the previous stage 

before encryption. So if there is an error in one ciphertext block, error will be propagated 

to multiple decrypted plaintext blocks. 

5.4 Measurement of the Security of a Cipher 

One way to measure the security of the cipher is to measure the amount of work required 

by the adversary to crack a ciphertext. It is required to make the system computationally 

secure. A cipher is said to be computationally secure if the cost of breaking the information 

is more than the value of the information or if the time required in breaking the ciphertext 

is more than usefiil lifetime of the information being sent. It has been assumed in the present 

work that, ability of the adversary to break the cipher becomes less probable if there is an 

increase in block length, key length, diffusion etc. To measure the strength of the cipher we 
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have to measxire the strength of the adversary, which is also a vuhierability of the message. 

The strength of the adversary can be defined as the maximum block length the adversary 

can crack or vuhierability of a message can be defined as a fi-action of the total message 

being successfully decrypted by the intruder/adversary. We have calculated the resistance 

of cipher against brute force attack by calculating the optimal block length. Optimal block 

length is the length of plaintext/ciphertext in bits, to which adversary can easily break. For 

example, if the optimal block length that we obtain is 160 bits, it means that the intruder 

can crack the encryption blocks, which use 160 bits or lesser. 

The vulnerability^ of the message that is the fiiaction of the total message being 

successfully decrypted by the intruder/adversary is given by Eq. (5.2) [217]. 

K 

<l> = Yu^kPM (5.2) 

Where, x̂  is the leakage of the fraction of message and P (x^) is the probability of exposmg 

a fi-action Xj^ of the total message. 

5.4.1 Optimization of Security-Throughput Tradeoff 

AES supports different block lengths. It is assumed that no significant overheads occur 

while changing the block length of the cipher. Further, key length is always equal to the 

block length. Optimization is achieved under the assumption of exact channel knowledge 

of the channel state in terms of SNR and BER. Avalanche effect causes errors within an 

encryption block. A single bit error in the received encrypted block will cause the loss of 

entire block due to the error propagation after decryption. It is, therefore, desirable to 

increase the overall throughput of the system while not making any compromise with the 

required security level. 

The throughput per block and, in turn for a fi-ame, for Pi«l and for given fixed Ni may be 

defined as: 

i ^ ( l -A^^) (5.3) 

Where, Rt and Pi are the selected transmission rate and the channel bit error probability. 
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The throughput of the message can be expressed as: 

^ - ; ^ E ^ 0 - ^ ^ ) (5.4) 

The throughput is normalized by the maximxim transmission rate Rmax = maxfRij. In this 

chapter, security quantification is performed with brute force attack model. To choose the 

encryption block length based on the channel conditions and to obtain the desired security 

level is the key to the optimization process. 

The strategy for the choice of optimal block length depends on the channel conditions. 

Further, there is a requirement for the receiver to know the encryption block length that has 

been used by the sender during the transmission of each frame. The simple approach that 

can be used to achieve this is to include the block length information as a clear payload in 

the fi^me. Another approach that can be used is that the receiver can compute it from the 

security constraints and the channel states diuing the reception of the fiame. This can be 

achieved as the security constraints are agreed upon a priori, and receivers, in general, have 

the capability to estimate the forward channel. The link adaptive scheme presented here for 

the optimization of the tradeoff between security and throughput highly depends on the 

ability to know the channel quality in terms of SNR or BER. 

5.5 System Model 

Channel adaptive encryption scheme is the technique, which adapts the channel variations. 

This scheme is the way to optimize the tradeoff between security offered and throughput 

loss due to the cipher. In the simulation, the encrypted data is transmitted over a wireless 

channel. The transmitted data is received at the receiver end, and then decrypted back to 

achieve a desired plaintext. 

5.5.1 Brute Force Attack Model 

Optimal block length as mentioned in section 5.3 also defines the effective strength of the 

cipher and may be given as [216] 
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Where N^ is the optimal block length, Ri and Pi are respectively the transmission rate 

selected for the frame and channel bit error probability. 

Sreqis the rcquircd level of security or it is a measure of the mean of security levels achieved 

by the individual frames and is given by, 

1 " 
^req=-^-T^Og,N. (5.6) 

"•^JMX '•=] 

Where Smax = logzNmax; Nmaxis the maximimi block length and Ni is the discrete encryption 

block length. It is required to maximize the throughput, subject to an overall security 

requirement over a finite horizon. The optimization as a constrained problem can be 

represented as [44] [217]: 

max{iV,} = -^2;i?; . ( l- iV,. i>) (5.7) 

As mentioned earlier, Ri and P, are the selected transmission rate and the channel bit error 

probability. Pi is a fimction of chaimel SNR and the transmission rate used for the fi-ame. 

Sreqis the required level of security. The optimal block length or the optimal strength of the 

cipher for the fixed transmission rate in Eq (5.5) reduces to 

^ ' p e (5.8) 

From Eq. (5.8) it is found that optimal block length is inversely proportional to the channel 

bit error probability. This shows that in link adaptive technique, by allocating larger block 

lengths for better channels or vice versa, is the good approach in the case of fixed rate. 

5.6 Results and Discussion 

The frame lengths are in general much larger than the encryption block lengths and may 

consist of multiple encrypted blocks. Let the message he sent by forming n frames with 

encrypted block length of length Ni bits for the frame i=l,2... n, where Ni is selected by the 
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channel adaptive scheme depending upon the channel conditions. Simulation results for 

channel adaptive scheme in ECB and CBC modes of cipher have been obtained with the 

help of MATLAB 12. The comparison of the throughput and strength of cipher (in terms 

of optimal block length) were observed using channel adaptive scheme and fixed block 

length encryption scheme (block length is fixed for whole length of the channel i.e. 128 

bits) in two different modes. 

5.6.1 For ECB Mode of Cipher 

Numerical results are obtained for link adaptive scheme in ECB mode of cipher. 

Simulations have been carried out for both charmel adaptive scheme and fixed block length 

encryption scheme. Numerical values and graphical representation for the cipher strength 

with fixed and variable block length encryption are shown in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.2 

respectively. From the results, it is observed that the maximum optimal block length v̂ dth 

adaptive block length encryption scheme at 256 bits is 206 bits. It means that if there is any 

adversary present in the environment he/she can break the cipher only up to 206 bits. 

He/she cannot crack the whole ciphertext. Whereas the adversary can crack the complete 

ciphertext with fixed block length encryption because obtained optimal block length for 

fixed block length encryption at 128 bits is 221 bits. Thus the security is enhanced in terms 

of brute force attack. The comparative analysis of the throughput observed in simulations 

using hnk adaptive scheme (variable block length) and fixed block size encryption is shown 

in Figure 5.3. Numerical results for the throughput are shown in Table 5.2. 

For the illustration of optimization process the block lengths are adopted as per Rijndael 

cipher. The overall security requirement is set to Sreq=.9759. For the link adaptive scheme, 

the encryption block lengths were selected from 128, 160, 192, 224, 256 bits. The used 

block length for fixed block length encryption was 128 bits. Normalized values of 

throughput and security have been calculated at different SNRs. It has been observed that 

typically at 16 dB SNR, throughput is increased by 40% with link adaptive scheme as 

compared to fixed block length encryption scheme. From the throughput and security plots 

it is observed that there is an increase in throughput as well as security with link adaptive 

scheme as compared to fixed block length encryption scheme. 
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Table 5.1 Cipher strength for fixed and variable block length encryption in ECB Mode 

SNR 

(dB) 

8 

10 

12 

14 

16 

Fixed Block Length Encryption 

Block Length 
(bit) 

128 

128 

128 

128 

128 

Cipher Strength 
(bit) 

116 

140 

185 

209 

221 

Variable Block Length Encryption 

Block Length 
(bit) 

128 

160 

192 

224 

256 

Cipher Strength 
(bit) 

90 

146 

181 

198 

206 
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Figure 5.2 Cipher strength for fixed and variable block length encryption in ECB mode 
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Figure 5.3 Normalized throughput for fixed and variable block length encryption Sreq=0.97 

Table 5.2 Throughput for fixed and variable block length of encryption in ECB Mode 

SNR 

(dB) 

8 

10 

12 

14 

16 

Fixed Block Length Encryption 

Block Length 
(bit) 
128 

128 

128 

128 

128 

Throughput 
Normalized 

0.2724 

0.2812 

0.2823 

0.3467 

0.3601 

Variable Block Length Encryption 

Block Length 
(bit) 
128 

160 

192 

224 

256 

Throughput 
Normalized 

0.2833 

0.2991 

0.3318 

0.4158 

0.5882 
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5.6.2 For CBC Mode of Cipher 

Numerical results are obtained for the fixed and variable length encryption technique in 

CBC mode of operation. In CBC mode of cipher, plaintext is first XORed with initialization 

vector. Then encrypted data is fed to the next stage which is XORed with the next block of 

message to hide the message within the text or to hide the structure of the message. 

Numerical values for the cipher strength with fixed and variable block length encryption 

are given in Table 5.3 and their corresponding plots are shown in Figure 5.4. It is observed 

that the maximum optimal block length with channel adaptive block length encryption 

scheme at 256 bits is 133 bits and with fixed block length encryption it is 102 bits. These 

results show that link adaptive encryption scheme provides better security than fixed block 

length encryption scheme operating in CBC mode of cipher. 

Normalized values of throughput have been calculated at different SNRs. There is an 

increase of 20% in throughput at 16 dB SNR with link adaptive scheme as compared to that 

with fixed block length encryption scheme when operated in CBC mode of cipher. 

Graphical analysis for the comparison of throughput and security with fixed and variable 

block length in CBC mode of cipher is shown in Figure 5.5. It is observed that link adaptive 

scheme is an optimized solution for security and throughput tradeoff as compared to fixed 

block length encryption scheme. Numerical results for the throughput are given in Table 

5.4. Comparison of link adaptive scheme with a fixed block length encryption scheme 

operating in CBC mode of cipher has been performed, which shows that Link adaptive 

scheme is proving better security and enhanced throughput as compared to fixed block 

length encryption scheme. 

Table 5.3 Cipher strength for fixed and variable block length encryption in CBC Mode 

SNR 
(dB) 

8 

10 

12 

14 

16 

Fixed Block Length Encryption 

Block Length 
(bit) 

128 

128 

128 

128 

128 

Cipher Strength 
(bit) 

22 

73 

86 

94 

102 

Variable Block Length Encryption 

Block Length 
(bit) 

128 

160 

192 

224 

256 

Cipher Strength ( 
bit) 

85 

107 

113 

116 

133 
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Figure 5.4 Cipher strength for fixed and variable block length encryption in CBC Mode 
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Table 5.4 Throughput for fixed and variable block length of encryption in CBC mode 

SNR 
(dB) 

Fixed Block Length 
Encryption 

Variable Block Length 
Encryption 

8 

10 

12 

14 

16 

Block Length 
(bit) 
128 

128 

128 

128 

128 

Throughput 
Normalized 

0.0072 

0.0079 

0.0940 

0.0939 

0.3989 

Block Length 
(bit) 
128 

160 

192 

224 

256 

Throughput 
Normalized 

0.0071 

0.0164 

0.0670 

0.0537 

0.4818 

5.7 Summary 

In this Chapter, we have addressed the problem of security-throughput tradeoff in WLANs. 

Link Adaptive Encryption scheme using AES encryption algorithm based on the channel 

states was considered. Security is optimized in terms of brute force attack. Security of the 

cipher is measured by calculating the cipher strength or the optimal block length. Results 

were analyzed for the link adaptive encryption scheme and a fixed block length encryption 

scheme operating in two different modes of cipher. 

Numerical results show that in the ECB mode of cipher, when SNR is 16 dB, optimal block 

length at 256 bits is 206 bits for the variable block length encryption scheme and for fixed 

block length encryption the optimal block length at 128 bits is 221bits. It is observed that 

link adaptive encryption provides very high level of security as compared to fixed block 

length encryption scheme. Throughput is also calculated for both variable and fixed block 

length encryption schemes. There is 40% increase in overall throughput with variable block 

length encryption scheme operating in ECB mode of cipher. 

Numerical results were also obtained for fixed block length encryption and link adaptive 

scheme in CBC mode of cipher. It is observed that the optimal block length at 256 bits is 

133 bits in case of variable block length encryption and at 128 bits is 102 bits for fixed 

block length encryption at 16 dB SNR. It is observed that link adaptive scheme is more 

secure as compared to fixed block length encryption scheme. Throughput is increased by 

20% in CBC mode of cipher for link adaptive scheme. Link adaptive encryption scheme 
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yields enhanced security of a cipher without compromising the system performance and 

therefore results in optimized security throughput tradeoff. 

On comparing the link adaptive scheme operating in ECB and CBC modes, it is concluded 

that on account of security, link adaptive encryption operating in CBC mode of cipher is 

the best suited encryption scheme for wireless networks provided the channel states are 

known. 
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Chapter 6 

Fast and Secure Authentication Using Double 
Token Based Scheme 

Authentication provides security by preventing unauthorized usage and negotiating the 

credentials for secure communication. Nevertheless, it induces heavy overheads to 

communications, further, deteriorating the quality of service. Analyzing QoS and security 

impact of authentication, therefore, becomes critical for developing efficient authentication 

schemes. In this chapter we have analyzed two existing EAP and token based authentication 

schemes. A double token based fast authentication scheme is proposed to overcome the 

security vulnerabilities of existing authentication techniques. Performance evaluation of 

existing and proposed schemes in terms of speed is presented. 

6.1 Introduction 

Authentication is the way a user is identified prior to being allowed access to the network 

and network services. Authentication is performed on the basis of: something you have, 

something you know or something you are. The best authentication techniques combine 

two or more of these mechanisms. Different authentication mechanisms based on these 

verifications are password based authentication, challenge response authentication and zero 

knowledge proofs [14]. Password sniffing, post authentication hijacking, online password 

guessing, offline dictionary, replay, denial of service and man-in-the-middle are the 

different possible attacks on authentication mechanisms. To overcome these attacks 

different authentication mechanisms and protocols have been developed [164]-[171]. 

To secure the wireless commimication and reduction of overheads associated with applying 

encryption and authentication mechanisms represents an important issue. There is a 

tradeoff between security and performance of the wireless networks. In this chapter we 

address the issue of flexibiUty and high speed authentication in WLANs. 

EAP authentication is not a secure method of authentication due to the exchange of secret 

keys during the authentication phase. This makes the scheme vulnerable to several attacks. 

Moreover keys are exchanged during each session, which makes the process slow. To 

overcome these drawbacks of 802.1 x EAP protocol, a strong and fast authentication scheme 
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has been introduced in [221]. It is observed that the token based fast authentication scheme 

overcomes the tradeoff between security and performance of wireless networks. But several 

drawbacks have been found in the fast token based authentication scheme. 

Li this chapter, we propose a double token based fast authentication scheme. Performance 

analysis of the proposed scheme has been carried out in terms of security and speed. From 

the numerical results, it is found that double token based authentication scheme provides 

high level of security as compared to EAP based and fast token based authentication. Time 

taken to complete the authentication phase is less than that in EAP. It is comparable with 

fast authentication scheme. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. EAP authentication and its vulnerabilities 

are discussed in Section 6.2. Token based fast authentication is discussed in section 6.3. 

The proposed double token based authentication scheme is given in Section 6.4. Simulation 

results are discussed in Section 6.5. Summary of the work done is outlined in Section 6.6. 

6.2 EAP Authentication 

IEEE 802. Ix is known for providing strong authentication mechanism to improve the 

security. This has been achieved by EAP authentication protocol. Message exchanges in 

EAP authentication are shown in Figure 6.1. In EAP authentication, the AS requests the 

login name, password and hashing of public/private keys to authenticate Mobile Clients 

(MCs) or users [15]. 

EAP has three phases: open authentication/association, EAP authentication and encryption. 

In phase 1, chent looks for the Access Point (AP)/authenticator, identifies the AP with 

suitable SSID and get connected to it after accepting its parameters. At the end of phasel 

the user and the AP follows seciuity rules. Further, 802. Ix authentication port is locked and 

will remain locked till the authentication procedure is accomplished. In phase 2, the client 

is authenticated with the Authentication Server. The client and the AP mutually 

authenticate each other. For communication between the client and the authenticator, the 

protocol exchanges four messages: EAP Request, EAP Response, EAP Success and EAP 

Failure, which are fiirther routed to AS. Based on these messages, mutual authentication 

takes place between client and AS. After authentication, encryption is performed in phase 

3, where AS generates Master Session Key (MSK) and forwards it to the AP and to the 

client. PMK (Pair-Wise Master Key) is then generated by the client and authenticator based 
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on the MSK. In the authentication phase, pubHc keys and digital signatures are exchanged 

between the user and the AS in order to complete the mutual authentication process. The 

hash functions and digital signatures used in EAP are required in every session. This 

exchange of messages add significant overheads. This will slow down the whole process 

and user has to wait for long time during the authentication phase before he/she gains the 

complete authorization to access the resources. 
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All secret messages are exchanged during the authentication phase. This makes it 

vuhierable to different attacks like dictionary, MitM, plaintext, and ciphertext attacks. The 

main cause of these vulnerabilities is the re-use of legacy client authentication protocols 

that runs inside the authenticated tunnel. There is a need to enhance the mutual 

authentication security as well as its performance. 

6.3 Fast Token Based Authentication 

To overcome the limitations of EAP authentication, a fast and secure authentication scheme 

is proposed in [221 ]. 

63,1 Fast Token Based Authentication and Registration Phase 

A token based registration-authentication phase is shown in Figure 6.2. A Valid Token 

(VT) is exchanged between user and the AS and later on this token will be used to generate 

a Valid Token Key (VTK) to encrypt all messages during the authentication phase. To get 

registered in the wireless network, administrator will issue new user name, password and 

Temporary Token (TT) to the MC. By following the steps from 1 -6 as shown in Figure 6.1, 

user will get associated with the authenticator during the association phase. After the 

association and open authentication phase, there is a registration phase. Algorithm 6.1 is 

used for the implementation of authentication registration phase. 

6.3.2 Token Based Fast Authentication Phase 

If the MC or supplicant was registered before and again he/she wants to access the network, 

he/she has to face the challenge given by the AS to authenticate itself Steps involved in 

the authentication phase are explored in Figure 6.3. 

Once the MC and AP got associated with each other in step 1 and 2, VTK will be generated 

by MC using the stored VT, MC's MAC address and current date. Authentication request 

would be sent to AP and forward it to AS in step 4. 

During the authentication request, user credentials would be encrypted first by using VTK 

and then by Authentication Token Key (ATK). Also the supplicant's MAC and current date 

used to generate VTK would be encrypted by using ATK which is known to MC during 

the registration phase. On the other end, AS will decrypt the request using ATK and extract 

the date and MAC. Then the AS will check the database to match the VT, which is linked 

to this MAC address. If the user is already registered then its MAC address as well as the 
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VT associated with that MAC will be found. The AS will then generate VTK key to decrypt 

the user credentials. The date has been used along with the request to avoid the replay 

attacks. 

If the user is valid then an accepted authentication message will be delivered to 

authenticator in step 5. Then in step 6, the authenticator will store the success information 

in his own database and send this message to MC in step 6. Success association will be 

done in the step 7 and 8. Association phase is followed by the encryption phase which is 

same as 802. Ix authentication. 

Algorithm 6.1 Authentication Registration Phase 

1. MC generates a temporary token key (TTK) from TT and media access control 

(MAC) of the user machine. 128 bits of both TT and MAC are concatenated to 

generate 256 bits of TTK for encryption. 

TTK(256bits) = TT(128 bits) ii MAC(128 bits) 

2. Encrypt the pair of UserlD and Pwd using the TTK. 128 bits representation of 

UserlD and Pwd are concatenated and encrypted with TTK. 

IUserID(128 bits) II Pwd(128 bits)] XORTTK 

3. The MC sends the encrypted User ID and Pwd pair and TT, and MAC as a plain 

text. 

Encrypted message liTTiiMAC 

4. Server generates TTK from the received TT and MAC pair in the same manner as 

in step 1. 

5. Server decrypts the encrypted UserlD and Pwd pair using TTK using XOR. 

6. Server generates VT and mapped to MAC value. 

7. Server generates asymmetric encryption key ATK using RSA method. 

8. Server sends VT and the public part of ATK encrypted by TTK to the user. 

9. The private key of ATK is always kept in the server and never sent to any user. 

10. MC decrypts the encrypted VT and the public key of ATK using TTK. 

11. MC generates VTK from VT, date and MAC for ftiture authentication and 

association. 

12. MC sends the messages using ATK for encryption. 
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6.4 The Proposed Scheme 

Fast token based authentication scheme discussed in [221] has certain limitations. During 

the authentication phase, the MAC address is sent in clear and makes the MAC address 

vulnerable. It has also been observed that the authentication scheme is one step 

authentication. User is authenticated on the basis of already available data. If the intruder 

manages to compromise the scheme or available secure information he/she can authenticate 

himself by using that particular information. To address these issues, we have proposed a 

double token based authentication scheme. 

In double token based authentication, one token is exchanged during the registration phase 

and second token is exchanged during the authentication phase. If the intruder is able to 

compromise one token, he will have to face the challenge of computing the second token. 

Every time the valid token (VT) is changed, the intruder will not be able to find the VT, 

hence providing an extra layer of security. As most of the key exchanges are performed in 

registration phase and very few messages are exchanged during the authentication phase, 

it makes the scheme more secure and fast as well. 

6.4.1 Double Token Based Fast Authentication Scheme 

In double token based authentication scheme, the steps involved in association and 

registration-authentication phase are the same as proposed in [221]. The only-

authentication phase has been modified in the proposed scheme. Steps involved in only-

authentication phase are shown in Figure 6.4. As mentioned in Section 6.3, if the MC or 

supplicant has already been registered before and again he/she wants to access the network, 

he/she has to face the challenge given by the AS to authenticate itself as shown in Figure 

6.4. It shows that once the MC and AP get associated with each other in step 1 and 2, both 

will follow the following steps to complete the authentication. 

i) SM (Start Message) is generated and sent by MC to AS. 

SM = E ([Hash (MAC) llDate], ATK) 

ii) AS receives SM and decrypts to generate the TK (Temporary Token). 

TK = Hash (MACilDate ii VT) 
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iii) A New Token (NT) (any 128 bits random number generated by AS) is generated 

and XORed with VT and then sent to user after encrypting by TK. 

E(NTXORVT,TK) 

iv) In the meantime, user generates the TK. 

v) NT is calculated at user end by decrypting the received message, 

vi) VTK is generated at both ends by hash value of MACllVTliNTiidate. 

vii) User ID and passwords are shared by dual encryption; first by VTK (symmetric) 

and then by ATK (Asymmetric), with this authentication is completed and 

acceptance message is sent to user, 

viii) NT is stored by replacing VT for future communication. 

The date has been used along with the request to avoid the replay attacks. If the user is valid 

then an accepted authentication message will be delivered to authenticator. Then in step 6, 

the authenticator will store the success information in its own database and send this 

message to MC in step 6. Success association will be performed in step 7 and 8. Association 

phase is followed by the encryption phase, which is the same as 802. Ix authentication. 

6.5 Performance Analysis of Double Token Based Authentication 

Scheme 

Fast and secure authentication is a critical issue in wireless networks. If authentication is 

not secure, then the system will be vulnerable to several attacks. Any intruder can get the 

secret keys and access the information. On the other side if the authentication process is 

slow, it will make the user to wait for long time before he/she will get the fiiU access to the 

network. Therefore, security and speed of the authentication scheme is a critical issue in 

the wireless networks. The strength of our proposed framework has been analyzed in terms 

of security and performance (in terms of time consumed) in the authentication phase. 

6.5.1 Security Analysis 

Mutual authentication is performed between the supplicant and AS in double token based 

scheme. In the present scheme, since all the secret information has been exchanged in the 

registration-authentication phase and no secret keys are exchanged during the 

authentication phase, the intruder will not be able to discover the key. Two tokens are 

generated in the scheme and intruder will not get the full access without the knowledge of 
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both tokens. Keys generated during the authentication phase are depends on both keys used 

in the registration phase and the keys used in the authentication phase. Registration of the 

user with the AS is performed every time the user wants to communicate but in registration 

phase, the registration was user dependent. But in authentication phase, the registration is 

server dependent. Different attacks to which the proposed scheme resists are mentioned 

below: 

Password guessing attack. Since the password is not sent in clear, rather encrypted 

passwords are transmitted during the registration phase, it makes the password guessing 

attack very hard and moreover no passwords are exchanged during the only-authentication 

phase. 

MAC address spoofing attack. MAC address is not sent in clear. First the hash of MAC is 

calculated and then encrypted with ATK. This step makes MAC address spoofing attack 

almost impossible. 

Replay attack. Current date has been used during the authentication phase, which also 

resolves the security issue, the replay attack. If the intruder intercepts the message and will 

try to resend the message later he/she will be discovered. 

Impersonation attack. An attacker cannot impersonate the user. Only the person who 

knows the VT and can generate the second token will be authenticated. 

Man-in-the-middle attack. If an attacker succeeded in guessing a password or MAC 

address spoofing he/she will not be able to attempt a MITM attack. This maUcious attempt 

will not work without the knowledge of VT. 

Denial-of-service attack. DoS attack cannot work in our fi-amework. Suppose intruder is 

able to guess the NT. He cannot change the NT without the knowledge of old token and 

that is shared only during the registration phase. 

From the above analysis, it has been observed that the security of double token based 

authentication scheme is enhanced as compared to fast token based authentication and EAP 

based authentication. Here, no secret messages are exchanged in clear and no secret 

information is exchanged during the authentication phase. Intruder has to face three 

challenges; first challenge, the intruder has to face is the hash of MAC, then he is required 

to find the VT, and the third challenge is new token, which he needs to compute every time 

during authentication. 
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6.5.2 Speed Analysis 

It has been mentioned that all keys are exchanged during the registration phase in the token 

based scheme. Unlike the EAP authentication, there is no need to send public/private keys, 

hashes, digital signatures during every session of authentication. With this the overheads 

incurred during the authentication phase are reduced and makes the mechanism fast. Now 

the MC has not to wait so long for the authentication phase to complete. As compared to 

fast token based authentication scheme, the nvimber of message exchanges are increased 

which enhances the security of the proposed double token based authentication scheme but 

sUghtly increases the time consumed during the authentication phase. 

We have configured the proposed system model to obtain numerical results for three 

authentication schemes: EAP authentication. Token based authentication and double token 

based authentication. Time consumed by the 802. Ix EAP to complete the mutual 

authentication between the AS and the MC is 0.5919 sec. Time consumed in only-

authentication phase (when user is already registered with AS) for fast token based 

authentication scheme is 0.2325 sec. Time consumed in only-authentication phase for 

double token based authentication scheme is 0.3911 sec. From the obtained numerical 

values it is found that the time consumed in only-authentication phase for double token 

based authentication scheme is higher than fast token based authentication. This is due to 

the increased number of message exchanges during authentication phase to enhance the 

security of the scheme. Time consumed in registration-authentication phase for both token 

based and double token based authentication schemes is same i.e. 0.4537 sec. Speed 

analysis of double token based fast authentication in authentication-registration phase and 

in only-authentication phase is shown in Figure 6.5. 

The comparison of EAP 802. Ix authentication, token based fast authentication and double 

token based fast authentication in only-authentication phase is shown is Figure 6.6. From 

the numerical results, it is found that time taken to complete the authentication phase is the 

highest in EAP authentication and the lowest in token based fast authentication. Numerical 

values for the comparison of speed in EAP authentication, token based authentication and 

double token based authentication in only-authentication phase are shown in Table 6.1. 
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Table 6.1 Speed analysis of authentication schemes 

Type of authentication 

EAP 802.1X 

Registration-authentication phase for 

fast token based authentication 

Fast token based authentication in 

only-authentication phase 

Double token based authentication in 

only-authentication phase 

Time (sec.) 

0.5919 

0.4537 

0.2325 

0.3911 

Observations 

Slow 

Fast 

Very fast 

Faster than EAP 

authentication 

Performance analysis of EAP authentication, token based authentication, and double token 

based authentication showed that double token based authentication scheme provides a very 

high level of security to the wireless networks as compared to EAP authentication and token 

based fast authentication. The proposed scheme provides optimal security-performance 

tradeoff as compared to EAP authentication and fast token based authentication. 

6.6 Summary 

In this chapter, we have proposed a double token based fast authentication algorithm with 

enhanced security and better tradeoff between security and performance of WLANs. First 

layer of security is achieved using temporary token, which is issued to MC by AS. All the 

secret keys are exchanged between MC and AS during the registration phase, no one will, 

therefore, be able to understand the keys and will be unable to decrypt the message used 

for authentication. This makes the authentication scheme highly secure. Second layer of 

security is provided using the hash of MAC during the authentication phase and third layer 

of security is provided by computing the new token every time in the authentication phase. 

Performance analysis has been done in terms of security and authentication time and is 

compared with two existing authentication schemes. Because the number of key exchanges 

during the authentication phase is less, this makes the authentication process faster as 

compared to 802. Ix where all keys (public/private keys, DS, hash) are exchanged during 

the authentication phase in every session between the MC and AS. This shows that the 

proposed double token based authentication technique provides a fast authentication 

scheme with an enhanced security. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Future Directions 

In this thesis, we have focused on the performance evaluation of wireless LANs under the 

impact of different security implementations. We have proposed novel algorithms for the 

provisioning of optimal security-performance tradeoff in wireless networks. In this chapter, 

we conclude our research work and foresee some possible future extensions. 

7.1 Summary of Research Contributions 

In this thesis, our focus is to analyze and quantify the security-performance tradeoff in 

WLANs with the aim to seek optimal tradeoff for wireless communication services. The 

important findings and conclusions drawn fi-om tiie work done in this thesis are summarized 

below: 

1) In order to understand the security issues in wireless networks, a comprehensive 

literature survey highlighting the various challenges in security provisioning has been 

presented. It is observed that wireless networks pose major challenges to security 

provisioning. Due to the ever evolving security attacks in wireless networks and the 

direct impact of security algorithms on network performance, development of enhanced 

security mechanisms with improved security-performance tradeoff becomes a crucial 

and challenging task. 

2) We have performed quantitative experimental analysis in order to study the impact of 

various security protocols on the performance of IEEE 802.11 based wireless LANs in 

different network scenarios. The results are summarized below: 

- It is observed that there is a tradeoff between security and network performance. 

The performance degrades with increase in security strength. These trends are 

experimentally verified for WLANs based on IEEE 802.11b/g standards. In IEEE 

802.11b, IEEE 802.1 Ig and IEEE 802.lln based networks, throughput decreased 

about 2.36%, 1.36% and 1.31% respectively with increase in security strength. In 

the c£ise of IEEE 802.1 In based networks the performance decreases significantly 

for WEP/64/128. Throughput is decreased by 55% and response time is increased 

by 48% as compared to SSID (no security protocol used for performance 
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comparison). Therefore, WEP/64 and WEP/128 are not recommended for IEEE 

802.1 In based WLANs. 

It is fovind that for three standards under study, the best tradeoff between secvirity 

and network performance is achieved with WPA/AES (P4), WPA2/AES (P5) and 

WPA2/AES/TKIP (Pe) among pre-shared key protocols, and with 

WPA/AES/RADIUS (P7) among enterprise network security protocols. It is 

realized that due to this tradeoff, security protocols with higher strength may not 

always be the best choice for all wireless applications. It is suitable to implement 

the protocols WPA/AES/RADIUS (P7), WPA2/AES/RADIUS (Ps), and 

WPA2/AES/rKIP/RADIUS (P9) for applications carrying more sensitive 

information and WEP/64 (P2), WEP/128 (P3), WPA/AES (P4), WPA2/AES (P5), 

WPA2/AES/TKIP (Pe) are suitable for the apphcations in case network 

performance is the major concern. 

It is found that the selection of the suitable protocol for a network depends on factors 

including roaming and non-roaming scenario, network load, traffic stream, packet 

length, applications and performance requirements. 

For IEEE 802.1 In based networks, throughput in non-roaming network scenario is 

3-4% higher and response time is 4% lower than roaming network scenarios. In 

non-roaming network scenario, throughput in congested network is 5.1% lower and 

response time is 5.7% higher than uncongested network scenario. Throughput with 

UDP traffic stream is 4.1 % higher and response time is 4.5% lower than TCP traffic 

stream. Throughput in single client network is 66.4% higher and response time is 

49% lower than 3-client network. In the same manner, encryption overheads, packet 

loss and frame loss vary in different network scenarios. However, jitter is not much 

affected with the implementation of security protocols. It is almost negligible for 

Pi^ and reaches to 1 msec for P7-9. 

With RSSI model, it is established that security strength is not only dependent on 

the number of security services provided by each security protocol but it also 

depends on the strength of security services provided by the particular protocol. 
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- For IEEE 802.1 In based networks, in the class of network scenarios considered herein, 

overall the security protocols P5-7 provide the best tradeoff between robustness and 

mobility. However, in a typical TCP uncongested environment, the optimal tradeoff 

between robustness and mobility is offered by P? giving the values 0.7718 Mbps and 

1.4480 msec respectively. 

- The present experimental study on the quantification of the performance impact of 

security protocols is usefiil as reference for designing efficient security protocols for 

future wireless networks. 

3) We have proposed three RC4 variants referred to as RC4-M1, RC4-M2 and RC4-M3 

and compared with its existing variants. Following conclusion are drawn: 

- All the proposed variants qualify the NIST statistical test suite of randomness 

satisfactorily hence, it is established that the scrambling in proposed variants is 

uniformly distributed. 

- The proposed schemes offer computational complexity in terms of larger number of 

operations relative to the existing variants. CC in the case of RC4+, RC4+M1, RC4-

M2 and RC4-M3 is 4608+16N, 9216+14N, 4608+29N and 4608+8N respectively. 

RC4-M2 provides the maximum security with slightly higher execution time (0.14 sec) 

but less than RC4+ (0.156 sec). 

- The respective encryption time of the proposed encryption schemes- RC4-M1, RC4-

M2 and RC4-M3 is 30.1%, 10% and 48.7% lower as compared to existing variant 

RC4+. The results clearly indicate that the proposed schemes are computationally 

efficient. 

4) To improve security-throughput tradeoff, a link adaptive encryption scheme is 

evaluated. Comparative study and performance evaluation leads to the following 

conclusions: 

- In the ECB mode of cipher, when SNR is 16 dB, for the variable block length encryption 

scheme, cipher strength at 256 bits is 206 bits and for fixed block length encryption 

cipher strength at 128 bits is 221bits. 

- With CBC mode, cipher strength at 256 bits is 133 bits in case of variable block length 

encryption and at 128 bits is 102 bits for fixed block length encryption. 
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- Throughput increases about 40% in ECB mode of cipher and 20% in CBC mode of 

cipher for link adaptive scheme. 

- Security attained with link adaptive scheme operating in ECB mode of cipher is a better 

solution for security and throughput tradeoff If computational security is a major 

concern, link adaptive scheme in CBC mode should be preferred. 

5) A system model for the analysis of challenge/response authentication is investigated. 

From the performance analysis of authentication schemes following conclusions are 

drawn: 

- The proposed double token based authentication technique provides a fast 

authentication scheme with an enhanced security. Authentication time for the proposed 

scheme is 30% less as compared to existing BAP authentication. 

7.2 Future Directions 

There are still many possible promising directions in the broad perspective of performance 

analysis, evaluation and design of security algorithms in wireless networks. In this section, 

we outline a few research issues which could be worth investigating. 

Security performance quantification with IEEE 802.11ac in a multi-hop environment is an 

open area of research. Authentication time quantification in all the IEEE 802.11 b/g/n/ac 

based WLANs further needs to be addressed. Security performance analysis during 

handoffs is an open issue. 

But due to ever evolving security attacks on RC4, the security claim of proposed RC4 

variants is a conjecture, as is the case with many of the existing stream ciphers. Though, no 

immediate weakness of the new ciphers has been observed, further analysis of proposed 

improved variants is an open problem of research. 

In this thesis, we have evaluated the security-throughput tradeoff with link adaptive 

encryption scheme in AWGN channel. Analyzing the same with different available 

channels and without knowledge of channel conditions is an interesting and open area of 

research. 
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